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Docket Nos. 50-277
[ 50-278

License Nos. DPR-44
DPR-56

Mr. William T. Russell, Administrator
Region I
US Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555
ATTENTION: Document Control Desk

SUBJECT: Response to the NRC Request For Additional
Information regarding the Plan for Restart of
Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station, Revision 1.

Dear Mr. Russell:

Enclosed with this letter are fifteen copies of Philadelphia
Electric Company's response to your June 1, 1988, request for
additional information on the Plan for Restart of Peach Bottom
Atomic Power Station, Revision 1.

Our submittal includes responses to the specific comments
provided by the State of Maryland in the letter from Governor
William D. Schaefer to you, dated May 26, 1988.

In our letter to you dated July 1, 1988, we stated our
intention of providing an overall response in one package to the
NRC's request for additional information and the issues raised by
the State of Maryland and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania. We

are holding a series of discussions with representatives of the
Governor of Pennsylvania in an attempt to clarify and resolve
Pennsylvania's concerns. We expect to submit our responses to
Pennsylvania's remaining questions by August 31, 1988.
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Mr. William T. Russell July 22, 1988
Page 2

/ We look forward to a meeting with your staff in early August
to discuss this response.

i

If you have any questions or require further information,
please do not hesitate to contact me or my staff.

Sincerely,

_

c-

cc: Addressee
T. P. Johnson, Resident Site Inspector
Robert Martin, Licensing Project Manager, NRC

,

-----_-- ___
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OUESTION I-1 (ES-6)

Explain why the commitment to have senior management, plant
management, et. al., meet with the NRB has been deleted in
Revision 1.

RESPONSE

The referenced meeting process was deleted as iu was

deemed to be redundant (see also the response to Question I-

17). Philadelphia Electric Comp:ny (PE) has established a

close interface and frequent interactive comnunications

between independent assessment groups and line management.

Line management has primary responsibility to ensure taat

executive management receives timely information about

nuclear operations and is appropriately involved in

(Jrrective action. The Nuclear Group executives and plant

management do meet frequently with the Executive Vice

President-Nuclear for in-depth assessment of Nuclear

performance, as indicated in Major Activities CA4-1.2.4,

CA4-2.8.5 and CA4-2.9.1. To provide independent avenues o'

timely oversight information to executive management, PE has

elevated the reporting relationship of the Nuclear Review

Board (NRB) and Nuclear Quality Assurance (NQA) to report

directly to the Executive Vice President-Nuclear.

Furthermore, the appropriate line managers are and will

continue to be made available at NRB meetings. A more

thorough discussion of the NRB is contained in Section I on

pages 53 to 55,

7-22-88 QUESTION I-1
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OUESTION I-2 (Page 5)

Describe the accountability of other employees and workers ,

addressed in the last topic under item (1) which talks about
... employees assigned to site work locations on a permanent"

bases are accountable..." -

RESPONSE

Employees assigned co site work locations on a

permanent basis are accountable, through their respective -

site managers, to the site Vice President. One exception is
A

noted below.
.

A number of Nuclear Quality Assurance (NQA) employees

are assigned to site work locations on a permanent basis.

They are engaged in independent assessment and oversight

activities. These personnel report to and are accountable

to the General Manager, NQA. The NQA organization is 6

further described in Section I, pages 38 to 42, and Section

II, pages 15, 16 and 77 to 82.

Also see the response to Question I-23. .

,

i
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OUESTION I-3 (Page 5)

Item 2 discusses self assessment and problem resolution;
however, the action items concentrate on problem resolution

~

-

and third party problem identifications. Explain what line
management will do themsalves to identify problems and self
assess their own organization (aside from measuring progress
against performance goals).

RESPONSE

Line management's self-assessment and problem

resolution capabilities will be strengthened to include:

1. The implementation of the management philosophy for

assurance of quality (pages 36 ar.d 37). This

philosophy provides for:

o A nuclear performance management program that will
allow line managers to track performance against
established goals and will require line
management and senior management assessment of the
timeliness and effectiveness of corrective 6

actions. Measurement of performance will be
reported frequently to management and will be N

emphasized in the performance appraisal process to.

assure continued diligence and problem resolution
by line management.

o Effective feedback information systems that will
allow line managers to identify and assess their
organization's performance, thus permitting timely
development of corrective actions and problem2

resolution.

o Improved processes for reporting work-related
quality problems that will result in improved -|
identification and assessment of problems and
will permit timely development of corrective
actions and problem resolution. For example,
work-related quality problems and their
resolutions are reviewed with the Executr,. Vice

,

President-Nuclear at his monthly meetings with the {'site staff at each site.

2. Improvements in the Operating Experience Assessment '

+

Program (pages 42 and 43). This program has been

7-22-88 QUESTION I-3
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specifically developed to reinforce line management |
responsibility for comprehensive and effective self-

assessment with regard to the applicability.of

operating experience to their operations. The OEAP

provides for line management evaluation of operating

experience items (both industry-wide and PE plant-

specific), including the developnint of corrective

actions and problem resolution.

3. An improved Coramitment Tracking Program (pages 43 to

45). This program has been designed to reinforce

effective and timely line management self-assestment by

the development and completion or commitments. The

program provides for line management and senior

management reporting of the status of implementation,

which will allow timely identification of the potential

need.for problem resolution. (See response to Question

I-16.)

Each of these improvements is covered 11 a major

activity addressed in Section 5.2 of Section I of the

Restart Plan, pages 65 to 69. Overdue item reports for

OEAP and the Commitment Tracking Program with trending

information are to be provided to line management
|=

monthly.

Line managers will spend time on the jobsite in direct
|

| observation of activities. Additionally, as described in

Section I, page 49, and Section II, page 77, line managers
i

7-22-88 QUESTION I-3
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will be afforded the opportunity to visit other utilities

and participate in other industry programs.in order to

increase their awareness of developing issues and improved

practices and to provide additional opportunities to develop _

collaborative working relationships within the industry.

I

d-

.

!

1

I
|

|
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QUESTION I-4 - (Page 6)

NRB review of organizational and personnel. performance
issues has been deleted from the plan. Explain who will
address these issues.

RESPONSE

PE's line management has the primary responsibility to

address all organizational and personnel performance issues.

The Nuclear Committee of the Board (NCB), in accordance with

its oversight mission, has the responsibility to review on a

continuing basis and report to the full Board on the

management of nuclear operations, including but not limited
-

to organizational issues and the performance and overall

effectiveness of the senior nuclear management team. The

role of the Nuclear Review Board (NRB) is further elaborated
upon in the responses t acstions I-30 and I-31.

The charge of tm. NCB, its specific duties, membership,

resources and crganizational relationships are discussed in

Section 4.4 through 4.7 and in the attached revised Figure 8

of Section i of the Plan for Restart of Peach Bottom.
,

|

|

|
|
|
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OUESTION I-5 (Page 9)

Identify the changes to figure 1.

RESPONSE

The changes represented by Revision 1 to Section I,

Figure 1, "Chain of Command and Control for Operations",

included revision to the title of the most senior nuclear

officer to Executive Vice President-Nuclear and added the

pos4 tion of Senior Vice President-Nuclear (subsequently,

this title was expanded to Senior Vice President-Nuclear

construction for improved specificity). This position was

added to provide a more focused corporate overview of the

Limerick Unit 2 construction program. John S. Kemper, who

successfully managed the constructivn and startup activities

for Limerick Unit 1 was selected to fill this position. As

stated in Section I, page 10, of the Restart Plan, the

Scnior Vice Preside.it-Nuclear will be accountable to the

Executive Vice President-Nuclear-for the Limerick Unit 2

project up to fual load, at wh.ch time the Vice President-

Limerick will assume responsibility for the start-up and

power ascension program. Rev'.sion 1 also included in

Figure 1 the position of Construction Manager-Limerick Unit

2 to indicate his direct reporting relationship to the new

position of Senior Vice President-Nuclear Construction.

7-22-88 QUESTION I-5
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OUESTION I-6 (Page'11)

Idantify the changes to figure 2.

RESPONSE

The changes represented by Revision 1 to Section I,

Figure 2, Reporting _ Structure for the Top Level of the"

Nuclear Organization," included a revision to the title

of the most senior nuclear officer to Executive Vice

President-Nuclear; replaced the Management Assistance

Staff with a permanent Organization and Management

Development Division; added the Senior Vice President-

Nuclear position to oversee the construction of

Limerick Unit 2; and removed the dotted line reporting

chain from the Nuclear Review Board (NRB) to the
Chairman of the Board and President to more clearly

show the NRB reporting relationship as described in

Amendments 132 and 135 for the Unit 2 and Unit 3

Technical Specifications, respectively, which were

issued on June 22, 1988.

7-22-88 QUESTION I-6
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Ouestion I-7 (Page-12)

Describe key accountabilities and responsibilities for the
Senior Vice President-Nuclear as all of the other. Executive
Vice President direct reports are given infthis section.

Resoonse

The Senior Vice President-Nuclear (title expanded to

Senior Vice President-Nuclear Construction for improved

specificity) has the overall management responsibility and

accountability for the design, construction and pre-

operational testing of Limerick Unit 2. The Senior Vice

President-Nuclear Construction will ensure that procedures

and processes necessary to meet construction and licensing-

requirements for Limerick Unit 2 will be accomplished to

meet construction and start-up schedules.

.

7-22-3L QUESTION I-7
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OUESTION I-8 (Page 17)

Describe the process used by.the Manager, Organization
and Management Development Division, to monitor
progress toward meeting objectives for culture changes
and how it differs from other assessments of work
management processes.

RESPONSE

Changing an organization's culture is different

from changing a work management process. Culture is

the very essence of an organization, permeating every

aspect. It is the set of shared norms, assumptions and

beliefs which can be articulated by organization

members, but usually are not specified in written

documents. Therefore, measuring progress towards

mee:ing objectives for cultural change cannot be

thorght of in the same way as measuring work management

prescesses.

The PE Nuclear Group has taken a number of steps to

change its culture. First, a vision, mission, and set of

values have been specified for the Nuclear Group. These

overt statements are a clear message from management to

employees about the desired shared norms. They implicitly

state a set of assumptions and beliefs which underpin the

developing culture of the Nuclear Group.

The Manager, Organization and Management Development

Division, has developed a process to: a) develop an action
|

| plan to ensure the vision, mission, and values are
I

'

assimilated by employees of the Nuclear Group, and
:

!

7-22-88 QUESTION I-8
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b) determine hev well the vision, mission, and values have

been assimilated throughout the organization.

In addition, a number of programs have been

implemented. They include "Managing Organizational Change"

(MOC) which was designed to assist the top 150 managers of

the Nuclear Group in developing ir.plementation plans for

critical changes necessary for moving the organization

towards its desired culture. A strategic planning process

also has been introduced. This process will impact culture

in two ways. First, the overall strategic direction of the

Nuclear Group for the years 1989-1993 was developed in a

collaborative manner at an off-site meeting attended by 50

senior managers of the N'uclear Group. This process

emphasized the espoused Nuclear Group values of "Teamwork"

and "Dynamic Business Focus" (sea attachment). Second, the

Nuclear Group will be managed per the strategic plan.

Therefo. Nuclear Group employees will have a tangible,

document which specifies expected accomplishments on en

annual basis. The concept of "plan the work, then work the

plan" will become part of the fabric of the Nuclear Group.

The annual process of developing a strategic plan to guide

the business over the following 12 months will become a

ritual tilat supports the desired culture of the PE Nuclear

Group.

The Manager, Organization and Management

Development Division, has been actively involved in

7-22-88 QUESTION I-8
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assisting in the implementation of the programs

described above. He will evaluate the effectiveness of

each. The main criteria for the evaluation will be

behavior associated with each of the Nuclear Group-

values. Behaviors indicative of each value were

developed by the Executive Vice President-Nuclear and

his staff. The Manager, Organization and Management

Development Division, with assistance from Organization

Development consultants, will work with organization

units to evaluate how well their day-to-day operations

reflect the behavior identified as appropriate by the

senior management staff. Once this has been

determined, action plans to bring actual and desired

behaviors into line will be developed and implemented

by the line organizations.

|

t

!
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OUESTION I-9 (Page 24)

Correct the inconsistency between figure 4 which shows
LGS-2. construction . management reporting to a Manager
under the Vice President Nuclear Engineering and figure
1 which shows LGS-2 construction management report'to
the Senior Vice President Nuclear.

BESPONSE

What might appear to be an. inconsistency between

Section I, Figure 1 on page 9, and Figure 4 on page 24

of Section I of the Restart Plan is explained on Page

26. The Manager, Nuclear Engineering, has two major

roles. In one role he reports directly to_the Vice

President-Nuclear Engineering ,in a one-over-one

relationship. In the other rol e he serves as the

Construction Manager-LGS-2 and reports directly to the

Senior Vice President-Nuclear Construction as indicated

in Figure 1. In the role of Construction Manager-LGS-

2, the Manager, Nuclear Engineering, has as his direct

report, the Construction Superihtendent-LGS-2, as

indicated in Figure 4. A figure showing the dual

reporting relationship of the Manager, Nuclear

Engineering / Construction Manager-LGS-2 is attached.

,

-7-22-88 QUESTION I-9
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OUESTION I-10 (Page 27)

Explain whether Nuclear Maintenance in Nuclear Services
is really limited to nuclear activities.

RESPONSE

The Nuclear Maintenance Division, a part of the

Nuclear Services Department, is a centralized

organization that provides specialty maintenance

services and supplemental resources to nuclear

generating facilities, as well as to fossil and hydro

plants and substation equipment.

The mission of the Nuclear Maintenance Division is to

provide quality preventive, corrective and emergency

maintenance in a timely manner to equipment used in the

generation and transmisaion of electrical energy. This

Division has the capability to concentrate its resources at

the stations during unit outages and major equipment

overhauls.

Each nuclear generating station organization contains

sufficient maintenance personnel, who report to station

management, to routinely maintain the power plant equipment.

The Nuclear Maintenance Division is structured to supplement

the station maintenance forces to reduce the station work

load during peak maintenance work and to provide necessary

special maintenance services.

In addition, the broad base of "customers" of the

Nuclear Maintenance Division allows the Division to

7-22-88 QUESTION I-10
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have.the flexibility to specialize in specific

maintenance work, use its personnel effectively, and to

move the personnel to various locations on an as-needed

basis to' work in nuclear plants under the same program

as those assigned to the nuclear plants.

The flexibility provided by this arrangement permits PE

to have more highly qualified maintenance personnel'

available on a priority basis for nuclear work than'it

otherwise would.

7-22-88 QUESTION I-10
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QUESTION I-11 (Page 29)

Identify.the changes to Figure 5. |

RESPONSE

The change to' Figure 5, "Functional Organization

Chart for Nuclear Services," deleted the

-managerial / professional development functions from

Nuclear Training. Responsibility for these functions

was assumed by.the newly established Manager,

Organization and Management Development Division. This

responsibility was appropriately added to Section I of

the Restart Plan, Section 2.3, Organizational

Accountabilities, page 17. The Manager, Organization

and Management Development Division, is also *

responsible for:

1) evaluating effectiveness of management and professional

training programs, and

2) interfacing with department management to monitor

individual development plans for each nuclear manager.

These functions were omitted from Figure 5 and omitted

from Section 2.3. The transfer of the managerial /

professional development functions to the Manager,

Organization and Management Development Division, provides

more direct involvement by the highest level of nuclear

management during this very activa re-organizational period.

7-22-88 QUESTION I-11
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OUESTION I-12 (Page 27)

Explain how the long standing weaknesses in this area
are expected to improve with the limited experience and
talent in the Health Physics Group.

RESPONSE

Weaknesses in the radiation protection / health physics

organizations were recognized by PE before the March 31,

1987 shutdown order. In response to its own self-assessment

in this area, PE initiated an effort to strengthen its

health physics programs. As part of this effort, PE has

increased both the experience and talent of its health

physics. groups at corporate and the Peach Bottom site. The

enhanced health physics organizations have undertaken

numerous initiatives in support of program. improvements. A

discussion of the staff's experience level and programmatic

improvements follows.

At the corporate level, PE sought to provide effective
|

overview and support of the stations' health physics

programs. To this end, PE reorganized the responsibilities

and resources of the Radiation Protection Section into three

branches in June 1987: the Radiological Health Branch, the

Radiological Engineering Branch, and the Radiological

Assessm'ent Branch. Before the reorganization this Section

consisted of six professionals. Currently, the Section

contains 11 professionals. The Section has instituted

improvements in programs based on NRC Regulatory Guides andI

.

7-22-88 QUESTION I-12
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Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO) standards. The

Rac'tation Protection Manual is being updated, for issuance

in July 1988, to incorporate the guidelines from INPO, NRC,

and ANSI. These activities have been implemented to ensure
.

that employees and their supervisors are more aware of their

radiation protection responsibilities. Supervisors are now

being held accountable for ensuring that their employees

follow radiation protection procedures.

An important function of the Radiation Protection

Section is to maintain knowledge of new practices and

equipment proven effective in the industry and to coordinate

evaluations of the potential for application at PE. In

carrying out this function, the PE Radiation Protection

Section has been represented at Edison Electric Institute

Health Physics Committee meetings and at the Institute of

Nuclear Power Operations Radiation Protection Manager

meetings. Besides corporate representation, site personnel

attended these meetings. Within the last year, members of

the corporate staff, as well as station staff, have visited

Hope Creek, Susquehanna, TMI, oyster Creek, and Salem to

| observe various aspects of their radiological protection
|

|
programs. In addition, a group of personnel including a

!

Health Physics representative visited Sweden to obtain

information about Swedish maintenance and radiological

practices.

7-22-88 QUESTION I-12
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Besides the update of the Radiation Protection Manual,

the Section has formalized the company ALARA program through

the ALARA Manual which was issued in May 1988. It provides'

the organizational structure and standard for the company's

ALARA program. The Manual incorporates industry guidelines

and emphasizes management's role and industry-accepted

practices in reducing doses. Key oversight features of the

program include an Executive ALARA Council, chaired by the

Executive Vice President-Nuclear, and Station ALARA

Councils, chaired by the station Vice Presidents. This

structure will provide a high level of pro-active management

involvement in company goals for dose reduction. Each

Council evaluates issues related to ALARA dose reduction and

provides individuals in the line organization with goals and

direction. These individuals are then expected to report to

the Councils on progress made on ALARA goals. The first

Executive ALARA Council meeting was held on June 3, 1988,

with station ALARA Council meetings held subsequently in

June.

The corporate Radiological Health Branch has been

headed since September 1987 by a Certified Health Physicist

with a Ph.D. and over 15 years of related experience. This

Branch will operate a TLD processing facility accredited by

the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program.

This facility, which should be operational in November 1988,
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will service both stations and provide a significant

improvement to the station dosimetry programs. This

improvement will be achieved through better quality service,

better exposure control, and better turnaround time for the

TLD processing. This Branch also provides technical

assistance and oversight to the station internal and

external dosimetry programs.

The Radiological Engineering Branch has been led since

April 1988 by a Professional Nuclear Engineer who is also a

Certified Health Physicist with over seven years of

supervisory experience in the areas of BWR radiation

engineering and ALARA programs. His experience includes

assignments with Stone & Webster Engineering Corporation as

a Principal Engineer, followed by a nuclear utility

assignment as an ALARA engineer at a BWR, and then as the

Radiological Engineer responsible for the BWR facility ALARA

program in the corporate offices. This Branch will provide
,

:

| strong radiological engineering knowledge and experience to

deliver technical support, coordination and oversight of the

company ALARA program. The Branch is actively involved in

assisting the stations and Nuclear Engineering with the

planning and review of modifications and tasks involving

high radiation doses. Their involvement provides the

stations with additional knowledge and greater industry

experience. This Branch has also been active in promoting
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the inclusion of man-rem bonus / penalty clauses in bid

specifications for major contract task bids. In this way,

bids are evaluated on the basis of both cost and man-rem,

and a bonus or penalty is awarded if the man-rem goal is

improved upon or not achieved. Significant man-rem savings

are anticipated with this approach. A contract was recently

awarded on this basis for repair to a reactor vessel steam

dryer.

The Radiological Assessment Branch has been headed

since March 1987 by a physicist with regulatory experience

in auditing health physics programs. This Branch initiated

a formal quarterly performance assessment at each station on

a cyclic schedule to assess'each functional area of health

physics over a two-year period. Each assessment results in

recommendations which the Branch tracks to ensure proper

resolution. Every three months, a list of open items is

provided to the plant Manager. Through these assessments,

commonality of programs between the sites will be improved.

In addition, professionally experienced members of the

Radiological Health and Radiological Engineering Branches

are currently, and will continue, promoting improvements to

the station programs by performing reviews and informal

assessments. Current emphasis is on evaluating the

effectiveness of specific site procedures and performance in

meeting objectives for sustained performance and improvement
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as detailed in corporate manuals and procedures. These

reviews have been of a programmatic nature and have

included the areas of contamination ar.d radioactive material

control, response to radiological occurrences, and
f

' internal / external exposure documentation and reports.
I
/ Since the reorganization of the Radiation Protection

Section, certain other improvements have been initiated.

For instance, total access control into Radiological Control

Areas (RCAs) has been instituted at Peach Bottom. This

program requires that every individual who enters an RCA

must sign a Radiation Work Permit, allowing much better

programmatic control. In addition, the Radiological

Occurrence Report System has been upgraded to require a

higher level of site management review with monitoring by

the Radiation Protection Section. The revised system has

improved the average closecut time of corrective actions

*

from several weeks to less than a week.

Besides changes in the health physics organization in

the PE corporate offices, organizational improvements have

also been made at the Peach Bottom site. In February 1988,

a new Superintendent, Services (health physics, radwaste,

and chemistry) with 15 years of experience was assigned. In

March 1987, a new Radiation Protection Manager was assigned

who has nine years of professional experience, and in

November 1987 an Applied Health Physics Supervisor with six
.
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years of professional experience was assigned to Peach

Bottom. Subsequent to the shutdown, the positions of

Health Physics Supervisor were created to supervise the

technicians and report to the Applied Health Physics

Supervisor. The Health Physics Supervisor assigned to each

shift has the authority to ensure that health physics

procedures are correctly carried out.

Improved performance in dose reduction has been

evident. For example, the Peach Bottom recirculation pipe

replacement project, which is nearing completion, is

projected to be significantly under the man-rem budgeted

(approximately 1350 man-rem vs. 1725 man-rom budgeted).

This outcome is largely the result of aggressive health

physics involvement in this project, which has also been

conducted without any significant health physics

deficiencies.

Peach Bottom has al.cc i.nitiated an accelerated
i

decontamination effort. This effort includes a program for

reducing the number of contaminated areas in the plant and

establishing goals for the total amount of contaminated

space.

PE has been committed to improving its health

physics / radiation protection organization. The corporate

staff has doubled, and experienced individuals have been

brought into the PE organization both at corporate and Peach

7-22-88 QUESTION I-12
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Bottom. PE has developed a stronger organization and has

improved programs as discussed above to address weaknesses

'in the health physics area. We. feel that we now have the

experience and talent to ensure continued improvement and

high-standards of performance in the PE health physics

program. We are committed to this end.

!

! *

:

1
!

|
.
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OUESTION I-13 (Page 31)

Explain why the Manager, Nuclear Training should not be
held accountable for the effectiveness of training
conducted.

BESPONSE

The Manager, Nuclear Training, is accountable to

the Vice President-Nuclear Services for the

effectiveness of training conducted. Specifically, he

is accountable for the overall PE nuclear training

programs including developing training program

curriculum, qualifying instructors, providing training

for new instructors, evaluating programs and

instructors, and assuring that INPO accreditation

standards are maintained. The Manager, Nuclear

Training, also ensures that the stations are adequately

implementing the nuclear training programs. At the

sites, the Superintendents, Training, are accountable

to the site Vice Presidents for ensuring that the

training programs are effectively conducted consistent

with corporate direction.

|

!
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OUESTION I-14 (Page 36)

Explain why.the ideas of direct observation and involvement
in ongoing activities as a way of monitoring performance
should not be added.

RESPONSE

These concepts are important parts of the company's

self-assessment processes. Line management personnel.

monitor the performance of their organizations through

direct observation and involvement in ongoing activities.

This concept is embodied in the fourth point under Section

I, 3.1, which states, "Line management monitors the

performance of their organization." This includes direct

observation and involvement by Senior Management in' ongoing

activities as ways to monitor performance, identify

variances where they exist, and assure appropriate

corrective action occurs. Additional reinforcement in this

area is also contained in Section 2.2 of Section I which

discusses the assignment of a Vice President-level

organization at each site to assure close involvement in

day-tc-day activities,
,

i
1

l
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OUESTION I-15 (Page 40)

QA audits appear to be expanded in scope to include
comprehensive technical and performance based factors.
Section II, Executive Summary, page 12, states that staffing
of the new site Quality organization has resulted in the,

'

recruitment and selection of a significant number of new
experienced personnel. These statements indicate there has
been an increase in QA/QC personnel on site. Provide more
information to describe the increase in personnel and scope
of audits.

RESPONSE
.

The formation and staffing of the PBAPS Quality

Division is further discussed in Section II on pages 15, 16

and 77 to 82. As indicated therein, the organizational

structure includes the establishment of eight additional

site supervisory positions that have been filled by new

personnel with significant relevant experience and proven

records of performance in technical, management, and QA/QC

areas.

The site audit program is further described in Section

II on page 78. Considerable effort has been made during the

past 18 months to develop a technically based audit program

within Nuclear Operations QA. Eleven such audits were

performed at PBAPS in 1987. The site operations staff has

advised that the program has contributed to self-assessment

efforts and has identified important areas for improvement.

The 1988 Nuclear QA Goals call for the completion of at
.

least 24 such audits.
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A considerable number of the audits and surveillances

are performance based (i.e., they include the in-process

observation of the task being reviewed). The 1988 Nuclear

QA Goals set standards to ensure that this occurs in at
least 50 percent of audits and surveillances. In addition,

site audits and surveillance activities will be focused on

areas of concern to plant management, the senior nuclear

management team, the NRB, or as warranted by operating

experience.
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OUESTION I-16 (Pages 43-45; Section 3.5 and 3.6)

Describe whether the Commitment Tracking program is
included in the Information Managemenc and Reporting
Systems Program and how these two program activities
differ. The function of commitment management / track ig
is also included in the functional organization
description for the' site support Manager, the site
Superintendent-Technical and the corporate Nuclear
Services division. Provide a description of the

'

Commitment Tracking program including the inputs to the
program, how the progress of a commitment's various
elements will be followed, including how the three
groups named above will coordinate their efforts, and
how completion of all of a commitment's elements will
be verified and documented.

RESPONSE

The Information Management and Reporting System

(IMRS) program encompasses various individual programs,

for example, the Commitment Tracking Program (CTP).

The IMRS is not a structured program in itself but

relies on its structured elements. As such, the CTP

will provide management with a mechanism to measure the

effectiveness of commitment identification, tracking,

adherence to schedule, and close out.

The CTP has been developed by a PE interdepartmental

steering committee. The program requires a high level of

involvement by line management and staff at the corporate

office and at both nuclear stations. The CTP was fully

implemented July 1, 1988.

The program is described in an Interface Agreement

approved by the Executive Vice President-Nuclear and has

been implemented through a Nuclear Croup Administrative

7-22-88 QUESTION I-16
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Procedure. The CTP includes commitments made in

correspondenca to and from PE with external organizations,

including NRC, INPO, Joint Utility Management Audit (JUMA),

ANI and other federal, state and local agencies, as well as

commitments established by the Nuclear Review Board,

Independent Safety Engineering Group, Nuclear QA and OEAP

organizations. The program will ensure that an accurate

status of the commitments is maintained. The commitments

currently being tracked by various organizations within PE

using different sou rces are being verified and consolidated
.

into a single database en a nhased priority basis.

The responsibility for imple aenting the CTP,

maintaining the database, and t'.acking the status of

implementation of commitment-related activities is assigned

to the Commitmer' Coordinator and his staff in the Licensing

Section under the Manager, Nuclear Support, in the Nuclear

Services Department. Commitm:.nt Engineers review designated

incoming and outgoing correspondence to identify commitments

ani' enter the information into the database.

The commitment action is assigned via a Document
,

Control Form to one of the following five PE departnents:

Peach Bottom Station, Limerick Station, Nuclear Engineering,

Nuclear Services or Quality Assurance. In the case of

Peach Bottom and Limerick, the Superintendent-Technical

assigns the necessary action to a responsible organization

7-22-88 QUESTION I-16
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and is responsible for site implementation through line

management. Commitments that are programmatic in nature,

for example, revisions of procedures and Technical

Specification amendments, are specifically identified.in the

database and will be maintained for consideration in future

changes to such procedures.

Verification of a completed commitment action is

provided by management in the Responsible Organization who

must certify the completion by signature. Subsequently, the

completion status is entered by the Commitment Engineer into

the CTP database, incit' ding reference to the appropriate

closecut documentation.

The Site support Manager does not have a specifically

assigned line management function in the CTP for the site.

The administration of the CTP at the site is the

responsibility of the Superintendent-Technical as stated in

the Restart Plan (Section II, page 168). The earlier

statement (Section I, page 21) represented PE's plane at the

time the Restart Plan was issued; however, the Commitment

Tracking Program was subsequently revised and the site
j

responsibility for CTP changed to the Superintendent-
|

Technical.

|
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OUESTION I-17 (Page 53)

Discuss how the wide range of independent assessment methods
including the monitoring of the independent assessment
functions will work without undermining accountabilities in
the line organization and without undermining the confidence
that upper management places in line management.

RESPONSE

PE's line management has the primary responsibility for

assuring the safety and quality of its nuclear operations.

The many facets of this responsibility are expressed in the

PE Nuclear management team's management philosophy for

assurance of quality found on pages 36 and 37 of Section I

of the Plan for Restart of Peach Bottom. Accountability in

the line organization is achieved and maintained by clearly

assigning individual responsibility, delegating appropriate

authority to exercise those responsibilities, holding each

individual accountable to carry out his responsibilities and

evaluating individual and team performance.

INPO, in its review of the original Plan for Restart

of Peach Botton, concluded that the lack of accountability

in the corporate organization and at Peach Bottom had been

pervasive for several years. INPO further concluded that,

while the recent PE reorganization should be helpful in

strengthening accountability, success would ultimately

depend upon the individual m'nagers in key line positions.

All of the key managers responsible for PE's nuclear

operations have been replaced. It is PE's belief that these
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changes, in conjunction with the recent reorganization, the

acquisition of experienced outside talent and the numerous

corrective actions outlined in the Plan for Restart, Will be

effective in assuring accountability for excellence of-

nu, clear operations.

A principal thrust of the Plan for:testart of Peach

Bottom is to strengthen self-assessment Ond problem

resolution capabilities within the Nuclear organization. To

complement and monitor this self-assessment effort, PE's

independent assessment structure has been expanded and

strengthened, with particular attention to assuring that th.

independent assessment does not undermine accountabilities [

in the line organization.

The NCB.has full and complete responsibility for all

aspects of oversight of corporate nuclear operations. The

Nuclear Review Board (NRB) and Nuclear Quality Assurance

(NQA) are internal oversight organizations with direct

responsibility to line management and an informational

reporting responsibility to the NCB. --

7-22-88 QUESTION I-17
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OUESTION I-18 (Page 54)

Compare NRB technical expertise with technical specification
requirements.

~ RESPONSE

Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station Technical

Specifications state in Sections 6.5.2.1 and 6.5.2.2 that

the Chairman, members and alternate members shall have an

academic degree in an engineering or physical science field

and shall have a minimum of five years of technical

experience, of which a minimum of three "ears shall be in

one or more of the following areas: nuclear power plant

operations, nuclear engineering, chemistry and

radiochemistry, metallurgy, instrumentation and control,

radiological safety, mechanical and electrical engineering,

or quality assurance practices.

Further, the members and alternate members will be

competent in the areas of Ouality Assurance practice

and cognizant of the Quality Assurance requirements of

10CFR50, Appandix B. They will be cognizant of the

corporate Quality Assurance Program and will have the

corporate Quality Assurance organization available to

them.

The present NRB Chairman, members and alternate

members each have at least one acadenic degree in an

engineering or physical science field cad a minimum of

15 years of technical experience. The areas of
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expertise of each member and alternate member are given

in the attached chart. All are competent in the areas

of quality assurance practice and cognizant of the

quality assurance requirements of 10CFR50, Appendix B,

and the corporece Quality Assurance Program.

The NRB Chairman, members, and alternate members

utilize the services of the Nuclear Quality Assurance

Department for the following: review of plant and

industry concerns; performance of special studies and

investigations; scheduling, conduct and reporting of

audits required by Section 6.5.2.8 of the Technical

Specifications; and review of safety evaluations as

required by Section 6.5.2.7 of the Technical

Specifications.

.

%
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-OUESTION I-19 (Page 55)

Describe the NCB members qualifications to be able to
perform the duties described in the charter and the time
they will have to devote to this activity. Explain the
extent of the NCB responsibilities relative to review of the
inspection reports.

RESPONSE:

The-Nuclear Committee of the Board (NCB) is a diverse
group of individuals with business management, engineering,

medical, and naval nuclear backgrounds. Collectively, they

are extremely well qualified to oversee the Company's

nuclear operations. The NCB accomplishes its oversighu

through ps .'.cfic meetings witt. nuclear group management;

review of internal and external reports, including but not

limited to the following:

Monthly Senior Managenent Reports-

Quarterly Nuclear Quality Assurance (NQA) Summary-

Lettars and NQA Trending Reports

NRB Summary Reports-

SALP Evaluations and PE Responses-

INPO Evaluations and PE Responses-

NRC Inspection Reports with Violations and PE-

Responses

NQA Audits with Significant Safety Findings.-

;

i
i

In discharging its responsibilities, the NCB draws onl

the talents of two outside nuclear advisors whose

backgrounds are described herein. In addition to attending
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all NCB meetings, the nuclear advisors meet periodically

with nuclear management personnel to discuss and address a

variety of 7.afety and technical issues. Furthermore, these

advisors review all of the above reports, in addition to the

following:

Weekly Items of Interest - Peach Bottom and-

Limerick

Monthly Progress Reports - Limerick Unit #2-

Monthly Progress Report on Plan for Restart-

,

Special NRC Bulletins Identifying Significant-

Deficiencies or Problems

NRB Minutes-

- NQA Audit Summaries and Highlights

Independent Safety Engineering Reports-

Licensee Event Reports-

Proposed Changes to Procedures, Equipment or-

Systems and Tests which Involve an Unreviewed
Safety Question

All NRC Inspection Reports-

Reports of the Operating Experience Assessment-

Program

On April 6, 1987,- the Board of Directors, at a special'

meeting, took action to establish a Special Committee

comprised of ncn-employee directors, to conduct an

independent examination of events leading to the NRC

shutdown order of March 31, 1987, and to report on a regular

basis to the full Board regarding its activities. On

October 26, 1987, the Board took formal action to establish

7-22-88 QUESTION I-19
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a standing Nuclear Committee of the Board (NCB) and to

appoint the members of the Special Committee to serve on the

NCB. As of July 22, 1988, the NCB, and its predecessor the

.Special Committee, has met 44 times since the Board's action

of April 6, 1987.

A number of these meetings have been held at nuclear

plant sites, both Peach Bottom and Limerick, at which time

the NCB and its technical advisors have received briefings

on various aspects of nuclear operations and have had the

opportunity to interact with key nuclear managers and to

tour the plants. In the corrse of the committee's own

meetings at corporate headquarters, the NCB has also met on

a regular basis with the joint owners of Peach Bottom

(Atlantic City Electric Company, Delmarva Power & Light

company, and Public Service Electric and Gas Company).

'

The NCB is meeting at least one or more times each

month during the Peach Bottom restart effort. Subsequent to

restart, in accordance with its charter, it is expected that

the NCB and its advisor" will meet at least quarterly.

With a single exception, all of the members of the NCB

live and work in proximity to the company's corporate

headquarters and its nuclear facilities. Each member has

committed to active participation in the affairs of the

Company.
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NCB BIOGRAPHIES

ROBERT D. HARRISON
Director, Philadelphia Electric Company
Chairman, Nuclear Committee of the Board

Mr. Harrison graduated from Harvard University with a degree
in mechanical engineering. He also graduated from Officer
Candidate School at the U. S. Naval Academy. His three years of
active-naval service included a tour of duty as. Chief Engineer
aboard a_ destroyer escort. He also holds a master's degree in
Busines9 Administration from Harvard University.

Mr. Harrison possesses broad-based managerial experience.
In 1949, he joined John Wanamaker, Inc., an internationally known
retail merchandising chain, where he progressed through various
levels of management to the position of President and Chief
Executive officer, which he held for over ten years. In 1987, he
elected early retirement from Wanamaker's to serve as a
management consultant to business and industry. He has served on
this company's Board of Directors for 18 years, and has been
instrumental in guiding the Company's growth as a nuclear
utility.

WILLIAM S. GAITHER, Ph.D
Director, Philadelphia Electric Company
Memb,er, Nuclear Committee of the Board _

Dr. Gaither is Vice Chairman of the Board of Directors and
Manager of Information and Decision Systems for Roy F. Weston,
Inc., a West Chester, Pennsylvania-based environmental consulting
and engineering firm. Before joining Weston, Dr. Gaither served
as President of Drexel University for three years. Previously,
he founded the College of Marine Studies, of the University of
Delaware, and served as the College's Dean for 14 years.

Dr. Gaither's engineering and business experience includes
project engineering and management in marine transportation
systems with the Pipeline Division of Bechtel Corporation (San
Francisco) ; engineering experience with Dravo Corporation
(Pittsburgh); and with Ilyer Corporation (Neenah, Wisconsin).

Dr. Gaither is a graduate civil engineer from Rose Polytech
| (now Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology) with the degrees of
(
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Master of Science in Engineering, Master of Arts, and Doctor of
Philosophy from Princeton University. He maintains registrations
as a professional engineer in six states, including-Pennsylvania.
He has served as a PE director for three years.

EDITHE J. LdVIT, M.D.
~

Director, Philadelphia Electric Company
,

Member. Nuclear Committee of the Board

Following graduation from medical school and post-graduate
study at Philadelphia General Hospital (PGH), Dr. Levit served as
Clinical Instructor and Associate in Endocrinology at PGH and for
four years as that institution's Director of Medical Education.

Early in her medical career, Dr. Levit became associated
with the National Board of Medical Examiners (NBME), an
independent testing agency with the primary mission of evaluating
the professional competence of physicians as the basis for
licensure to practice medicine in the United States. In her 25
years'with NBME, she advanced through various levels of
responsibility to the position of President and Chief Executive
officer, which she held for eleven years. In 1986, Dr. Levit
elected early retirement as President and Chief Executive Officer
of NBME and continues to serve the organization as President
Emeritus and a Director.

Dr. Levit is a Master of the American College of Physiclans,
and a member of the Institute of Medicine of the National Academy
of Sciences. In February 1988, she was appointed to the Advisory
Council of the Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO), in
Atlanta, Georgia, for a three-year term. The Advisory Council is
comprised of professionals who are not salaried by a nuclear
utility. Their function is to advise INPO's President and Board
of Directors on the programs and activities of the Institute.
Dr. Levit has served as a director of PECo for 8 years.

JOSEPH J. McLAUGHLIN
Director, Philadelphia Electric Company
Member. Nuclear Committee of the Board

Mr. McLaughlin is President and Chief Executive Officer of
Beneficial Mutual Savings Bank, in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
He is a graduate of the American InLtitute of Banking, Brown
University Graduate School of Savings Banking, and the
Philadelphia Board of Realtors School of Real Estate Law and
Finance.

Mr. McLaughlin has served as a Director of Philadelphia
Electric Company since 1974, and has e deep and thorough
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understanding of the Company's mission and responsibilities as a
nuclear utility.

ADMIRAL JAMES D. WATKINS, USN (Retired)
Director, Philadelphia Electric Company
' Member. Nuclear Committee of the Board

Admiral Watkins was elected a Director of Philadelphia
Electric Company on June 27, 1988, and was appointed to the
Nuclear Committee of the Board. He is a graduate of the U. S.
Naval Academy, whose tours as a flag officer in'lude Commander,
Sixth Fleet; Vice Chief of Naval O~perations; and Commander-in-
Chief, Pacific Fleet.- In 1982, he was selected by President
Reagan to be the 22nd Chief of Naval Operations and served in
that post until he retired from the Navy in June 1986.

Admiral Watkins holds a master's degree in mechanical
engineering and is a graduate of the reactor engineering course
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory. In 1959 he entered the Navy's
nuclear-powered submarine program, where he acquired many years
of experience in nuclear propulsion, including all aspects of
bringing a new reactor plant on line. He has also served ashore
in various assignments associated directly with selection,
education,-and training of personnel, as well as maintenance and
operation of naval nuclear propulsion plants.

SALOMON LEVY, Ph.D
Advisor to the Nuclear Committee of the Board

Dr. Levy is President of S. Levy Incorporated, an
independent engineering consulting firm which he founded in
September 1977. Previously, Dr. Levy was employed by General
Electric Company for 24 years, where he was involved in overall
nuclear power plant design. In April 1975, he was named General
Manager, Boiling Water Reactor Operations, with responsibility
for all engineering and manufacturing of General Electric nuclear
power reactors.

Dr. Levy holds the degrees of Bachelor of Science, Master of
Science, and Doctor of Philosophy in Mechanical Engineering from
the University of California at Berkeley. He serves as a
consultant to electric utilities, national laboratories, power
equipment manufacturers, the Electric Power Research Institute,
and the Research Division of the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.

Dr. Levy is a member of the National Academy of Engineering,
a fellow of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, a
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member of the NRC Research Advisory committee, and a Director of
IE Industries and Iowa Electric-Company. He has been or is a
member of oversight committees for seven nuclear power plants.
He has authored over.40 published technical papers.

VICE ADMIRAL EUGENE P. WILKINSON, USN (Retired)
Advisor to the Nuclear Committee of the Board

Vice Admiral Wilkinson graduated from San Diego State
College with a degree in chemistry. He devoted a major portion
of his naval career to the Navy's nuclear propulsion program,
serving as initial commanding officer of the USS Nautilus, the
world's first nuclear-powered. submarine; and as initial
commanding officer of the USS'Lona-Beach, this nation's first
nuclear-powered surface ship.- He retired from the Navy in 1974
as a Vice Admiral and Deputy Chief of Naval Operations for
Submarine Warfare.

Following his naval career, Vice Admiral Wilkinson was
employed as Executive Vice President of Data Design Laboratories,
a high-technology company in Cucamonga,_ California. In 1980, he
became the first President of the Institute of Nuclear Power
Operations (INPO) and served in that post until 1984, when he was
elected President Emeritus upon his retirement as President.

Vice Admiral Wilkinson serves as a Director of Commonwealth
Edison Company; Data Design Laboratories, Inc.; Advanced
Resource Development Corporation; and Management Analysis
Company.

|

f

|
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OUESTION I-20 (Page 57)

Explain what is intended by private NCB meetings with
the Administrator NRC Region I.

RESPONSE

The specific duties of the Nuclear Committee of

the Board (NCB) are contained in the charter and
include meetings, as appropriate, that include key PE

officers and managers and key individuals involved in

oversight roles, both internal and external. The use

of "private" in conjunction with NCB meetings with the

Region I Administrator was inadvertent and should be -

deleted.

:

.
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OUESTION I-21 (Page 63)

Activity Number CA4-1.1.3. Explain why it is acceptable to
limit staffing assignment completion to the senior engineer
level.

RESPONSE

To implement Corrective Action Objective 1, a nuclear-

dedicated organization has been established within the

corporate structure. Activity CA4-1,1.3 was developed to

facilitate staffing of all management positions in this

organization prior to restart. The Senior Engineer, which

is essentially the lowest level management position in the

corporate organization, was specified not to limit but to

clarify that all management positions were included.

Long-term staffing requirements, however, remain fluid

and are not yet certain. A study regarding long-term

staffing requirements was completed in July 1988. An action

plan to achieve these staffing levels will be developed by

the end of 1988.

>

l

n
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OUESTION I-22 (Page 64)

Activity Number CA4-1.3.2. Explain why each position
description should not state what the incumbent will be
accountable for, and why the position descriptions are
limited to senior engineer level. In addition,
explain how incumbents indicate their acceptance of
their responsibilities and accountabilities.

RESPONSE

Each PE position description does, in fact,

include a description of responsibilities / activities,.

for which the incumbent will be accountable.

Activity CA4-1.3.2 addresses specific revisions

necessary as a result of the reorganization to

accurately reflect certain changes in organizational

interface. These changes only affected position

descriptions for Senior Engineer level and above (see

Activity CA4-1. 3.1) . Therefore, revisions were limited

to those position descriptions.

There is no formal acceptance by incumbents of

responsibilities and accountabilities described in the

position description; however, each incumbent is

provided a copy of the appropriate position

description. Further, incumbents have been and

continue to be actively involved in necessary revisions

of their respective position descriptions. Finally,
I

I the conduct of performance evaluations based upon the
1

description of responsibilities ensures that each

incumbent understands his responsibilities.
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OUESTION I-23 (Page 65)

Activity Number CA4-1.4.1. Describe to whom employees-
not assigned permanently to site work will be
accountable. It is not clear how-this activity
accomplished the goal stated at the top of the page
(for all those assigned to both sites permanently).

RESPONSE

Those employees not assigned permanently to the

site, for example, Nuclear Maintenance Division

personnel, who are brought in temporarily for specific
,

work, will report directly to and be accountable to the

site Vice President through the site managers who

contract for their services. This action achieves the

stated goal by assigning site accountability for

personnel performing site work.

Also see the response to Question I-2.

.

J
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OUESTION I-24 (Page 65)

Explain how the assurance of quality philosophy will be
i

implemented.

|t

RESPONSE |

|

As stated commencing on the bottom of Page 36 of

Section I,.the management philosophy for assurance of
|

quality will be implemented in a number of ways including a

statement of philosophy and expectations which has been

published in company newspapers and prominently displayed

throughout the corporate office and at the sites. This

statement is published in Section II of the Restart Plan on

pages 47 and 48 and is indicative of the approach and tone

which is being used in management communications with

employees to undarscore the cultural values that Nuclear

management has committed to supporting.

A Nuclear Performance Management Program is being

established to achieve and maintain excellence and will be

fully operational within one year. The program will

establish performance goals that include organizational as

well as technical and operational standards. Performance

indicators will be identified for use in tracking and

reporting on performance against established goals. Goal

development will be cascaded down in the organization and

will support the overall nuclear goals and standards. In

this regard, the effectiveness of each management level will

7-22-88 QUESTION I-24
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be measured and emphasized in the performance appraisal

process. The overall assessment of the program will be

provided by NQA and the results reported to line management

and the Executive Vice President-Nuclear.

.
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OUESTION I-25 (Page 65)

Describe the caliber of individual who will be selected to
fill the QA positions in terms of experience, technical
ability and QA professional experience.

EESPONSE

QA positions have been, and will continue to be, filled

by personnel with significant relevant experience and proven

records of performance in operations, technical, management,

and QA/QC. areas. The caliber of individuals who make up the

QA management team is evidenced by their backgrounds which

are described in Section I on pages 94-96. In addition,

staffing of the new Peach Bottom site Quality organization

has,further reinforced these high caliber manning

objectives, as exemplified in the QA management experience

summaries provided in Section II on pages 146-148. In

summary, all QA individuals, both managers and supporting

personnel, will be selected based on a breadth of nuclear

experience in line and oversight functions.
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OUESTION I-26 (Page 68)

Activity Number CA4-2.7.5. Explain why performance
evaluation training for supervisors should not be
conducted before restart.

RESPONSE

Performance evaluation training for supervisors

will be complete prior to August 1, 1988. The

Management and Professional Development Section,

working with outside consultants, has de~ signed and is

conducting courses for all personnel at the first-line

supervisor level and above.
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OUESTION I-27 (Page 68)

Activity Number CA4-2.8.1. Explain why written
. guidelines ~with respect to meetings, timely
communications, problem identification and analysis and
followup corrective action activities are limited to
Nuclear Service and Nuclear Engineering personnel.

RESPONSE ,

Major Activities CA4-2.8.1 and CA4-2.8.3 are

directed toward establishing interactive communication

and problem-solving processes between the plant site

personnel and those organizations responsible for

providing corporate direction and oversight of plant
.

programs. Nuclear Services and Nuclear Engineering

primarily serve in this role. Several additional

related activities have been developed that address

reporting and interface relationships with other

organizational entities and are directed toward their

particular relationship needs. These activities

include CA3-4.5.1 (Section II) for On-site Quality

Assurance, CA4-1.3.1 and CA4-1.3.2 for the various on-

site organizations, and CA4-2.9.1 for Nuclear Quality

Assurance.
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OUESTION I-28 (Page 69)

Activity Number CA4-2.9.1. Explain how this item addresses
the corrective action of "Establish interactive
communications and problem solving between line management'
and independent assessment organizations..."

RESPONSE

The establishment of Nuclear Quality Assurance's

(NQA's) reporting as a routine agenda item at Executive Vice

President-Nuclear staff meetings affords a regular

opportunity for. interactive communications and problem-

solving regarding quality and performance issues requiring

executive management attention. These meetings are attended

by-the Executive Vice President-Nuclear, all Nuclear Group

Vice Presidents, and the General Manager-NQA. Therefore,

through NQA status and exception reporting at these weekly
,

meetings, line manc.gement is able to communicate
,

interactively with the individual responsible for

representing independent assessment organizations,

integrated analysis and problem solving is permitted, and

action items may be assigned and reported, as necessary

(also see response to Question I-1).

.

t

b
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OUESTION I-29 (Page 69)

Activity Number CA4-2.9.2. Justify deleting the shift
inspectors job description and reporting.

RESPONSE

Activity CA4-2.9.2, which was deleted as a result of

Revision I to the Restart Plan, Section I, addressed the

subject of an offsite meeting structure for senior and line

management review of nuclear operations with independent

assessment groups, and was not related to the subject of

shift inspectors. Activity CA4-2.9.2 was deleted since

Activity CA4-2.9.1, Quality Assurance reporting at Executive

Vice President-Nuclear staff meetings, satisfies the need

for interactive communications and problem-solving regarding

quality between line management and independent assessment

(see the response to Question I-28). The response to

Question Il-44 discusses deletion of the shift inspectors.
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QUESTION I-30 (Page 70)
,

Activity Number CA4-3.2.3. Explain why revision 1 changes
the NRB chairman from a full time back to a part time
position. Describe the changes to the NRB charter.

BISPONSE ;,

There was no intention to convey that the chairmanship

of the NRB Would be other than a full-time position. It is

PE's intention to maintain a full-time Chairman of the

Nuclear Review Board.

The following changes were made to the NRB charter:

Reduction in the number of members from 12 to 9-

Deletion of the responsibility to assess personnel-

.

performance issues.

A further revision to the NRB charter will be made to

formalize the intended reporting of the NRB chairman to the ,

NCB and the Chief Executive Officer.

, ,

P

I

I

f
.
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OUESTION I-31 (Page 71)

Activity Numbers CA4-3.4.1-3. Explain why these items
regarding independent assessment of review and feedback
processes used by independent assessment groups were
deleted. In addition, describe what aspects of the restart
plan will be assessed in the scheduled Self Assessment. Who
will perform the Self-Assessment? Will written audit
procedures or plans be used in this self Assessment?
How will these procedures or plans be prepared, reviewed and
approved? How will these documents be used in the
assessment. What other inputs will be used in reaching
conclusions or recommendatiens in the self Assessment?

RESPONSE

As a result of INPO comments raising questions

regarding the nature and scope of independent assessment

originally proposed, PE reevaluated its original plan in

order to assure that excessive independent assessment did

not diminish or interfere with authority and responsibility

of line managonent. This reevaluation involved a careful

consideration of the mission of the newly established

Nuclear Committee of the Board and the NRB, together with

the reorganization and strengthening of the QA function.

It was against this background that the charter of the

Nuclear Review Board was revised to provide for a role and

responsibility more consistent with its composition and

expertise, namely, to focus primarily upon safety and

technical issues, and to bring the NRB in line with the

Technical Specification requirements.

As shown in the attached revision to Figure 8 of

Section I of the Plan for Restart of Peach Bottom, the NRB

and NQA report directly to the Executive Vice President-

7-22-88 QUESTION I-31
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Nuclear. Both the NRB and NQA provide information to the

NCB on a continling basis, to assist the NCB in fulfilling

its oversight mission regarding the effectivenecs of

management of nuclear operations, including but not limited

to nuclear organizational issues and senior nuclear

management effectiveness. Programmatic assessments by NQA

provide information regarding the effectiveness of Nuclear

Operations Management directly to Executive Vice Presiden' -

ear, NCB, and NRB.

Line management's self-assessment of readiness for

restart will be reviewed by a Restart Review Panel. This

panel will be comprised of:

C. A. McNeill, Executive Vice President-Nuclear
J. S. Kemper, Senior Vice President-Nuclear

(Construction)
G. M. Leitch, Vice President, Limerick Generating

Station
D. R. Helwig, General Manager, Nuclear Quality

Assurance
E. C. Kit .c r , Chairman, NRB

'

S. Levy, Advisor, NCB
E. P. Wilkinson, Advisor, NCB
L. Burkhardt, Consultant

A Self-Assessment Program is under development and will de

| provided separately.
i
1

|

|
|
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OUESTION II-l (Page 18)

Explain how PECo will "capture" the knowledge and
experience that was lost by the personntl changes at
Peach Bottom.

RESPONSE

The personnel changes at PBAPS have resulted in a

not increase in knswledge and experience of nuclear

operations. This has been achieved by retaining

personnel with p?. ant-specific knowledge and experience

and by adding personnel with substantial knowledge and

experience from successful nuclear power programs

outside PBAPS to provide additional industry-wide

expertise.

To ensure a continuation of PBAPS knowledge and

experience, personnel at the senior engineer level who have

had extensive knowledge and experience were retained in

their positions at PBAPS. The new PBAPS management

structure has placed several personnel at the site who have

PBAPS experience from their previous positions in nuclear

support organizations where their work was directly related

to PBAPS activities. Two individuals with previous PBAPS

operations experience were transferred back to PBAPS as

members of the senior management team. Addit.ionally, many

of the personnel transferred from PBAPS remain in other PE

organizations and are available for consultation when

needed. Therefore, sufficient plant-specific knowledge and

7-22-88 QUESTION II-l
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experience is available at PBAPS to ensure successful

operation.

PE is also strengthening management systems at PBAPS in

the areas of configuration management, document control,

operating experience assessment, commitment tracking and

procedure revision. Among other benefits these improved

syst2ms vill prcvide systematic retention of PBAPS

in fo rmation, ensuring.long-term retention and more

widespread accessibility.

,

l

i
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QUESTION II-2 (Page 20)

The chain of command has been shortened in going from the
operators to the Vice President. Explain how the command
chain has been shortened for other wor.cers such as HP, ISEG,
QA, QC, and Maintenance.

RESPONSE

The re-organization emphasized shortening the

Operations organiza) .. :n 's chain of command by deleting the
>

Operations Engineer position and allowing the Shift Managers

to report to the office of the Superintendent of Operations.

Additionally, the entire site command chain was

shortened between the Plant Manager and senior executives by

placing a Vice President at the site.

These changes also apply to Maintenance. in that the

Maintenance organization now reports through the Plant

Manager to the site Vice Pr-asident, as opposed to the

previous structure whereby Maintenance was corporately

controlled and reported to a Vice President of another part

of the company organization.

For Health Physics the command chain up to the

Vice President has been shortened as a result of

aligning the position of fuperintendent-Services to

report through the Plant Manager to the Vice

President. Previously, the Superintendent reported to

the Plant Manager who reported to a corporate nuclear

manager who in turn reported to a corporate Vice

President.

7-22-88 QUESTION II-2
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With^ regard to Nuclear Quality Assurance (NQA)

personnel.(i.e., ISEG, QA, QC, e tc .~ ) , the chain of

command has been shortened through the establishment of

higher departmental-level' reporting and revised

management structures. Each NQA division reports
,

directly to the Genera ~ Manager, NQA, who reports to

the Executive Vice President-Nuclear as discussed in*

Section I on pages 11, 38 to'42, and 59.

|

!

|
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OUESTION II-1 (Page 23)

Project manager, third item - Define "minor modification"
and explain what coordination / review / approval will be
required from the engineering group.

RESPONSE

Minor modifications are non-safety-related

modifications which are designed and installed by site

. engineering and craft personnel. Minor modifications do

not meet the following criteria for classification as a

major modification as delineated in Procedure A-14, Rev. 13:

1. Changes to the reactor coolant system boundary, as
defined in the ASME Boiler and Pressure V(asel Code,
Section XI and 10CFR50.2.

2. Changes in electrical circuitry and equipment of any
system or component listed on the Q-list, except the
addition of alarms, indicating lights, or other changes
that do not change or electrically interface with the
safety function.

3. Changes requiring significant formal stress or seismic
analyses.

4. Mechanical changes to structures, systems and
components as listed in the Q-list, except the addition
of vents, drains, sample points and similar minor
piping changes on other than the reactor coolant
boundary.

5. Changes that involve an unreviewed safety question as
defined in 10CFR50.59a.

6. Changes in the facility that affect fire protection
which: (a) result in a permanent significant increase
in fire loading of a room or fire zone that has a
finite fire resistance design, or (b) involve rerouting
of existing power or control cable, or (c) involve

.

changes in electrical circuitry for equipment|
designated for safe shutdown of the plant.!

!
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The Nuclear Engineering Department has no routine

delineated responsibilities for minor modification work.

Peach Bottom's Superintendent-Modifications may request

engineering assistance in the design or implementation phase

as necessary. Documentation packages on minor modifications

are included in the Nuclear Records Management System,

allowing availability to all groups needing access. All

modification requests are processed in accordance with

Administrative Procedure A-14 through a central point in the

Modifications Section at PBAPS to ensure proper

coordination in design, evaluation, implementation, update

of affected documents, and closure.

.

.

i
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OUESTION II-L(Page 31)

Discuss how planned job rotation of shift operators
will impact a knowledge or awareness of plant and
industry history.

RESPONSE

PE has conducted a comprehensive review of its operator

career path program at PBAPS. Planned off-shift rotation

for operators (both licensed and non-licensed) was addressed

as'part of this review. As a result of the review, PE

reached a consensus that six months would be an appropriate

length of time for a temporary off-shift rotation.

During the six month off-rhift assignment, licensed

personnel maintain their licence currency by meeting

existing regulatory requirements and by continued

involvement in the requalification program. Outgoing

operations personnel will be rotated to positions where

their operations experience will add to the organization's

capabilities.

The job rotation aspect of operations personnel will

positively impact the experience level of the entire PE

Nuclear Group. Outgoing shift managers will rotate
i

1

I approximately every four years to positions where their

control room experience and supervisory training will

enhance an organization. Moving out of the shift structure

will allow them to come into contact with a larger number of

individuals to whom they can transmit knowledge and

| 7-22-88 QUESTION II-4
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information. This will have a positive impact'on the

understanding of operations requirements by other work

groups and thereby enhance their abili* to intetface with,

and support operations.

To ensure an orderly transition for shift

managers, replacement candidates have been selected

basca upon their present experience levels. They will

enter training programs over the next year ensuring

that they are fully prepared to replace the existing

shift managers.

|'
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OUESTION II-5 (Page 32)

Describe the goal regarding nominal and maximum
overtime to be worked by the SROs and ROs.

RESPONSE

The goal for the operations of Peach Bottom is to

minimize the use of overtime to be worked by the SROs

and ROs. This goal will be achieved'as a result of a

number of initiatives currently in process:

1. PE plans to staff Peach Bottom operations with

six licensed operators on a six-shift rotation basis. This

exceeds the shift staffing required by the Technical

Specifications, two SROs and three ROs, without resorting to

overtime.

2. PE has made a strong, long-term commitment to

enhance the licensed operator staffing levels for Peach

Bottom. As indicated in Section II of Revision I to the

Restart Plan, the goal is a station complement of 85

licensed staff members.

3. Staffing and work assignments for plant personnel

will be such that adequate coverage will be maintained

without routine heavy use of overtime. The objective will

( be to have Shift operations personnel work a normal 8-hour
|

! day, 40-hour week while the plant is operating. However, in

the event that unforeseen problems occur, during periods of
|

extended shutdown for refueling or during major

j maintenance / modification periods, overtime work may be
|

| required on a temporary basis.

|
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4. PE will propose a revision to the PBAPS Technical

Specifications, by August 31, 1988, to assure control of the

overtime worked by Ros and SROs. This proposed revision

will utilize the guidance in the NRC's current

recommendations on the overtime issue as contained in its

proposed policy statement.

The increase in operations staff available to work over

the next several years, as well as some basic changes in

work distribution philosophies, improves our ability to

minimize overtime. Work such as surveillance tests and

maintenance will be handled as appropriate over the entire

daily shift _ schedule as opposed to on day shift only.

Additionally, work such as routine maintenance will be

scheduled throughout the year rather than keeping most

maintenance until outages which, in the past, caused

excessive need for operations personnel beyond normal shift

operations. The. Blocking Work Group will also work to

reduce overtime demand on operators.

i .

|

:
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OUESTION II-6 (Page 38)

Deccribe the PEco schedule for staffing licensed
positions listed.

RESPONSE

The various categories of RO and SRO personnel (see

page 38 of Section II) are listed below followed by the

current schedule / status. Operator staffing plans will be

updated regularly to reflect our continuing efforts to

achieve and maintain the 85 licensed staif members.

SRO Licensed Personnel:

o 1 Operations Support Superintendent

- Current Schedule: In place

o 6 Shift Managers

- Current Schedule: In place

o 2 Backup Shift Managers

- Current Schedule: 1 with an inactive license is in
place. 1 began training in June
1988; expect restricted (to *

shutdown) SRO license i September
1988 and approval of unrestricted
SRO license subsequent to restart

o 12 Shift Supervisors

- Current Schedule: In place

o 2 Off-shift Positions (serving as Blocking Coordinator

and Electrical Supervisor)

- Current Schedule: Later as staffing permits (probably

| late 1989)

|
!
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o 12 Plant Staff and/or Licensed Engineers

- Current Schedule: 10 inactive plant staff SRos are
in place. 1 additional plant staff
member completing control room
hours. 5 plant staff personnel
previously licensed as SROs are in
place .

o 8 Extra SROs to ensure flexibility for rotational

assignments

- Current Schedule: Later as staffing permits (probably
1991)

o 4 SROs in training

- Current Schedule: 7 personnel (all currently staff
engineers) will enter SRO training
July 25, 1988. These personnel
include future backup Shift
Managers.

RO Licensed Personnel:

o 24 Operators

- Current Schedule: 18 in place; 9 RO candidates were
examined July 19, 1988. Next
class will begin fall 1988.

o 8 Blocking Permit Writers

- Current Schedule: Later as staffing permits (expect
1990-1991 time frame)

i

| o 6 Extra Ros to ensure flexibility for rotational
|

|
assignments

! - Current Schedule: Later as staf fing permits (expect
mid-1992)

7-22-88 QUESTION II-6
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OUESTION II-7 (Page 47)

Explain whether this definition means to a) emphasize or b)
limit assurance of quality to the workers doing a task.

RESPONSE

The definition of assurance of quality referred to on

page 47 of Section II is meant to emphasize the assurance of

quality to all persons, both management and employees,

involved in nuclear activities. The definition is further

explained in conjunction with the statement that emphasizes

a) Nuclear Group management's commitment to provide

leadership and support, and b) management's expectations for

the Nuclear Employee Team in achieving assurance of quality.

The specific commitments and expectations are included on

pages 47 and 48. Furthermore, on pages 36 and 37 of Section

I, the nuclear management team has stated its philosophy for

assurance of quality, clearly establishing line management's

responsibility for assuring the quality of operations and

services which they provide.

i

l

.
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OUESTION II-8 (Pages 53-54)

Explain why the activities in the omitted parag raphs,
such as meetings in small groups with developmen' of
recommendations and feedback were deleted.

RESPONSE

As you are aware, a change in PE management

occurred in March 1988. J. F. Paquette, Jr., assumed

the role of President and Chief Operating Officer (and

subsequently assumed the position as Chairman of the

Board and Chief Executive Officer in April 1988) and C.

A. McNeill, Jr., became the Executive Vice President-

Nuclear, PE's top nuclear officer. The new management

team made a decision to concluct a review of PE's Plan

for Restart of Peach Bottom to satisfy itself that the

plan reflected their philosophy and management goals.

Several changes were made, among them the deletion of

the subject paragraph which reflected the previous

management's efforts and methods for improving

management practices. The goals for improving

management practices remain the same; however, the new

| nuclear management's methods for achieving them are
!

different. As stated in the revisions to the previous

paragraph, similar meetings are being held and cre

designed to achieve the same purpose.

|

| 7-22-88 QUESTION II-8
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OUESTION II-9 (Page 59)

Describe the "underlying attitudes" that promoted
unacceptable behavior in the control room. Explain why
the MAC problem root cause assessment should not be
included as an appendix or by reference for
completeness of response to the Order as it was in the
earlier CTE plan.

R?SPONSE

The underlying attitudes identified in the

consultant's report as promoting unacceptable behavior

in the control room included: "complacency, over-

confidence, arrogance, disrespect, resistance and

indifference to regulation, isolationism, and an us-

versus-them mentality." The People-The Foundation of

Excellence (PFE) training was successful in changing

these attitudes. The post-course report states:

o Participants acknowledged much of their
previous behavior as inadequate and
inappropriate.

o Partici;, ants were aware of and described operator
performance that was of the quality desired and
required for current nuclear operation
requirements, and reported their acceptance of
these requirements.

o Participants reported, and the staff observed,
that they acquired / improved the knowledge and

I skills to modify their own behavior, identify the
impact of their behavior on others, and recognize
the effects of others behavior on them.

i

! With regard to including the MAC Problem Root Cause

Assessment as an appendix or by reference 'or completeness
.

of re.aponse, PE believes that the MAC Problem Root Cause

1
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Assessment should be included by reference for completeness

and accordingly submits it herewith as an attachment.

|

.
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EXECUTIVE SUhBiARY - -

)

Philadelphia Electric Company (PECo) is licensed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission (NRC) to operate two nuclear. power reactors (Units 2 and 3) at the-Peach
Bottom Atomic Power Station (Peach Bottom) located near Delta, Pennsylvania. On

March 31,1987 the NRC issued an order suspending power operation relating to issues of

operator sleeping, inattention to duties, failure to adhere to procedures, and management

inaction or inadequate action. The NRC directed PECo to bring Peach Bottom Unit 3 to
a cold shutdown condition. Unit 2 was already shut down for refueling. Neither unit may

be restarted without NRC approval until the issues of the shutdown order have been
addressed.

On March 31,.1987, PECo requested the assistance of Management Analysis Company

(MAC) in addressing the shutdown order issued by the NRC. MAC met with PECo
management during the afternoon of April 1,1987. MAC was asked to assist an in-house

Management Review Team and was tasked with conducting a root cause analysis of the

situation which led to the shutdown order. '

This report to PECo presents the results of the analysis of the information obtained from
interviews, observations and documents reviewed by the MAC team. The root causes
identified, conclusions reached, and recommendations made represent the collective

judgment of the experienced team members assigned to the project; they are solely the

work of M.A C.

Because the scope of the task is to identify problem areas, the report does not address

the positive areas with respect to Peach Bottom operaticns for which PECo can be
. justifiably proud. The root causes and recommendations discussed in the report should be

read with an understanding of this context.

|

| There are four primary root causes identified as the major contributors to issues and
i events at Peach Bottom which led to the shutdown order. They are:
|

| o Poor leadership by management at Peach Bottom.

o Failure to initiate an aggressive operator training program to provide a sufficient
| number of licensed operators in a timely manner.

I
1

-i-
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A transplanted PECo fossil station organization, concept of shift operation, shif te
structure, and the PECo fossil way of doing business. Peach Bottom management
'did not perceive the need, or take sufficient action, to adapt these to the current
nuclear operating environment.

The slowness of corporate management, above the plant level, to recognize thee
severity of the root causes described above and to insist on stronger, more timely
and appropriate corrective actions.

These root causes, which have a combined and interrelated effect, are embedded in and

nurtured by the traditional PECo culture. Some of the same cultural characteristics
which produced operational excellence in the early years at Peach Bottom became
contributing influences to the primary root causes, resulting in its shutdown. Examples
of the ways in which these cultural characteristics produced both positive and negative

eff ects include:

o Entry level hiring practices which produced loyal, dedicated, well trained employees
during the first five years of operation have also contributed to a shortage of
licensed operators, minimal shif t staffing flexibility, inability to use operations
experienced people in other functional areas, and resulted in operators who feel
trapped, distrustful, and have negative . attitudes.

e An orientation toward hiring and promoting engineers, which producec a highly
professional and technical staff for entry into the nuclear power business, also
contributed to a reduced awareness of people performance problems and people
management solutions.

e Long-term management and staff assignments that created a protective "insulating
bubble" around the team during start-up and early years of operation subsequently
created an "isolating bubble" around the operations team which obscured from upper
management's view the negative influence of fossil / hydro operating practices, poor
plant management performance, and provided a shield resistant to regulatory
change.

o Personnel policies and practices, which had been carefully constructed over the last
half century and which have produced a satisfactory relationship with the PECo
Employee Independent Group Association (IGA) and a stable personnel resource
environment, contributed to resistance to rapidly changing nuclear operations
personnel requirements.

o PECo's pride in pioneering and achievement in nuclear operations produced
leadership in the nuclear utility industry and regulatory technical standards
development. Later that pride siso contributed to protectionism and defensiveness

| to criticism of their more recent performance and to questioning of the changes to
| regulatory standards,
l
|-

-li-
t
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Limerick is a newer operation still in its start-up phase, a condition similar to Peach

Bottom's "insulating bubble" of the early years. It has had some of the advantages

inherent in start-up organizations over steady-state organizations (e.g., more resources

supplied, more flexibility with respect to policy implementation) as well as the benefit of
an effective plant management team. Over time, however, there is the potential for
some of the same Peach Bottom attitudinal problems to develop at Limerick if
management does not take an aggressive stance in recognizing the need for substantive

change in its management philosophy and approach to ruclear operations.

There are many appropriate and effective short-term actions which PECo should take to

address the problems cited by the NRC and get Peach Bottom back on line. However, to

ensure that problems do not recur at Peach Bottoin and to prevent their occurrence in
the future at Limerick, there is a need for in-depth, long-term changes. The

recommendations in this report are a combination of short- and long-term actions to

produce these changes. Successful implementation is dependent upon:

Increased management awareness of the root cause influencese

Management's willingness, ability, and leadership to change root cause influencee

where possible or to address the negative impacts when tne inf!uence cannot be-
changed

Management's application of resources to correct the current acute problemse

-lii-
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

Philadelphia Electric Company (PECo) is licensed by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory

Commission (NRC) to operate two nuclear power reactors (Units 2 and 3) at the
Peach Bottom Atomic Power Station (Peach Bottom) located near Delta,

Pennsylvania. On March 31, 1987 the NRC issued an order susperding power
operation relating to issues of operator sleeping, inattention to duties, failure to
adhere to procedures, and management inaction or inadequate action. The NRC

directed PECo to bring Peach Bottom to a cold shutdown condition. Unit 2 was

already shut down for refueling. Unit 3 was brought to cold shutdown at 12:10
a.m. on April 1,1987 under the terms of the NRC order. Neither unit may be
restarted without NRC approval until the issues of the shutdown order have been

addressed.

On March 31, 1987, PECo requested the assistance of Management Analysis

Company (MAC) in addressing the shutdown order issued by the NRC. MAC met
with PECo management during the af ternoon of April 1,1937. MAC was asked

to assist an In-house Management Review Team and was tasked with cenducting

a root cause analysis of the situation which led to the shutdown order.

In addition to document review and observations, the MAC information gathering

process included two to three hour interviews with those persons knowledgeable
of the operation and management of Peach Bottom as listed in Appendix A.

Six sets of interview questions were developed to address the information focus

of the various groups. Without exception the interviewees were cooperative and

responsive, and contributed positively to assist in the determination of the root

causes.

,

The interviews included the following:

The General Electric (CE) shif t engineers and current and former PECo shif te
technical advisors (STAS) assigned to Peach Bottom rotating shif ts (21
interviews)

e Shift licensed operators from Shift Superintendents througn Reactor
Operators and a few non-licensed operators (W interviews)

- -
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Nuclear Operations and key support organization management at Peache

Bottom (46 interviews)

Corporate management from the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) through thee

operations management chain including key support managers and persennel
in other areas such as Engineering and Research, Testing and Laboratories,
Maintenance, and Personnel (29 interviews)

A sampling of the Limerick Generating Station (Limerick) organizatione

including the Plant Manager, shift operators, and selected support
managers (9 interviews)

This report to managementII) presents the results of the analysis of the
information obtained frorr interviews, observations and documents reviewed by

the MAC team. The root causes identified, conclusions reached, and

recommendations raade represent the collective judgment of the experienced

team members assigned to the project.

2.0 BACKGROUND

PECo has had a long-standing commitment to entry level hiring and employment

security for its personnel as they. progress through various job classifications.
Many technical job classifications require engineering degrees and the vast
majority of company managers have an engineering background. Management
succession practices emphasize engineering and technical ability; long-term
assignments in a position, or series of similar positions, are not uncommon.

The company uses a matrix management approach to nuclear operations and
maintenance which involves three different organizations in work performance at

its nuclear plants: Engineering and Research, Nuclear Operations and Electric
b Production (Maintenance)'.

The nuclear generation organizational structure and management assignments did

not change substantially until late 1985 through 1986. The factors influencing
these changes were:

(1) Management, as used in this report, designates the management hierarchy as a
whole as it relates to the direction and operation of Peach Bottom. There
possible and appropriate, every attempt has been made to identify specific
departments and levels for clarity in the text. Recent structural reorganizations
must be taken into account for full understanding.

- _ - - - - - - - - - -- a
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Limerick Generating Station Unit I commercial operation in February 1986e

Apparent concern and response to INPO reviews and NRC SALP reports one

Peach Bottom |
|

Attempts at improved matrix management efficiency at Peach Bottome

In late 1986 upon the early retirement of the Vice President, Electric Production

Department, PECo made several significant organizational and management
changes. The position of Senior Vice President, Engineering and Production was
established with the Vice President, Nuclear Operations, Vice President,
Engineering and Research, and Vice President, Electric Production reporting to
the Senior Vice President. This reorganization provided an enhanced opportunity
for matrix coordination and located responsibility for Peach Bottom and
Limerick operations, maintenance, and engineering under one corporate officer.

Minimal changes in management personnel were made during this period at the

Peach Bottom plant level.

3.0 RCOT CAUSE DETERMINATIONS

Although the root causes of the problems have a combined and interrelated
effect, discussed under "Conclusions" Section 4.0, we have found it beneficial in

understanding the problems to group them into four categories. The problem
statements and amplifying text are presented in the following areas:

o Cultural and additional influences

Leadership and management issuese

Personnel policies and practicese

External relationshipse

3.1 CULTURAL AND ATTITUDINAL INFLUENCES

Overview and History

Crganizational culture /environrnent is not an easily describable element, but it is

a very powerful determinant of employea actions and management / employee

relationships. It is the unique blend of values, beliefs, attitudes, norms,
practices, myths, history, self image, etc., that becomes "the way things are

_ _ __ _
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done at PECo." It creates meaning and reference points for organization

members. It is also what most differ 2ntiates an organization from other

organizations. I

|

PECo has developed a closely knit, almost completely homegrown, technically
oriented culture. The vast majority of its members are hired at entry levels, and

the company makes a strong commitment to employment security. Generally,

only engineers progress up the management chain and in the nuclear areas, there

appeces to be greater emphasis placed on technical management than on people

management skills. Management succession practices and long-term manage-
ment assignments in the same or successive positions result in a self-
per;setuating management system.

The positive effects ot' this culture include:

Loyal and dedicated employeese

Management and employees who are very knowledgeable about PECo historye

and the company's way of doing business

e An informal network that does at times worx very ef f ectively and

efficiently because personal work histories and relationships encourage
accessibility among PECo management and personnel

Pride in company history and performancee

Comparatively low employee turnovere

The negative effects of the PECo culture, as they have been identified with
respect to Peach Bottom operations, include:

e A lack of new managerial perspectives from outside the PECo and
additionally at Peach Bottom, a lack of new perspectives from inside the
company

Limited number of management role models to expand PECo's managemente
ef fectiveness, especially in Nuclear Operations

Minimal infusion of professionals with nuclear industry experience into thee
technical and managerial ranks, resulting in a limited exposure to the
critical differences between the established Peach Bottom way of doing
business and the constantly evolving requirements of the nuclear business

A tendency on the part of Nuclear Operations personael to rest on laurels ofe

past technical accomplishments and competencies anc' to resist change

- - - - - -
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Management which focuses on technical problem salving without sufficiente
attention or skill applied to organizational and people cencerns

A lack of performance motivation on the part of some employees and ane
erosion of management control over disciplinary _ actions because of the
wic; spread perception in Nuclear Operations that no one is ever effectively
disciplined or fired at Peach Bottom

Employees with very long memories about past management practices ando
personnel concerns who find it difficult to focus on "the way things are now"
rail.er than "the way thir:gs were then"

There is a powerful Peach Bottom sub-culture in Nuclear Operations. It has its
'

roots in the operation of Unit I under early regulatory conditions that were less
p. wriptive than today's requirements. Judged by the standards of the time, the
early. years of Units 2 and 3 op. ation were regarded as model, of professional

nuclear operaunal performance.

Irceased dost-Three Mile Island (TMI) opuator stafeg requirements and the
nsultant scarcity e' licensed operators over the past few years have been a

. negative contributing factor to the Peach Bottom operations sub-culture. i

During this peried of increasing !! censed operator staffing requirements of Units

2 and 3 and, especial!, while staffing for the start-up of Limerick, a negative
aspect of this sub-culture developed when PECo management made what were
considered by the opera ors to be promises about transfer and career
oppor. unities. When management was unable to carry out these arrangement:,
Peach Bottom Operations personnel began to resent and distrust both corporate'

and plant management. Insensitive statements about plant management's lack of

btention to follow through on perceived commitmants to empl- as, and a lack
;

| of timely responsiveness to emt oyee concerns, contributed ..rther to the

[ grcwing hostility toward managem ent. The fact that <nanagement is unable to
! r .. ice ' vm on a shert-term basiu has given operators a coercive leverage in

f .th ma ? vement. The limited licensed operator staff hastheir d' ~

!' contribut uerator . .m of frustration about their future career options
|~
' at Tsacx perceptions of lack of mansgement control.-

,

I

|

.
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Manifestations of attimdes have impacted negatively on Feach . Bottom
operations and extend well beyond selected operator personnel to include *.

y personnel at many levels throughout the Peach Bottom organization.

During our intervie us and observations, we identified many symptoms of
attitudinal problems. The predominant attitudes identified throughout the Peach
Bottom - organization include: complacency, over-confidence, arrogance,

disrespect, resistance and indifference to regulation, isolationism, and an us-
versus-them mentality. These attitudes include those previously expressed as

,

concerns of the NRC in the shutdown order, meetings, and letters to PECo.

Effective resolution of these and additional attitudinal concerns that may be
identified is one of the most difficult and important tasks facing PECo.
Comprehensive attitudinal change of all involved personnel, including

mr.cagement, can provide the motivation for sustained behavioral changes which

wili lead to improved nuclear operations at Feach Bottom.

3.2 LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT ISSUES

PECo leadership and management issues cannot easily be separated from cultural

and attitudinal concerns since they are so highly interdependent (i.e., manage-

ment is usually a product of the organizational culture as well as the' major
influence on the culture). However, this sectior, identifies specific leadership

and management practices which have contributed to the events leading to the
NRC shutdown.

Electric Production Department (EPD) management had 'not adequate 4y
monitored management performanca at Peach Bottom or taken timely action a
the past to address ineffective rnanagement perfcrmance by making personne!

! changer, regularly assessir g management performance and development needs,

anc wring that such neede were met in an appropriate and timely manner.
i:
;

| Less than optimal performance by t each Bottom plant management has been3

I reported in the past by both regulatory and industry observers. There has been
|
|

recognition by PECo management anc non-management personnel of declining
i

plant performance at all levels. Althcuth 5:smic Productiol Departnnent leveli

! organizanonal and manapment changes were recently initiated to improve the

'

L-
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control of nuclear operations and to address Pear.h Bottom management
problems, they did not result in sufficient managerial and attitudinal
improvements at Peach Bottom to prevent the incidents .vhicn led to the
shutdown of operations.

Some Peach Bottom manai;ers reported a lack of confidence in their own
management skills in areas other than technical management. M.iny in the plant

organization complained about the lack of people mar.agement skills
demonstrated by most plant management personnel. Many Peach Bottom

managers stated they hava not had regular face-to-face performance appraisals
which would help to address these skill development needs during their tenure

with the company. With the exception of a few individual managers, it appears
tb 4t almost all managerial levels in the Nuclear Operations chain have not
cunducted or received regular performance reviews focused on assessing and

developing their managerial abilities. Coaching and feecback about performance
have been mainly technical in content and la aported to 'be infrequent and a

'

highly informal process.

No evidence was found at Peach Bottom to indicate that any regular formalized

system exists to survey or analyze management development needs and to ensure

that all management personnel participate, on a timely basis, in training
programs to address those needs. Wherees other departments vithin PECo

appear to take more advantage through the Central Training Committee of
evallable company management training programs, Nuclear Operations and Peach

Bottom managers are likely to defer such training bect ;se of the time required

for licensing, requalification, technical training, and the impact of personnel
shortages and critical operational events on their workload.

The Nuclear Operations /EPD and Peach Bottom management process used in

developing and implementing plant performance and improv6 ment programs, such
as the Peach Bottom Enhancement Program (PBEP) and the upgrading of

procedures, have not ensured:

suffit.ient attention to analysis of root causes and development of programse
which will prevent recurrence of the symptomatic problems .

filiii
. _. . .
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e adequate involvement of all levels. of line management in analyzing,
developing, integrating, coordinating and monitoring program
implementation.

effective communication of the rationale and purposes of such programs toe
ensure employee understanding and commitment to successful outcomes.

Many of the Peach Bottom employees intgrviewed were not aware of the PBEP

and could not describe its purposes or explain its origin. Those who were aware
of it described it as the product of one individual and its content as some kind of

beautification or clean-up effort. From these observations, we conclude that
Nuclear Operations and Peach Bottom management have not done an adequate

job of involving employees in the program or communicating the program goals

to the employees.

The p ocedures upgrade effort, which focuses on a one tima improvement of the

content of specific procedures, will not have a lasting corrective effect on
procedural problems unless more attention is paid to the root cause of the
problem itself. The Peach Bottom administrative management systems are not
sufficient to ensure accuracy, comprehensiveness, timely review, and updating c

procedures on an ongoing basis by those responsible for executing the precedure.

There has been a lack of understanding and clarit' about delegated authority andy

accountability for plant operations at different levels of the Nuclear Operations

management chain down to the Shif t Superintendent.

In the past, management authority roles have of ten been blurrad by E.CD and
Peach Bottom management. Operational decisions regarding equipment repair,

day-to-day work priorities, etc., have often been made by EPD management.
Peach Bottom personnel reported that they were unable to get firrn decisions

from plant management on day-to-day work until approved by EPD
management. Past requests for resources by Peach Bottom management appear

to have been denied by EPD management witnaut adequate rationale. Examples

were given of Expense Authorizations (EAs) making multiple round trips betym:n

Peach Bottom and Philadelphia offices with increasing justification required, and

then being denied without an explanation. Senior Peach Bottom rr.anagement has

alsc used the ambiguity to deny their accountability for certain operational and

personnel decisions telling lower levels of plant management /st.pmision that

_.
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"23rd Street" made or must make the decision. Most interviewees acknowledged
'

that th'e new Nuclear Operations organization has improved this situation by
being less involved in_ such day-to-day decisions.

Key decisions about responses to regulatory and industry reports have continued

to be made by Nuclear Operations and other department management without

adequate Peach Bottom plant management involvement or concurrence.
Commitments are mace, and plant management is then expected to _ carry them
out, often without sufficient consideration of the impact on plant resources or

other work priorities.

' Nuclear Operations /EPD and Peach Bottom management have not used effective
,

two-way communication processes to keep employees informed or to obtain and
,

respond in a timely manner to employee input about organizational ~ and
operational concerns.

Although formal written substantiation is often required in the nuclear power
'

industry, plant management appears to have relied heavily on written
communications, such as memos and notes, with subordinates. Examples of such

memos reviewed were perfunctory, failed to cover important points or provide
'

I helpful rationata, and were ineffective as a means of communications to
implement substaative organizational and policy changes.

Operations shift personnel reported that wFen Nuclear Operations or Peach
,

Bottom management attended shift meetings it was usually to read a letter from

upper management or give a pro forma pep talk, without much attempt at
genuine intet2ction or interest in employee response. Nuclear Operations and

'

senior Peach Bottom management rarely attend back shift meetings.

Peach Bottom plant management has not maintained control over organizational

performance hy communicating performance standards and providing adequate

performance feedback to emp,oyees.
!
l .

Following the management performance evaluation precedent estaulished in
Nue: lear Operations, Peach Bottom management / supervision also has not
c'fectively implemerded PECo s performance evaluation program by conducting

i J -

y
4
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L regular face-to-face performance reviews with employees and communicating

performance expectations directly and explicitly. Many Pehch Bottom personnel
knew that reviews were done on an annual basis, but they had never seen one'of

their reviews or received performance feedback in any formal manner from their

supervisor. Some did not know if performance evaluations had been completed.

A few could recall only one or two performance review meetings during their 5-
- to 10-year histories with the company. These meetings appear to have been
' conducted by the same shif t superintendent.

In day-to-day performance feedback, plant mar agement did not respond in an
appropriate and timely manner to serious breakdowns la respect for management

authority on the part of many Operations personnel. This discespect was

demonstrated by operator personnel who refused to allow authorized personnel

with legitimate business into the control room, and failed to follow appropriate
operational orders from their supervisors.

There is a serious lack of adequa'te first line supervision for Peach Bottom
personnel which results in problems with work control and a lack of direction and

monitoring of employee job performance.

There are not enough supervisory positions designated for adequate span of
control in some areas at Peach Bottom, particularly in the Health Physics area.
Other supervisory positions in Operations are not fully staffed (e.g., Outside
Supervisor), or at e being held in abeyance pending determinatior, of job
classification (e.g., Floor Coordinator).

In addition to not having sufficient numbers of supervisory positions in some
areas, there is an overall concern about the supervisory ski!!s of first line
supervision. At Peach Bottom inadequate attention has been paid to establishing

supervisory skills qualifications. Peach Bottom managers have not used
performance evaluations or temporary assignments effectively to assess the
superviscry capabilities of personnel in the upgraded positio . oromotions to

Operations shift sup tvisory positions are based almost excit j on candidates'

seniority status and technical ability. There is no evidence of a systematic

.

.
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approach to early assessment of supervisory potential or provision of pre-
scpervisory training to identified . candidates prior to their being moved to
upgraded positions.-

c

. Personnel are scheduled to participate in the company supervisory training

program after being placed in upgraded or supervisory positions. However,

nuclear supervisors interviewed stated that work demands have frequently
prohibited their timely participation in this core training program. Training
records confirmed that the backlog for management and supervisory training is

larger for Nuclear Operations than for other departments.

Another. factor contributing to the supervisory problems at Peach Bottom is that

current personnel practices act as disincentives to pursuing the licensed operator

progression to the supervisor level. Employees are concerned that there is no
alternative to shift work throughout their careers as licensed operators; there
are no lateral transfer opportunities and few promotional opportunities; andr

there is less nuclear differential' pay for supervisors because differential
compensation is computed on the basis of percentage of fixed monthly salary .

rather than on the' basis of percentage of actual hours worked, as in the case of

nun-exempt personnel.

The Quality Assurance / Quality Control (QA/QC) Program, which is managed by

separate organizational groups at Peach Bottom, has not been fully integrated

into the plant operations and does not address personnel performance
parameters.

The role of quality assurance in day-to-dr.y operations was examined within the
context of the statement in the NRC order which said, "The Peach Bottom

quality assurance program has failed to identify this conoition which is adverse
to safety." Management systems have not adequately incorporated the quality

program into plant operations so that it would be in a position to assist in
'

identifying and resolving problems.

i Nuclear Operations management has not assured that an appropriate leve! of
operations expertise has been estahlished in the QA/QC organization or fully
supported this separate QA function as a credible entity in the control room.

.
.
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Survelliance and monitoring are used by QA at Peach Bottom, but the imple-
mentors do not appear to be sufficiently experienced or trained in various
nuclear operations functions to use surveihance effectively as one of the tools
for assuring quality operations. The function's integration into plant operations
has been improving but QA/QC personnel are stili not fully accepted as a part of

the team, particularly ~ by' Operations which tolerates QA/QC because it was -

mandated to do so. The plant started operation when QA/QC was almost
nonexistent as a separate function designed to provide additional assurance of a

quality operation. It was therefore considered an unnecessary intrusion into the

0,.arations routine. QA, from the operators perspective, was already being
provided by technically competent operators and supervisors.

With the two separate charters now in existence, gaps and overlaps in
responsibilities are a potential problem. ' Several examples of overlap were
stated.

.

Adequate management systems are not in place to ensure accuracy, com-
prehensiveness, timely review and updating of administrative and work

. procedures.

At the Peach Bottom plant, many concerns were expressed regarding accuracy

and updating of procedures. These problems were quoted as a major reason or
excuse for inadequate support of procedural compliance historically. Although

there have been improvements in the content of some work procedure areas and

in the temporary procedure change process, there still are not adequate
mechanisms in pla. o integrate and control temporary procedure changes into

the permanent procecure program. There are no administrative controls on the

life of a temporary change. They do not expire if not made into a permanent
change.

Approximately 15 percent of a!! procedures are on a centralized computer, but
most appear to be manually typewritten for changes and rewrites. The periodic
review requirement for Peach Bottom procedures is five years, compared to a
nominal industry norm of two years. No systematic method of flagging needed
procedure changes was found. There also appears to be no requirement to
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annotate or track prior commitments incorporated into a procedure during
subsequent updates or changes.

The matrix management structure does work within PECo, but it has not been
working well at Peach Bottom. Many Peach Bottom employees and management

personnel appear to use the matrix system as an excuse for lack of performance.

The project-type team, necessary for effectiveness in a matrix system, has not
been developed at Peach Bottom where the matrixed furictions appear to work to

their own priorities instead of the team's, and relationships are frecuently
adversarial between Operations and some of the support groups. A Limerick site

team led by the plant manager at Limerick has been much more successful in
implementing the same structure under similar conditions.

The matrix can be an effective arrangement when similar functional activities
are performed at several sites. It provides flexibility and efficient use of
resources, but requires careful ' management of the workplace, effective
teamwork and definition of interface responsibilities. Several years aga PECo
EPD produced a comprehensive set of vice presidential policy documents. This

set of 50 plus documents was intended to establish a single way of doing business

for all of EPD (including Peach Bottom and Limerick) and defined. EPD's
interface responsibilities with other PECo organizations. The documents were
distributed for limited trial use, but there did not appear to be a concerted effort

to monitor their effectiveness and formalization for permanent use. The

procedures were distributed for wider use prior to the last corporate evaluation.

Thirty-three of approximately fifty-eight titles were issued for official use
between April and Octote. 1986. Seventeen are still in the trial use category,
and five are in the deferred category, leaving over one-third of the
organizational policy areas still not formalized and thus, open to individual
intet pretations.

. .-. -. _.
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|

3.3 PERSONNEL POLICIES: NUCLEAR OPERATIONS APPLICATION AND |
IMPLEMENTATION |

|

The application of some personnel policies in Nuclear' Operations and the
implementation of personnel policies by Nucleer Operations and Peach Bottom
management have had negative impacts on Peach Bottom operations, in terms of:

e' limiting the available supply of licensed operator and other technical
resources.

restricting the effective utilization of Nuclear Operations personnel,e

imposing perceived limits to management control over disciplinary concerns.e

e reducing line management's involvement with, and responsiveness to,
employee pers~onnel concerns.

Past EPD human resource planning practices and strict adherence to the
company entry-level hiring policy has contributed to a shortage of licensed
operators and shortages of other Nuclear Operations personnel.

All Peach Bottom licensed operators have been hired as entry level helpers and

progressed through the non-licensed operator ranks before becoming licensed. A

recent exception to this practice was the hiring of 12 Navy nuclear operators
'

: who were brought in at a job level above the normal helper entry level in 1986.
The progression from entry level helper to the point where an individual can
begin licensed training takes approximately five years. As a result of the long
pipeline for licensed operators / senior licensed operators development, individual

personnel actions (transfers, resignations, and retirements) over the last ten
years, and increases in licensed staff requirements, there are insufficient
licensed operators to fully staff a six-shift rotathn in all positions and
simultaneously to provide necessary licensed operator support for other shift
activities such as processing permits and Maintenance Request Forms (MRFs).

This shortfall in shif t coverage has resulted in significant amounts of overtime

being worked by !! censed operators, including unexpected overtime when the

; relieving shift operator does not show up. Many reac.or operators (Ros)
i

| expressed concern about the impact of the unplanned overtime on their personal
|

| livu and acknowledged that this overtime work requirement contributed to their

negative attitudes. Although the overtime worked appears to be within j
'

prescribed safety limits, some Ros stated that the amount of overtime worked at
,

- -
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some points in the past had a negative impact on their ability to sustain high
performance levels.,

Without full six-shif t coverage, there has been minimal monitoring and follow-up

for the on-the-job-training qualification proess for trainees fo!!owing their
completion of the classroom training phase.

'

The limited pipeline of licensed operators has also resulted in licensed operators

not being allowed to bid out to other jobs. Except under extenuating circum-
stances, no lateral transfers have been permitted for licensed personnel into
Training, Outage Planning, QA, and other functional areas in which operations-

experienced personnel are needed. This situation has demotivating impacts on
both licensed and non-licensed personnel.

The entry level hiring policy and the base level staf fing philose shy of PECo have

resulted in other shortages of Nuclear Operations personn :1, in addition to
licensed operators. Many Peach Bottom supervisory per.,3nnel interviewed

commented on the need to use outside contrac' tors to meet the increased base

workload demands.

Job qualification requirements and the lack of alternative career paths have
i severely restricted the most effective utilization of Peach Bottom operations

personnel. In some instances, they have served as disincentives to pursuing the

licensed operator career progression.

Job qualification criteria are not always well matched to job performance
requirements, particularly with respect to the requirement that all candidates
for employment or promotion in certain job classificat!cas must hold an
engineering degree. This prevents operations-experienced personnel without'

engineering degrees from moving into some positions in operations supervision /

management, outage planning, maintenance / construction coordination, ALARA, ;

and other areas where nuclear cperations experience and perspectives are ,

needed.

,

Nuclear Operations practices and Independent Group Association (ICA) resistance

have thus far also prevented utilizing licensed engineers on shif t in a line role as
,

i

. . . .- - -- --- -. .- - -
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supervisors or superintendents. The PECo fossil / hydro philosophy that operators

operate and engineer's engineer has created this invisible wall which has
restricted the flexibility of using engineers on shif t and further restricted
opportunities for operators to move into management / individual contributor
roles.

The lack of alternative career paths for operator personnel has also resulted in

"frozen" senior plant operators (i.e., those who have not passed the licenstng
exam or have chosen not to pursue licensing qualification). These frozen senior

plant operators occupy a large number of plant operator (PO) positions. This
makes it difficult for newly qualified PCs to become fully experienced in the PC

position since they work as an assistant plant operator (APO) except on a daily
upgrade basis until a permanent position becomes available. PO qualified APCS

therefore can progress to RO positions without the benefit of comprehensive
floor operations experience to help them function more effectively in the control

room.

Peach Bottom management has not assumed accountability and adequate decision

making authority to resolve disciplinary problems and employee concerns. The

lack of clearly defined management guidelines with respect to implementation of

disciplinary guidelines and the grievance process contribute to this problem.

There is a widespread perception among Peach Bottom management and
supervisory personnel that they are powerless to take prompt and appropriate
disciplinary action in cases where it is warranted. This perception is based on a

number of factors:

Generalizations have been made by Peach Bottom management about thee

lack of support for management disciplinary actions by the Personnel and
Industrial Relations Department based on exceptional incidents in the past.

e There is a lack of written guidelines for .nanagement about how to
implement disciplinary policy effectively,

e Fewer nuclear supervisors than other departmerit supervisors have
participated in management training programs where these issues are
addressed.

Current applications of the PECo's disciplinary guidelines do not consistentlye

support professional nuclear performance standards (a.g., ignoring the proper
directives of a supervisor is defined as a serious infraction, but first-time
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occurrence is disciplined by a written reprimand as opposed to a rnore severe
action; refusing to obey a proper directive in a nuclear control room is
viewed as a very serious performance issue within the nuclear industry).

The company's discipline process is not well defined in You and Youre

Comoany and is of ten a very time consuming process extending over menins;
yet the company's policy is to hold suspensions in abeyance when employees
appeal the suspension. (Although there has only been one such case involving
Peach Bottom, it is common for management to generalize about the lack of
support for discipline from singular incidents.)

Another contributing factor to disciplinary concerns at Peach Bottom is that
management has not applied the work rules and disciplinary guidelines in a
consistent, equitable manner. Examples from interviews included not disciplining

non-compliance with procedures, differences in disciplinary actions related to
misuse of the company's sick day policy, inconsistency in applying overtime work

rules, and contradictions in management memos attempting to clarify work rules.

Ths employee complaint (pre-grievance) process is worked informally (i.e., no
written documentation required) up throup tnree successive superviscrv leve!s

to the employing officer (plant manager). The lack of documentation makes it
more difficult to hold managers accountable for the proper execution of their

responsibilities in this regard. If an employee still does not feel that the
complaint has been adequately addressed by the employing officer, he or she can

file a grievance through the IGA with the Vice President, Personnel and

Industrial Relations.

The Vice President, Personnel and Indus:-ial Relations forwards a copy of the

grievance to the vice president of the involved department who then investigates

the grievance and gives input back to the Vice President, Persennel and Incustrial
Relations. The Vice President, Personnel and Industrial Relations then prepares

a response tc the grievance, discusses the response with the involved department

(usually with the vice president) and, when agreement is reached, sends the
grievance response to the President of the IGA. This process relies heavily on
communications at the vice president level and does not appear to adequately

involve line managers at the plant level when the grievance involves supervisory

actions or inactions.
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Peach Bottom management tends to rely too heavily on the ICA to identify and..

resolve employee concerns. This has resulted in a lack of management
involvement in and responsiveness to personnel matters.

The process used by the IGA in soliciting and reporting employee input with
respect to personnel concerns is impressive. Peach Bottom management has

> neglected scme of its responsibilities for developing and improving employee
relations by not playing a more proactive role in this area. Minimal management
involvement and responsiveness in identifying and addressing personnel matters

j contributes significantly to the perception of many Peach Bottom employees that
| management does not care'about their concerns or recommendations.

It has been widely recognized throughout the industry that company personnel

policies must sometimes be adapted to meet nuclear safety and regulatory
,

requirements. At Peach Bottom there is no nuclear personnel specialist
reporting to the plant manager to assist with interpretations ai i application of
current personnel policies or to ' represent the special needs of Nuclear
Operations to corporate personnel management when policy changes or
exceptions are required.

3.4 EXTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS

Repetitive patterns of performance findings since 1981 demonstrate poor
performance by management at all levels with respect to adequate root cause
analysis and effective corrective actions.

i

A review of PECo relations with the NRC and other external reviewing
organizations over the past several years provides extensive insight into the

j significance of the growing problems at Peach Bottom. This review indicates
i that management at all levels was not aware of or did not sufficiently understand

j how the post-TMI regulatory environment and changing industry standards were

affecting Peach Bottom personnel performance. PECo's formal responses to
regulatory and industry asussments were not effective in solving long-standing
personnel parformance problems. Since 1931, NRC/INPO reviews have identified

| significant findings of a repetitive nature in the following areas:
|

1
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e ten findings regarding lack of procedure adherence.

four findings in Radiological Control.e

three findings in Emergency Preparedness.e

Since 1983, NRC enforcement actions have been increasingly severe since 1933.

Although there were some recent pos' <e indications, deficiencies continued to

be identified in NRC and INPO findi The misperception of the severity of

NRC concerns in correspondence and in sneetings over the past year, along with

the continued display of defensiveness in responses to NRC and INPO findings at

Peach Bottom, have contributed to diminished credibility with the regulatory and

industry reviewers.

Electric Production management has not ensured adequate involvement of all

levels of the organization in develetung and carrying out commitments.

Intervie n at the corporate and site levels indicate thtt in some cases
appropriate line ano staff mcmbers are not involved in problem analysis and
development of corrective action responses. In other cases, when they are asked

to provide input it is not always utilized in the ampany's response, and the
reason for deleting the input is not communicated back to the authors. In either
ase, Peach Bottom management and other key personnel feel less ownership and

responsibility to implement commitments made to regulators. This has also

impeded the effectiveness of corrective action programs.

The total and cumulative resource requirements have not been adequately
considered when the company commits to new programs and other corrective

actions.

The management philosophy often appears to be that the existing resources
snould just work harder to accomplish corrective action programs, no matter how

comprehensive they are. Until the recent establishment of the Quality
Assurance Tracking and Trending System (QATTS), there was no single
corporate-wide source for commitment listing and tracking, which made it
difficult for any management level to understand the full impact of cumulative
commitments involved. OATTS is not yet widely implemented or resource !caded
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and thus does not yet provide the required management control in this important

area. This has caused frustration for all organizations involved in tracking and
implementing commitments.

Nuclear Operations and Peach Bottom management were not effective in
addressing the increasingly negative attitude of the plant staff toward the
changing regulatory environment and tne impact of this attitude on Peach
Bottom relationships with the NRC, INPO and ANI.

Most sen5r operations-experienced employees have been - working at Peach
Bottom since before the TMI-2 accident and have, for the most part, maintained

a negative attitude toward post-TM! regulatory requirements and clarifications.
There was apparent disregard for NRC Circular 31-02 dated February 9,1931,
which reinforced NRC's position regarding the meaning of 10CFR50.54(k) as it

relates to licensed operator conduct in the control room. This was re-

emphasized to the Peach Bottom licensed operators on June 20,1935 in a letter

[ from the Peach Bottom plant manager.af ter the June 10,1935 incident regarcing

an inattentive operator. However, this management by memo effort appears to
have had little or no effect on operator attitudes regarding control room
behavior. Some operators have the wrong opinion that they are there to back up

the safety systems. Sitting back in the chair with their feet up in an apparent
inattentive mode, therefore, was not considered to be wrong because the plant

was on automatic.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

i There are four primary root causes identified as the major contributors to issues

i
and events at Peach Bottom which led to the shutdown order. They are:

| Poor leadership by management at Peach Bottom.e

Failure to initiate an aggressive operator training program to provide ae

|
sufficient number of licensed operators in a timely manner.

I

A transplanted PECo fossil station organization, concept of shif t operatior.,! e
l shift structure, and the PEco fossil way of doing business. Peach Bottom

management did not perceive the need, or take sufficient action, to adapti

|
these to the current nuclear operating environment.

-

. . . .
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.

The slowness of corporate management, above the Peach Bottom plant level,e

,

to recognize the severity of the root causes described above and to insist on
stronger, more timely and appropriate corrective actions.-

Indicators of poor leadership at Peach Bottom and the slowness of department

management's response includes

e Ineffective implementation of the Company's performance evaluation
program, with most Peach Bottom and Nuclear Operations managers not
conducting face-to-face annual reviews

Improvement programs which addressed symptoms rather than root causese
did not involve appropriate line management levels, and were not
communicated effectively to ensure employee commitment to success

.

Poor understandin'g by Peach Bottom management of their authority ande.
accountability

Poor two-way communication between Nuclear Operations / Peach Bottome
management and employees

Poor first-line supervision training and inadequate numbers for proper spane

of control

QA/QC programs not fully integrated into operationse

Inadequate management systems for proper procedure update and controle

ineffective implementation of matrix management teamwerke

Inconsistent implementation of disciplinary policye

Management over-reliance on the ICA to respond to employee concernse

Resolution of these problems depenas upon:
.

'

Increased management awareness of the root cause influencese

Management's willingness, ability, and leadership to change root causee
influence where possible, or to address the negative impacts when the
influence cannot be changed

e Management's application of retources to correct the current acute
problems

These root causes, which have a combined and interrelated effect, are embedded

.in and nurtured by the traditional PECo culture. Some of the same cultural
characteristics which produced operational excellence in the early years at
Peach Bottom became contributing influences to the primary root causes,

.

L_ m
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resulting in its shutdown. Examples of the ways in which these cultural
characteristics produced both positive and negative effects include:

Entry level hiring practices which produced loyal, dedicated, well trainede

employees during the first five years of operation have also contributec to a
shortage of licensed operators, minimal shif t staffing flexibility, inability to
use operations experienced people in other functional areas, and resulted in
operators who feel trapped, distrustful, and have negative attitudes.

An orientation toward hiring and promoting engineers, which produced a |e

highly professional and technical staff for entry into the nuclear power |
business, also contributed to a reduced awareness of people performance
problems and people management solutions.

Long-term management and staff assignments that created a protectivee

"insulating bubble" around the team during start-up and early years of
operation subsequently created an "isolating bubble" around the operations
team which obscured from upper management's view the negative influence
of fossil / hydro operating practices, poor plant management performarce,
and provided a shield resistant to regulatory change.

Personnel policies and practices, which had been carefully constructed overe

the last half century, and which have produced a satisfactory relationship i

with the PECo Employee incepencent Group Association UGA) and a stab!e
personnel resource environment, contributec to resistance to rapicly
changing nuclear operations personnel requirements.

PECo's pride in pioneering and achievement in nuc! ear operations procuced Ie

leadership in the nuclear utility industry and regulatory technical standards
development. Later that pride also contributed to protectionism and
defensiveness to criticism of their more recent performance and to
questioning of the changes to regulatory standards.

Limerick is a newer plant still in its early operation phase, a condition similar to
Peach Bottom's "insulating bubble" of the early years. It has had some of the

advantages inherent in start-up organizations oser steady-state organizations
(e.g., more resources supplied, more flexibility with respect to policy
implementation) as well as the benefit of an effective plant management team.
Over time, however, there is the potential for some of the same Peach Bottom

| attitudinal problems to develop at Limerick if management does not take an
aggressive stance in recognizing the need for substantive change in its
management philosophy and approach to nuclear operations.

There are many appropriate and effective short-term actions which PECo should

take to address the problems cited by the NRC and get Peach Bottom back on ,

line. However, to ensure that problems do not recur at Peach Bottom and toi

|
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prevent their occurrence in the future at Limerick, there is a need for in-depth,
long-term ccanges. The recommendations in the following section are a
combination of short- and long-term actions to produce these changes.

,

5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS

The recommencations have been grouped in the same manner as the root causes

in the areas of:

o Cultural and attitudinal influences

Leadership and management issuese

Personnel policies: Nuclear Operations applications and implementatiene

External relationshipse

Additionally, a number of recommendacions for the action plan process have been

rr.ade at the end of this sec: ion.

It is important to note that at this time no effer: has been made to prioriti e :he
recommendations made in this report. It i.e expected that in preparing the action

plcn to respond ta the NRC shutdown orcer, PECo will combine :nese
recommendations with the recommendations of others and develop an int < gra:ed

priority system to ensure that all recommerdations are addressed la a coherent

and Icgical manner. It is no: intended, nor is it implied, that all of the

recommendatier.s in this report must be completed prior to restarting either unit

at Peat.h Bottom.

The recommendations themselves fall into two ganeral categories. First, those

that deal with the acute problems that ye the reult of the pressure of long-
term root causes and require direct action. Second, those that deat with the
> . ier term chronic root cause problems to prevent reoccurrence of problems at

Peach Bottom and potential manifestation of ths se problems at Limerick.

The in pac' and visibility of the shorter ter n actions appear to overwhelm the
more diffAult ! anger term solutions; however, it is essential that PECo make

plans now for acccmplis'1ing the mor: broad based changes in organizational
attitudes, leadershio and management practices, policy implementation, and
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external-relationships'so that Peach Bottom's recovery efforts are sustained over
'

time.

5.1 CULTURE AND ATTITUDIN/ L Ih1.UENCES

Attitudinal change is a difficult undertaking since attitudes are a key element of
the complex entity known as "organizational culture." If the attitudinal problem
resides. in only a sinal! group of :ndividuals, it can be addressed through a .

strategy of attitudinal assessment, counseling and training of each individual.
,

When attitudinal change is needed on a large scale, as is the case with Peach
Bottom nuclear operations, this strategy is not sufficient. The change in Peach

Bottom plant management which has resulted in the establishment of a new
managerial perspective on site will contribute significantly to a broader scale
attitudinal change among Peach Bottom management and employees, at least in

the short term. however, to ensure long-term attitudinal change, additional

steps must be taken.
,

.

Psychological research about attitucinal change in organizations indicates that a
disciplinary approach (i.e., management enforcement of new behavior) is not as

effective or as quick to produce r'sults as a participatory approach (i.e.,
providing opportunities for empioyees to identify work-related problems which
have negative influence on their attitudes and to recommend appropriate solu-
tions to those problems).

MAC recommends that PECo implement a broad scale attitudinal change effort

with one aspect focused specifically at the Peach Bottom site and another aspect

focused on corporate / Peach Bottom site transactions.

1. Complete an orgar.izational survey at Peach Cottom using an accepted
instrument which identifies employee attitudinal issues, as well as workI

'

productivity and quality concerns, followed up by a well-managed employee
involvement program which uses the results of the survey in an organized
manner. This should be accomplished work group by work group. An example
of this kind of program is the Emplavee involvement Program instituted at
Rancho Seco by the Sacramento Municipa Utility District.

2. Initiate a team development process from the President down to shif t
management which involves Nuclear Operations, Engineering and Research,

.

Electric Production, and other corporate organizations which support Peach
Bottom. Include in this process:

.

L

s

:
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;

e Commitment to excellence from the President down to and including
each level of management

e Clarification of roles, .accountabilities and authorities at each
management level .with respect to nuclear organizational and plant'

performance
,

Improvement of communicatkn processes both vertically and hori-e
zontally within management chains and between corporate line
management and employees

Identification of management processes to be used to ensure integrated -e
planning and implementation of operational goals, including how pricr-
ities wit! be established or changed, and how work-related conflicts will

.

be resolved

Coaching in how to ask for and 9.a honest, effective management.e
performance feedback

e Resolution of inter-departmental conflicts related to work flow man-
agement, lack of responsiveness, or support between work groups

The process could be implemented in a phased manner, starting with senior
corporate management, progressing to the corporate / senior plant manage-
ment level, and then to plant management, with appropriate levels of top

,

and middle management involvement in the process as it cascades down
through the organization.

Implernentation of these recommendations requires careful planning and
facilitation, usually with external assistance, to be effective.

3. Establish a comprehensive operator retraining program to address at least
the following areas:

The impact of the traditional PECo culture and Peach Bottom sub-e
culture to ensure that all participants understand and are committed to
the attitudinal requirements for safe nuclear plant operation

,

e Operator behavior which is consistent with the requirements of
10CFR50.54K

Emphasis that the operator's responsibility is to proactively operate thee;

| plant and that safety systems are in place to back up the operator *

1

Strict adherence to all plant and operational proceduresej

Operator responsiveness to, and positive attitude toward, the levels ofe
detail and attention required for safe, professional contro! room
operations, e.g., exception reporting, systems monitoring, etc.,

,

!
|
,

8
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:

e Effective communications, teamwork, and ability to manage the
interpersonal processes involved in control room operations

Understanding and acceptance of all of the roles in the safe ande
efficient operation of a nuclear generatin[ station, e.g., Operations,
QA/QC, Health Physics, Maintenance, etc.

- 3.2 LEADERSHIP AND MANAGEMENT ISSUES

PECO's efforts at broad-scale attitudinal change in Nuclear Operations cannot be

successful without careful realignment of management philosophy and practices >

and organizational structures to support the goals of the change effort. The
infusion of new managerial perspectives and nuclear talent into the Nuclear~

.

Operations organization will also support this effort.

MAC recommends the following:

1. Replacement of Peach Bottom Plant Manager, Operations Superintendent
and Operations Engineer is supported. The impact of the loss of cumulative'

Peach Bottom-specific experie,nce currently represented in these positions
must be taken into ' account m replacing personnel, making any future
organizational changes, and retaining these personnel in contributing staff,

positions.

2. Assess the adequacy and effectiveness of the current Peach Bottom shift
organization, supervision, and staffing with consideration given to:

Strengthening management presence on shift by establishing the shift.o
manager concept.

Implementing a day shif t supervisor concept (general supervisor ofe
operators or operator support).

Adding another licensed operator (LO) in the control room.e

Providing back bp relief capability for evntrol room supervision.' e

Redefining the outside shift supervisor responsibilities to strergthen ande
include direct supervision of cutside tasks and relief of the control room
shif t supervisor,

Assigning senior licensed operator (SLO) qualified engineers to selectece
supervisor /superintentendent oositions for hands on experience, training,-
for future management positions, and removal of the "wall."'

Completing the ongoing study of shif t rotation at Limerick withe
involvement and participation of Peach Bottom operators and
supervision. Give due consideration of alternatives to current Peach
Bottom shif t rotation schedules based on this study.

L
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3. Increase direct supervision by ensuring sufficient numbers of supervisory
positions to effectively supervise and direct activities. Expeditiously fill
vacant supervtsory positions where clear need exists.

reporting to the plant manager, with adecuate experience to: (1) plant site,
Establish a Nuclear Personnel Specialist position at the nuclear4.

advise all-
'

levels of plant management on personnel policy matters and employee
relations; and (2) represent the special needs of Nuclear Operations to i

corporate personnel management when policy changes or exceptions are J

required. )

5. Reduce one management layer, and strengthen the organizational changes ;

made in establishing the Vice President, Nuclear Operations position by
having plant managers report directly. Add strong direct support staff for
that position. .

6. Establish and/or clarify specific accountabilities and authority levels for
each management and supervisory level in Nuclear Operations. This should"

be done as part of the team development process recommended in Section
5.1, Cultural and Attitudinal Influences. . Hold managers and super''isors
accountable f~ appropriate exercise of responsibility and authurity.

7. Refine the roia and authority of QA/QC, particularly as it relaw b
surveillance and audits for verification of technical and performance based
activities. Take into account current NRC and INPO philosophy in this
area. Assure inat an appropriate level of expertise (Operations,
Instrumentation and Controls, Health Physics, etc.) is available in the
QA/QC organizaticn.

Consider grouping all Operations, Maintenance and Construction QA/QCe
functions under one manager reporting to the Senior Vice President,
Engineering and Production.

e Communicate and support the further integration of QA's role
throughout the organization,

Establish a quality deficiency reporting program which addresses eacho

issue reported to it from arf source,

Require plant management arid shift management to include the QAe
function as an integral part of all operational work planning, decision-

! making and problem-solving processes. Hold meetings between QA
! management and personnel and management and personnel from

Operations, Maintenance, H.P., Technical Engineering, I&C, Testing &
Laboratories, Chemistry, Construction, Rad Waste Management and,

'

other relevant functions to discuss QA's role in their work activities and
! address any related concerns.
t

3. Establish an administrative management system for procedures to ensure
accuracy, comprehensiveness, timely review and updating of corporate,
plant, and operational procedures which includes the following:

iComplete the implementation process for developing, formalizing ando

j distributing Nuclear Operations Recuirements and Guidelines.

>
. .
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input all plant procedures into a common automated data base to assuree
efficiency and accuracy when typing plant procedure changes.

Establish a two-year review cycle for department procedures as opposede
to the current five-year cycle; provide additional resources as needed to
complete such reviews.

Establish an automatic expiration date for temporary procedure changese

to ensure comprehensive review before the change becomes permanent,

o Consider alternatives to the use of the full PORC committee for review
of all procedural changes in order to decrease the backlog on procedure
revisions and allow the PORC to focus on additional matters related to
plant operations,

Establish a written process for flagging needed procedural changes toe
management's attention.

e Ensure more effective use of the references section ot procedures to
keep track of previous commitments during subsequent' procedure
updates.

9. Assure that the QATTS system is appropriately resource leaded and
integrated into all aspects of nuclear operations so that commitments may
be tracked effectively.

10. Develop and implement a comprehensive management / supervisory leadership
improvement program for Nuclear Operations including:

Evaluation of supervisory leadership skills needs at all levels from firste
line (including "lead" or other defacto supervisor levels) up to manage-
ment.

e Development and implementation of training programs to address
identified needs with careful attention paid to the skills required at
each level of management / supervision in the organi::ation so that the
skills targeted for development at each level build on those achieved at
previous levels. In scheduling training modules, particular attention
should be paid to the most effective means of making the training
accessible to all Nuclear Operations supervisory personnel (e.g.,
offering short training modules on-site at a variety of times).

Provision of more supervisory training opportunities for non-supervisorye

personnel who have been identified as having supervisory potential;
emphasize the importance of such training in consideration of candi-
dates for supervisory openings. j

Additional emphasis on a supervisory / leadership curriculum in the SLOe

training program. Make supervisory capability evaluation a mandatory
element in selecting candidates for training and SLO qualification.

-
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Emphasis in management training programs on how to coach and supporta
subordinate levels of supervisors, including; identification of their
training needs, on-the-job coaching, and assessment of training program
effectiveness, by observing behavior on the job following such programs.
Institute a process to ensure that training program management
receives regular input from plant management at different levels about
supervisory training needs and the effectiveness of training programs.

Inclusion in training programs of the rationale for personnel policies ande
how to implement them effectively, especially in areas such as
employee performance evaluation and discipline. .

For upper level management, exposure through seminar format toe
notable management experts and practitioners and successful nuclear
utility managers,

11. Consider establishment of a rotational management assignment process so
that key Nuclear Operations and Peach Bottom managerial personnel are
exposed to the functional realities of different departments within PECo and
thus acquire a broader base of experience and do not become isolated at a
plant location for extended periods of time.

12. Require all levels of Peach Bottom management and supervision to conduct
formal face-to-face performance reviews with their direct reports on an
annual basis as a minimum. To ensure the effectiveness of these
performance reviews, participation in performance appraisal training
sessions should be required for all management and supervisory personnel.
The Nuclear Personnel Specialist should monitor the quality of written
performance reviews, and initiate or recommend necessary actions for
improvement as required.

5.3 PERSONNEL POLICIES: NUCLEAR OPERATIONS APPLICATION AND
IMPLEMEN" '. TION

PECo has always emphasized company-wide uniformity of personnel policies,

which is, basically, a sound management philosophy. The task facing corporate

management is to become more aware of the special requirements involved in

managing its nuclear business. In some cases, personnel policies will require
modifications and/or different applications to address Nuclear Operations

needs. Nuclear Operations management must also monitor and ensure more
effective implementation of personnel policies by Peach Bottom managers and -

supervisors.
;

;

MAC recommends the following:

1. Initiate an aggressive recruiting program to bring in technically qualified !

personnel, including licensed operator candidates, at other than entry levels
'

(i.e., at levels approp ate to their qualifications and experience and
,

. -- .- .- -- - .-. - . --
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comparable to the levels at which they would be hired in at other nuclear
plants).

2. Design.and implement required training programs for new licensed operator
candidates over the next 12-15 months to supplement available licensed
operator resources. Consider vendor training personnel for this purpose if
required.

3. Design and implement an immediate trainir;g program to prepare SLO
licensed engineers for shif t positions.

4. Consider non-degreed licensed operators for promotion to positions in
operations management, outage planning, QA training and other functional
areas on the basis of merit.

3. Establish alternative career paths in the immediate future for senior non-
licensed operators so that they can be more fully utilized in positions such as
floor coordinator and training instructor.

6. Conduct a survey to identify those personnel practices, e.g., no way off
shif t; no lateral transfers; amount of nuclear differential pay, which serve as
major disincentives for personnel to pursue the nuclear operator job
progression up through supervisory levels. Use a task force approach (with
representation from licensed, and non-licensed operator per:onnel, the
Personnei Department and the ICA) to make recommendations to
management about how these disincentives could be addressed.

7. Ensure that definitions of various levels of infractions and corresponding
disciplinary actions in the disciplinary guidelines are congruent with nuclear
performance standards; if necessary, identify special applications and/or
interpretations of the policy to meet Nuclear Operations needs.

3. Permit plant managers to suspend employees for reasonable cause at the
time of the infraction, even when the suspension 's appealed by the
employee. rather than holding such suspensions in abeyano until the appeals
process has been completed.

9. When grievances involve individual employee disciplinary action, process
these grievances formally up through successive supervisory levels
documenting each step. The employing officer and the Vice President,
Nuclear Operations should meet together with appropriate Personnel
Department and ICA representatives to resolve the grievance, with the Vice
President, Nuclear Operations having ultimate line management decision-
making authority with respect to disciplinary actions. The role of Personnel
and Industrial Relations Department management should be reserved to
serve as an appeals source only in those cases where the grievance solution
is appealed by the IGA.

10. Streamline the grievance resubmitN/ appeals process to ensure timely
responsiveness and resolution. -

| 11. Establish written guidelines for managers and supervisors on management
responsibilities and authorities for implementing the company's Disciplinary
Guidelines.

L
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12. Mandate special training sessions for all Nuclear Operations management
and supervisory personnel to ensure their understanding and consistent
implementation of disciplinary policies, the grievance process and work
rules.

13. Build into the Peach Bottom employee involvement program an ongoing
process for management to solicit and respond to employee concerns and
suggestions.

5.4 EXTERNAL RELATIONSHIPS

PECo management must demonstrate to the NRC its awareness of the serious-

ness of the root cause issues which led to the shutdown of Peach Bottom as well

as its sincere dedication to a change in management philosophy and approach at

all levels with respect to its nuclear operations. This awareness and dedication
forms the keystone for an acceptable action plan. In addition, management must

assure that the appropriate processes are in place to maintain open and effective

ongoing relationships with its regulators and industry auditors.

MAC recommends the following:

1. Evaluate and correct the management practices which have resulted in
ineffective relationships with the NRC regarding the concerns at Peach
Bottom. The evaluation should pay close attention to the successful
program established at Limerick and at other utilities.

2. Review commitments made since 1983 to the NRC/INPO/ANI, etc. for
desired results to ensure that corrective actions taken were appropriate and
are achieving the desired results. Include in this review any subsequent
actions taken in the recovery plan.

3. Reinforce internal monitoring of nuclear plant performance (NRB, ISEG,
PORC) by ensuring that specific responsibility has been assigned to evaluate,
analyze, characterize and trend performance indicators from external
sources (NRC, INPO, ANI, etc.). Conduct periodic meetings with senior
management (corporate and plant) to review results and provide recom-
merdations to address problems, or potential problems.

c 4 Assure that future commitments / responses are based on:

sound, thorough analysis with explicit consideration regarding reactore
safety, not just compliance.;

consideration of current regulatory philosophy, recognized problems ate
other facilities, and the NRC's viewpoint.

%nphasis on the role of personnel and personal actions to nucleare
sa fety.
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realistic schedules based on safety significance and available resourcese
with appropriate monitoring of milestones and of ongoing progress to
assure desired results are achieved.

3.3 ACTION PLAN PRCCESS

It is also critically important that PECo management pay as much attention to
the use of effective management processes in developing and implementing the
Peach Bottom recovery plan as they do to the content of the plan itself, these

processes must be thoughtfully applied if PECo management is to assure itself
that the recovery plan will result in operational excellence and will assure the
NRC both of the company's awarene.is of the need to change and its sincere
commitment to making the change happen.

MAC recommends the following with respect to developing and implementing an

effective Peach Bottom recovery plan:

1. Provide full-time leadership, management, and attention to detail to suc-
cessfully plan and execute the recovery plan. This will require additional
staff deoicated to this project to ensure the least disruptive impact on
normal, ongoing operations of Peach Bottom outages and Limerick
operations and outages.

2. Integrate ongoing improvement plans into the recovery plan in order to
assess the total resource requirements and commitments. These plans
should include the significant plant improvement projects, the PBEP, and
improvements with respect to administrative management and work ' control
systems (e.g., procedures, Radiation Work Permit (RTP) system automation,
exposure records, nuclear records). Assign responsibilities and incorporate a
system for measuring results which involves both Peach Bottom and Nuclear
Operations management.

3. Provide overview of the recovery plan independent of line management, to
monitor and to assess program effectiveness.

.
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PERSONNEL INTERVIEWED

NAME TITLE OR POSITION

W. Alden Licensing, Engineer in Charge

M. Alderfer STA

E. Allwood Shif t Superintendent

C. Anderson Branch Engineer

J. W. Austin Construction 5uperintendent

J. H. Austin, Jr. President

J. Baldwin ACO

J. Ballantyne CO

B. Barnshaw Shif t Superintendent - Limerick

R. Betz Electrical Supervisor-

J. Birney, Director Nuclear Records

D. Blasy Shift Superintendent

M. Brown APO

J.'Jud7ynski Reactor Engineer (Supervisory)

8. Bulmer NTS Superintendent - Limerick

T. Cabrey Former STA

B. Carr STA

W. Casey Superintendent, Station Maintenance Division

M. Cassada Director, Radiation Protection

A. Clark Shilt Supervisor

B. Clark Director Administration
J. Clupp I&C Engineer (Supervisory)

E. Collins GE Shif t Eningeer

j J. Cooney Manager, Support Services

R. Costagliola Superintendent, Nuclear Station Section

J. Cotton Director Plant Services'

P. Cromwell CO

E. Cromwell Shift Supervisor

J. Davenport Supervisor, Engineering Maintenanca

P. Davidson Computer Applications, Engineer in Charge

G. Dawson Senior Engineer, Maintenance,

J. Deni CO

!
t
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PERSONNEL INTERVIEWED _(Continued)
.

,
-

NAME TITLE OR POSITION

3. Doering Operations Man >ger - Limerick

T. Donnell' QA Supervisor

D. Duane Shif t Supervisor

W. Eagles CO

J. Everett Chairman and CEO

D. Falcone CO

D. Felts APO

- D. Fleischmann Station Manager

J. Franz Plant Manager - Limerick

C. Fritz VP, Personnel and industrial Relations

A. Fulvio~ Technical Engineer

J. Gallagher VP, Nuclear Operations

N. Gazda Physicist, ALARA (Supervisory)

G. Gellrich Test Engineer

T. Geyer Engineering Maintenance (Former STA)

B. Gleaves Radwaste Supervisor

M. Gribble ACO

S. Grosh Former IGA Committeeman

D. Harrington Shift Typist

R. Hart ACO

J. Hesler Former STA

B. Hinkle Superintendent, Maintenance Services Section

R. Hoopes Shif t Supervisor

L. Hopkins Operations Engineer - Limerick

J. Hufnagel Assistant Outage Engineer

G. Hunger Nuclear Safety Engineer

K.Iepson Former STA

J. Jordan Results Engineer (Supervisory)

R. Kankus Director, Emergency Preparedness

D. Kauffman PO
,

D. Keene !&C Engineer

D. Kemper Maintenance Area Supervisor

a
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PERSONNEL INTERVIEWED (Continued)

NAME TITLE OR POSITION

3. Kemper Sr. VP, Engineering and Production

C. Kerr STA

R. Kirkhof f ACO

W. Knapp Director, Radiation Protection

C. Koehler Shif t Supervisor

E. Kohler Staf f Engineer

J. Kovalchick STA

S. Kowalski VP, Engineering & Research

J.Lange IGA Chairman

K. Lathrop GE

G. Leitch Manager, Nuclear Generation Department

J. Lindinger STA

R. Logue Assistant to Manager, Nuclear Support

T. Love GE Shif t Engineer

L. MacEntee ACO

R. Maldonado ACO

S. Mannix Assistant Operations Engineer (Supervisory)(Former STA)

M. Manski Former STA

F. Mascitelli Modifications Coordinator

G. McCarty Physicist, Support HP (Supervisory)
'

M. McCormick, Jr. Maintenance Department

J. McElwain QC Site Supervisor

D. McRoberts Shif t Superviscc

H. Metz Shif t Superintendent

C. Miller GE Operations Engineer

J. Mitman Senior Radwaste Engineer

R. Monacho Shif t Cperator - Limerick

R. Moore Superintendent, QA

P. Navim STA

S. Nelson Physicist (Supervisery)

T. Niessen Assistant Operations Engineer (Supervisory)

M. Norman AO

J.Oddo Nuclear Security Specialist

_. _ - - - - - - - - -
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PERSONNEL INTERVIEWED - (Continued)

NAME TITLE OR POSITION

D. Oltmans, Sr. Chemist

A. Parry, Jr. VP, Purchasing

G. Paton Shif t Supervisor - Limerick .

F. Pfender Shift Superintendent

B. Pieper Shif t Superintendant

W. Pinnel Engineer (Supervisory), Maintenance

F. Polaski Operations Engineer

D. Potocik Senior Health Physicist

M. Restaino STA

L. Rhodes PO

S. Roberts Operations Engineer

J. Rogenmuser PM Activities Coordinator
M. Ryan Compliance Engineer

B. Saxman CO

R. Segeletes Superintendent, Mobile Section

R. Sheet: Shif t Supervisor

D. Smith Superintendent Operations

- F. Solis General Superintendent, Testing and Laboratories

J. Spencer Superintendent of Services - Limerick

B. Stambaugh CO

T. Stone IGA Executive Committeeman

S. Sullivan APO

G. Swayne ACE

5. Tharpe Chief Security Coordinator

W. Tharpe ACO

C. Townsend GE Shift Engineer

R. Truax CO

T. Ullrich Plant Manager, Limerick 2

J. Valinski STA

L. Vernacchio Test Engineer

H. Waiters Project Management, Engineer in Charge

D. Warfel Assistant Maintenance Engineer i

A. Wargo Shif t Supervisor

- - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _
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PERSONNEL INTERVIEWED (Continued) .

'NAME TITLE OR POSITION

A. Weigand VP, Electric Production

R. Weindorfer Director, Security
R. Weingard -!&C Engineer, Susquehanna Branch

B. Widener . Shift Superintendent

H. _Wiegei Testing and I.aboratories, Engineer in Charge

P. Wilson GE Shift Engineer

T. Winters ACO

J. Winzenried Staf t Engineer

D. Woodrow Shif t Supervisor

S. Wookey - Former STA

- N. Ycst Shift Supervisor

J. Zellmer AO

,
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Commitz:nt To Exec 11cnco Acticn Plcn

APPENDIX B. CROSS REFERENCE OF MAC REPORT ITEMS WITH CTE ACTION PLAN TASKS

MAC ITEM CTE ACTION PLAN TASK

CA 1 5.2.8.2

CA 2 5.2.1.1 5.2.1.7 5.2.3.2 5.2.4.4

5.2.1.2 5.2.1.9 5.2.3.3 5.2.5.1

5.2.1.4 5.2.1.10 5.2.4.1- 5.2.5.2
5.2.1.5 5.2.1.11 5.2.4.2 5.2.8.4
5.2.1.6 5.2.3.1 5.2.4.3

CA 3 5.1.1.2 5.1.1.9
5.1.1.3 5.1.1.10
5.1.1.5 5.1.1.11

LM 1 See Section 3.4.1 Manacement Chances

LM 2 5.1.2.1 5 .1. 2,. 4
5.1.2.2 5.1.2.5
5.1.2.3

LM 3 5.1.3.5
5.1.3.6

LM G 5.1.3.4
i

LM 5 5.1.5.1
5.1.5.2 -

1

LM 6 5.2.1.6 5.2.1.8 5.2.1.10

5.2.1.7 5.2.1.9 5.2.1.11

LM 7 5.1.4.3 5.3.9.2 5.3.9.8 5.3.9.12

5.3.9.1 5.3.9.3 5.3.9.11 5.3.9.13

| LM 8 5.3.1.46 5.3.2.3 5.3.2.6 5.3.4.2

i 5.3.2.1 5.3.2.4 5.3.3.1

5.3.2.2 5.3.2.5 5.3.3.2
;

LM 9 5.3.18.1 5.3.18.3

j 5.3.18.2 5.3.18.4

|

LM 10 5.2.7.1 5.2.7.4 5.2.7.7 5.2.7.10

5.2.7.2 5.2.7.5 5.2.7.8 5.2.7.11

5.2.7.3 5.2.7.6 5.2.7.9 5.2.7.13

LM 11 5.2.7.12

l

1
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LM-12 5.2.7.6 .

5.2.7.7

P? 1 5.1.1.1
5.2.6.1

PP 2 5.1.1.1
5.1.1.7

*
PP 3 5.1.1.4

PP 4 5.2.6.2

PP 5 5.2.6.3

PP 6 5.2.6.4

PP 7 5.2.6.5

PP 3 5.2.6.6

PP 9 5 *.a.7

PP 10 5.2.6.8

PP 11 5.2.6.9

PP 12 5.2.6.10

PP 13 5.2.3 2

ER 1 5.5.3.*

5.5.3.2

ER 2 5.5.1.1

ER 3 5.2.2.1
5.2.2.2

ER 4 5.5.2.1 5.5.2.5 5.5.2.7
5.5.2.2 5.5.2.6 5.5.2.8

!
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PHILADELPHIA ELECTRIC COMPANY

Nuclear Operations
Nuclear Ceneration Department

Nuclear Training Section

SITE LOCATION: Peach Bottom. Atomic Power Station

DOCTYPE *: DOCUMENT TITLE: COURSE PLAN
______________

PROC / COURSE TITLE: People -The Foundation of Excellence

CODE'NO:
_______________

ITEM NO:
_______________

COMPONENTS OF COURSE

Unit Titles Unit 1 - Personal Insizht

Unit 2 - Interoersonal Processes

Unit 3 Grouo Dvnamics-

Unit 4 Working with Differences-
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_________

I tr o Date-

7Approval:
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COURSE TITLE: People The Founda: ion of E:c c e ll e n c e< -

PURPOSE: To identify, _ develop and prac: ice skills :o improve
ince: personal and group dynamics :o develop
excellence on the job. In addi: ion, :his course is.
designed :o con:ribu:e :o professionalism in :he
control room and Nuclear Opera: ions.

TARGET PO?"LATION: Senior Reactor Opera: ors, Reac:or
Operators and o:her designa:ed Shif:
personnel.

PRE REQUISITES: Managemen; selec: ion process

SCOPE AND DESCRIPTION:

This course is designed for improving
individual and gr.oup process skills. The coursu
:ensis:s of four uni:s of ins: rue: ton beginning
vi:h personal insigh: and interpersonal skills, and
concluding vi:h group dynamics and working vi:h
differences. Skills and abill:tes associa:ed vi:h
effec:ive communica: ion, posi:ive a::i:ude, and
professionalism are prac: iced and applied :o
general and specific problem solving and decision
making si:uacions. Moreover. :he plan: manage:
along vi:5 other members of the ?3A?S managemen:
s:aff vill participa:e in selec:ed ac:ivities.

The training vill occur primarily in he
classroom /vorkshop se::ing. 0:her ::aining
set:ings may be identified chrough ongoing course
feedback. Emphasis will be placed on providing
shift workers vi:h opportunities :s function as a
team and :o build personal relationships : hat carry
over to work situa:Lons.

CONTENT:

The course is sequeneed into fnur
interconnected and pro 5:essive uni:s of study. The
:apics and skills learned and prac: iced in earlier
uni:s are used to develop more diversified
in erpersan.1 processes in la:er uni:s.

In essence, the content of this course is the
processes and skills needed to improve individual

__ _
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and group interaccion. Typical conten: areas
include communication skills, change process
models, behavior observation skills, listening
skills, organizational behavior, posi:ive
reinforcement, coaching, group membership skills,
group development and observacion processes, task
ind maintenance roles, team 'c u i l d i n g , contracting,
and creatin5 culture. Other copics, such as
Kepner-Tregoe, Human Performance Evaluation Sys:em,
and k'o r k Rule Consistency have been incorpora:ed
into the course. These la:cer copics will be used
to facilicate interpersonal and group interactions
relevant co. control room operations.

DURATION: This course is 27 days.

EVALUATION CRITERIA: Se1f, peer, manageaen and
instrue:or evaluations and feedback
will occur throughou: :he course. A
s um'm a ry repor: vill be sub=1::ed :o
manag'emen: for fur:her assessmen: of
trainees and course effec:iveness.

ATTACHMENTS:

(A) Unit Coals, Objectives and Activi;ies/ Topics

,

f

I

.
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UNIT 1 PERSONAL INSICHT

COAL:

Provide methods for individuals to learn more abou:
themselves.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Iden ify preferred individual approaches.

2. Identify sources of individual behavior.

3. Assess personal relevance of insights gained from
analysis of responses to social and psychological
measuremen: instrumenes for individual behavior.

4 Tes- levels of effectiveness /appropria:eness of
individual behavior in different si:uations.

5. Identify and describe p'ercep:Lons of self and o:hers in
:erms of observable behavior.

6. M.ake decisions about possible changes in in:erpersonal
behavior.

ACTIVITIES AND TOPICS:

The unit on Personal Insight reflects he need for
individuals to learn more abou: themselves. Individual,s
vill identify preferred personal approaches and hence,
sources of individual behavior. The assessment of
personal relevance to insights gained from :he analysis
of responses to social and psychological measure =en:
becomes a working tool for personal grow:h and
development. ''i t h this personal insigh: individuals.

will be able to choose levels of effec iveness and
appropriateness for their own behavior in differen:
si:uations. After iden:ifying personal behaviors
individuals are able to make decisions abou: possible
changes in interpersonal behavior to reflect the
effectiveness of relations in the work place.

1. Learning Style Inventory (SDI) Understanding personal-

streng:hs and weaknesses as a learner and applying
insights to learn more abou: self.



2. Myers Briggs Type Indica:or (MSTI) Unders:anding-
-

preferences and s:rengths of self and o;hers and : hen
relating to in:erpersonal differences.

3, Social S yle Profile Effective communicacions and-

in:erpersonal relations enhance productive-

interpersonal relations in :he work place :hrough the
use of social style profiles.

4, Keeping journals Understanding, developing and-

rei era:ing personal strengths and weaknesses, insigh:s
and growth.

.
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UNIT 2 INTERPERSONAL PROCESSES

GOAL:

Provide me: hods for individuals to l e a r r. more abou:
themselves in rela: ion to o:hers.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Identify individual preferences in in:erac:Lons vi:h
others.

2. Identify potencial barriers :o effective communicacion.

3. Develop communication / interpersonal skills.

4 Assess effectiveness of working relationships.

ACTIVITIES AND TOPICS:

Interpersonal rela:ionships reflec: che preferences
that individuals have for interacting vi:h one another.
Once identified, individual preferences can be modified
or reinforced to reduce barriers :o effee..ve
communication. '* i t h practice, individuals can learn to-

select communication techniques :ha: tend to promote
mu:vr.1 unders:anding and posi:ive working relacionships.
The overall effectiveness of people working together
vill be stressed through the use of informal job
evalua: ion which includes coaching, feedback, and self-
disclosure.

:. Communication Skill Developmen:

A series of activities :o build confidence and crus:-

in what we and o:hers hear and say,

2. Managing Performance

Based on the principles of the "One Minute Manager",-

t the trainees vill practice ways to help one another
achieve better work habits through better communication
and interpersonal relacions,



i

i

i

3. Fundamental Interpersonal Relations Orien:acion Behavior
(FIRO 3)

The instrument measures the degree to which an '-

individual exp re s se s ansi vanes
;

o To include people
o- To lead people .

o To involve people
,

,

L

I

i
i
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UNIT 3 GROUP DYNAMICS

GOAL:

Provide me: hods for individuals and groups :o examine group
dynamics.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Identify individual roles and se:s of role rela:ionships
in group activi:ies.

2. Analy:e and describe group activi:y in behavio terms.

3. Devise me: hods to improve :he ways :he group works.

ACTIVITIES AND TOPICS:

Ac:ivi:ies during this uni: of ::sining vill focus
on iden:tfics: ton o f. group dynamics and effe::ive
u:ili:a: ton cf group prob'e solving and decisi:- making.

processes. An integrated approach is used :: a c : : m p '. i s h
:he objec:ives. S p e c i f t : s '. '. y . group dynsai:s vil'. be
rela:ed to persons! insigh; and ints:;ersonal processes.
Lessons learned in previous ac:ivi:ies v 1 1 *. provide a
forma: :o examine and prac: ice processes :ha: occur
vi:hin and be:veen groups.

1. Group Charac:eris:ics and G::up Developmen:

Leadership /Meabership S:yle: '' h a t are the-
.

charac:eris:ics of a good / effec:ive group? This
ques; ion vill be examined and processed.

Communica:.ons and Mo:iva: ion; in:ar group and in :a--

group feedback vill be prac: iced and analy:ed for L:s
effec: on mo:ivation and group effec:iveness.

5: ages of Group Developmen:; "forming", "s:orming'',-

"norming" and "performing * and "adj ourning" vill be
examined, observed and applied :ovards group
effec:iveness.

2. Group Frocess Observa: ions

The dynamics of group ac:ivi:y are e x'a m i n e d and-

discussed. Specific :opics include: Task Main:enance
Behavior, Dee!.sion Making. Leadership, Communica: tons
and Membership.

_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ -
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3. Group Task Behavior

Decision Making and Probles Solving; observe and appl-j-
'

group processes that effect decisions and solu: ions.
Kapner Tregoe training vill be used as a foundation-

for this portion of training,
,

a

4

> .

4
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UNIT 4 VORKING *'I T H DIFFERENCES=

COAL:

? ovide =ethods for individuals and 5:oups :o use differen:es
in cons: ue:ive ways.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Selec: appropria:e/effectiva approaches to interpersona'.
differences.

2. Manage and resolve group differences.

3. Assess in:er/in::a group relations.

ACTIVITIES AND TOPICS:

Ac:ivities u:lliced i- this uni: vil' focus :n.

managing differences and crea:ing effective 3roup norms
fo' :he :: ansi:Lon back :o :he uork p .' a c e . Par:icipan:s,

vill apply awareness and ski'.'.s learned in :his uni: :o
becc:e a more eifective .ork team. While PSA?S
spe ific items such as; consis:ency of shif: operations.
eom unica: ions, vc:k rules, pclicy, vork
sys:es/ procedures mee:ings vill have been addressed
:hroughou: :he course, a::en: ton vill be paid :o
inte5:a: ion of each of :hese 1: ems prio: :o re en: 7 on
shif:.

1. Dynamics of Differences

This topic vill focus on :he meri:s of bo:h
competitive and collaborati.on models vi:hin the c o n: s :::
of in::agroup and in:e group rela: ions. The impac: of
vin lose si:ua:Lon vill be examined and processed.

Specific ac:ivi:tes whi:h highligh: hese dynamics
include: Vin as much as you can, Abilene Paradox and
Prisoners Dilemma. They are designed as an experiential
approach to the dynamics of vin lose si:ua: ions.

2. Conflict Resolution / Collaboration

This topic covers (1) :he na:ure of conflic:, (2)
s :a:egies for managing conflic:, and (3) creative
figh:tng. Participants vill integra:e their Thomas
Kilmaa Conflic: Mode scores on :he dimensions of

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - _ _ - _ _
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(A) Competing. (3) Collabe:s:ing. (C) Compromisin;, (0:
Avoiding, and (E) Accommoda:ing :o analy:e : heir
behavior in rela: ion :o o: hors during conflic:
si ua:Lons. Meth>dologies include here and n:v {se::ings as well as a::ual problem solving i-

si:ua:Lons.

3 Team Building

Team Building is :he in:roduction of a sys:ema:ic,
long range plan to improve in:e: personal rela: ions-

among : hose workers with whom hey are functionally
in:erdependent. Approaches to :eam building a: :his
s:a5e of the :eam's developmen: include a c :ual
agreements be:veen eam members, which vill assis: in
diagnosing and changing group norms. Skills developed I

,

in decision makin5 leadership, communica:Lon and |me=bership will provide a basis for examining norms, |

4 Building High Perf'ormance '*o rk Te ams-

3uilding high performance work :eams res: on :he
abili:y and willingness of :eam members :o work vi:h
each o:her in such a way :ha: : hey consume resour:ss,
i.e. cime, money, ma:erials, human energy a: a level
less :han wha: : hey con:ribu:e back :o :he organi:a: ton.
This requires awareness, skills and commi: ment :o
behavior in the areas of (1) :n:erac:ing, (2)
Apprecia ive Unders:anding, (3) In:egra:ing and (a)
Implementing. This copic focuses on in:egrating :he
learnin5s of :he other uni:s to produce "synetgistic"
vorking relations, where 1 1 is grea:er than 2. The+

resui: is more productive ou:put chan migh: have been
expected if :he :vo "1"'s had worked independen:1y.

Participants vill survey : heir work :aam along :he
dimensions of (1) Intetacting, (2) Appreciative

Unders:anding. (3) Incegra:ing and la)
Implementing fo: :he purpose of crea:in5 a#
more effective work team.

5. Transition /Re-En:ry

Activities designed for :: ansi: ions and re entry
vill focus on the in:erra: ion of learnings and :he
practice of skills developed in all four units.

.
. _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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APPENDIX D
_
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APPENDIX D. CCMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE FOR NUCLEAR OPERATIONS

We, as Nuclear Professionals, recogni:e our continuing responsibility to public
and employee health and safety. We, therefore, dedicate ourselves to maintain
our highest standards and principles of excellence in the perfornance of our
duties and responsibilities as set forth in the Co-nitaent of Excellence.

I. Remain diligent in maintaining plant and personnel safety by identi-
fying and actively pursuing resolution of safety concerns.

II. Constantly remain alert and maintain awareness of plant status,
anticipating conditions that could adversely effect plant reliabil-
ity.

III. Cooperate with independent organizations, recognizing tne need for
monitoring and review of nuclear operations.

IV. Be governed by and adhere to applicable Federal law by complying with
Technical Specifications, procedures, and policies.

V. Recognize the inmortance of naintaining and expanding professional
qualifications and detailed plant knowledge by active perticipation
in all aspects of training.

VI. Demonstrate an attitude of pr'of essionalism through demeanor, personal
appearance, and attention to detail. Manifest a sense of pride in

all facets of the work environment.

VII. Foster the concept of teamwork among all groups. Mutual support,
courtesy, and flexibility are essential to achieve cooperation and
unity.

VIII. Understand the necessity of effective communications. Ensure all
communications. including logs and records, are timely, accurate, and

concise.

The achievement of excellence and professionalism is predicated upon mutual
rcspect, support, and trust throughout our organization.

.i

.

A;pendix D. Commitnant to Excellence for Nuclear Operations D-1

.
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OUESTION II-10 (Page 61)

Provide a schedule for the followup Peach Bottom i

simulator shift team training.

RESPONSE :

Simulator training was conducted for shift teams

in the latter part of 1987 and included such topics as ,

t

emergency pracadures and operating procedures. The ;

primary put ye <s of this ef fort, however, was tean

training. TA4 NRC subsequently forwarded to PE an

I
inspection report that indicated shift team performance

was satisfactory. |
t

We have just completed six tt. ack sessions (one,

session for each shift crew) of simulator training on
,

our site-specific simulator. One day of each session

was devoted specifically to shift team training.
t

Prior to actual restart, an additional cycle at [
:

the simulator will be conducted during which shift team
.

I

training will again be emphasized. This is scheduled '

to begin in late August 1988.

i

I

t

i
l

f

I

7-22-88 QUESTION II-10 |
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OUESTION II-11 (Page 63)

We understand that approximately 20% of the comments
provided to "Tell It To The Manager" have not been
responded to. Provide your evaluation of the impact of
this on program effectiveness.

*

BESPONSE:

As of June 14, 1988, 1,217 items have been reviewed by

the Vice President-PBAPS. Only thirty-nine (39) items,

approximately 3%, have no published response at-the present

time. These include questions that could be responded to

through other avenues such as the Employee Suggestion

Program. All other items which reTtired.a response have

been answered either in publication form or by completion of

an activity that can easily be observed by site personnel.

PE strongly believes that the program is effective

because a steady stream of significant comments continues to

be forwarded for resolution and the quality of the comments

received reflects a thoughtful and sincere effort to effect

improvement.

I
l

|

7-22-88 CUESTION II-11|
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' QUESTION II-12 (Page 67)-

Describe the infractions that were the cause of the
personnel terminations made by the Plant Manager.
Explain why the action was taken at the Plant Manager
level.

RESPONSE:

The personnel terminations were a result of

infractions of PE's drug policy. Supervision has

authority to remove a person from a job immediately if

it appears that a safety problem may develop, if the

person appears unfit for duty, or if there are other

problems of a serious nature. Review of suspensions

and possible terminations is completed at the Employing

Officer level to ensure a fair and accurate assessment

of the situation. The Employing Officer is responsible

for notifying the employee of any action taken against

him or her after the Employing Officer's review. The

Plant Manager at PBAPS is an Employing Officer.

7-22-88 QUESTION II-12
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OUESTION II-13 (Page 68)

Describe the' implementation of the performance evaluation
system for 1987.

RESPONSE
|

Subsequent to the March 31, 1987, PBAPS shutdown, each

licensed operator (including shift supervisors and shift

superintendents) was individually evaluated by the new Plant

Manager (at the time), Dickinson M. Smith. Mr. Smith's

performance criteria for evaluation were much more

comprehensive and critical than the existing criteria

1previously used in ihe yearly performance evaluation -

interviews. In selecting the shift managers to become part

of the shift teams, performance evaluations were employed

using more comprehensive criteria than had traditionally

been used in the PBAPS performance evaluation process.

In addition to operations personnel, PBAPS

personnel on station payroll in 1987 received face-to-

face evaluations. Since not all present station

personnel were identified and assigned to the station

until April 1988 due to the reorganization, some

personnel will have their first evaluation at PBAPS in

1988.

To ensure continued positive effects in terms of

performance, PBAPS has incorporated a 1988 station goal to

"conduct face-to-face performance appraisal interviews by

December 31, 1988, for all PE employees assigned to PBAPS,

7-22-08 QUESTION II-13
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that.will address individual investment in and commitment to

nuclear excellence.'" This goal is part of the Nuclear

Performance Management Program addressed in NRC Question II-

50.

In addition, to ensure that this process is done in a

professional and consistent manner, first-line supervisors

and above will have received performance review training by

July 31, 1988, which is similar to that provided to 'icensed

personnel as part of the Managing for Excellence (MFE) and

People-The Foundation of Excellence (PFE) courses.

Moreover, ongoing performance evaluation coaching will be

provided to PBAPS supervisors by the plant J.anagement team

and experienced organizational development consultants (who

assisted during the latter part of 1987 and continue to

assist during 1988). The organizational development

presence provides an alternative resource for both licensed

and non-licensed PE personnel to receive clarification on

performance evaluation issues.

.

7-22-88 QUESTION II-13
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OUESTION II-14 (Page 69)

Thc criteria listed for procedure revision requirement all
use the word "would," "would result in misoperation,"
....would compromise ... safety" rather than "could.""

Explain the use of "would" instead of "could."

RESPONSE

As noted in our response to NRC Question II-40, all

existing procedures were reviewed to determine the need for

revision or upgrading prior to the commencement of actual

procedure rework. In addition, this initial review effort

included an evaluation and identification, by the. individual

review committees, of any new procedure that would be

needed.

"Would" as defined in the procedural review process

meant that all procedures were reviewed to determine if they

had an impact on operations or personnel safety. Those that

did were then scheduled for upgrade. The use of the word

"would," as opposed to "could," was not intended to, nor did
,

it, preclude identification of and changes to procedures

that needed to be changed.

7-22-88 QUESTION II-14
,

:
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OUESTION II-15 (Page 70)

Explain why the criterion of understandability was not used
for procedures upgraded prior to restart.

RESPONSE

The notion of understandability was inherent to the

procedure review, revision, upgrading, and new procedure

development process for procedures modified prior to

restart. In relation to the other criteria, a procedure

could not be considered technically adequate if it was not

basically understandable.

In the rewrite process, understandability was captured

by the inclusion of procedure-specific users as members of

the procedure rewrite review teams. For example, for the

Systems (S) and General Plant (GP) procedures, the

responsible procedure writer secured the assistance of an

experienced operator for procedure review, check-out, and

understandability.

In deciding which procedures to revise before restart

and which could be included in the ongoing general procedure

upgrade program, a distinction was thus made between basic

understandability and improvements in format, writing style,

etc., which would contribute to a procedure's being more

easily understood.

7-22-88 QUESTION II-15
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OUESTION II-16 (Page 71)

Second Paragraph. Describe what procedures are the
"specified procedures".

RESPONSE

Soecified procedures fall into the categories of alarm
$

response procedures and all the different types of emergency

procedures, including emergency procedures, transient
.

response implementation procedures, special event

procedures, pre-fire strategy plan procedures, post-accident

sampling, alternative shutdown, emergency shutdown, and T300

Guides. This also includes operating procedures that are

general plant operating procedures, system procedures,

health physics procedures, and fuel handling procedures.

All' remaining procedures will be on a five-year review cycle.

7-22-88 QUESTION II-16
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OUESTION II-17 (Page 72)

Explain how improvements to support procedural compliance
address the subject of ease and mechanisms of making both
temporary and permanent changes to procedures.

Describe the temporary procedure change process. Explain
when it can be used. Describe how it is intended to be
used.

,

RESPONSE

The ease and mechanisms of making both temporary and

permanent changes to procedures have been addressed as

follows:

o A proposed new administrative procedure has been
developed to provide site personnel with a straight-
forward mechanism for initiating revisions to all
categories of site procedures. The mechanism includes
tracking of the procedures and feedback to the change
initiator. This procedure is scheduled for approval by
the end of July 1988,

o Other administrative procedures have been changed to
more clearly describe the process for reviewing,
approving, and distributing procedure revisions. These
administrative procedure changes prescribe the~

responsibilities of the preparer, reviewer, and
approver.

o A significant improvement in the procedure change
process is the designation of a senior staff member for
each category of procedures to be responsible for
proceduro changes. These individuals are accountable
for the quality and accuracy of the changes proposed
for their procedure category. This improvement ensures
that procedures are reviewed by the appropriate
functional area prior to going to the full review
committee. Previously, no pre-review was done prior to
the review committee obtaining a proposed procedure
revision package.,

Basically, the Technical Specification and the

administrative procedure permit temporary changes to

procedures (TPCs) to be made as long as the intent of the

7-22-88 QUESTION II-17
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procedure is not changed. Within the scope of this

definition, an individual can initiate a TPC by marking up

the affected procedure and obtaining the approval of one

shift senior licensed operator on the unit affected, and one

member of the plant management staff. The TPC process is

currently being modified to permit use on a set of specified

procedures only. The revised TPC process will not permit

TPCs on procedures that are administrative in nature or on

procedures that should not be changed without a detailed

engineering analysis, such as TRIP procedures.

The mechanism has alwa?s existed for making temporary

changes to procedures in accordance with the Technical

Specification requirement. Previous operations practice, -

with regard to the initiation of needed procedure

revisions, did not always successfully result in the

initiation of TPCs when necessary, or the initiation and

processing ~of recommendations for improving clarity, style,

format, etc. Current procedure use and practices do,

however, show that the proper, timely, and intended use of

the TPC is occurring. The TPC procedure will be changed,

prior to restart, to include a tracking mechanism to acsure

improved processing.

7-22-88 QUESTION II-17
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OUESTION II-18 (Page 74)

Explain why the four work management processes being
assessed for improvement should not be completed prior to
-restart.

RESPONSE

As diccussed in Section II, page 74, work management

processes will be assessed for their snort-term and long-

term improvements. "Short-tern" improvements are those

items that are required te be done prior to restart to

ensure safe operations. "Long-term" are those improvemento

that primarily enhance efficiency and economics of

activities or reliability of operations.

The four work management process assessments have been

completed. A summary status for each of the four is

presented below:

o The PBAPS maintenance management process assessment has
been completed. The recommendations resulting from
this assessment, none of which would impact safe
operation, were presented to the Executive Vice
President-Nuclear, the Vice President-PBAPS and Plant
Management. These recommendations are long-term and a
schedule is being developed for their implementation.
Some improvements such as work planning and scheduling
will be completed prior to restart,

o The plant performance reporting process assessment has
been completed. Major changes to the methods of
tracking, trending and monitoring plant performance
information have been implemented,

o An assessment of functional areas which affect
configuration management against their essential
program elements has been completed. Both short and
long term recommendations have been developed and
approved. Specific actions to implement the short-term
recommendations are in progress. Short-term items are
being incorporated into the restart program as they are

7-22-88 QUESTION II-18
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identified. Long-term items are being used as input
for development of a strategic plan for an enhanced
configuration management program. Elements of this
plan will include further assessments of functional
area processes with respect to industry good practices.

*o The Nuclear Commitment Tracking Program assessment has
been completed. Recommendations are now being
implemented with an estimated completion of July 31,
1988. See Question I-16 for additional detail
regarding the improvements to the commitment tracking
program.

Assessment of the effectiveness of these programmatic

areas will be included in PE's self-assessment for restart.

In addition, we understand that these areas will be

evaluated as part of INPO's assessment of PBAPS' readiness

for restart. Separately, the NRC Maintenance Tree

Inspection which began July 11, 1988, will provide a broad

evaluation of the maintenance program.

If PE's own self-assessment (or the industry and

regulatory reviews) identifies additional improvements

necessary prior to restart, they will'be evaluated and

scheduled for completion.

i

7-22-88 QUESTION II-18
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OUESTION II-19 (Page 75)

Define what is meant by "key plant systems" and explain why
the preventive maintenance system should not be completed
prior to rectart.

RESPONSE

The "key plant systems" referenced on page 75 of

Section II are those systems which were deemed most
~

important to safety or reliability, or both.

A major portion of all plant systems is already

covered under Peach Bottom's current Preventive Maintenance

(PM) program. Existing PM tasks for Unit 2 and common

equipment will be completed, or an assessment to justify

deferral will be performed and approved, prior to the

restart of Unit 2. The review cf remaining plant systems

referenced in the Plan-for Restart of PBAPS is an

enhancement to PE's current PM program which will involve

review of the failure history from the 1980-1988 period.

For these reasons PE believes no additional changes to the

PM program are necessary prior to restart and the

enhancements noted can be completed subsequent to restart.

7-22-88 QUESTION II-19
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OUESTION II-20 (Page 79),

Provide a clearer description of "The Nuclear.QA management
team (s)", the team (s) composition, and the team (s)
responsibilities.

RESPONSE

The Nuclear Quality Assurance (NQA) management team is

comprised of the General Manager, NQA, and the managers

reporting directly to him. Their composition and

responsibilities are described in Section I on pages 16, 17,

34, and 38 to 42.

The "teams" referred to on Page 78 of Section II are

the study groups which were established to provide input to

the NQA management team. The study groups were comprised of

individuals from the previous internal PE QA organizations,

plus expert QA consultants. These study groups were

responsible for providing input on organizational structure

and function to address the spectrum of QA responsibilities

of the new NQA organization. The study groups had the

benefit of interactions with INPO and other utilities in

developing their recommendations.

7-22-88 QUESTION II-20
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OUESTION II-21 '(Page 87)

Activity Number CA1-1.1.1._ Explain why selection of
qualified candidates is limited to superintendent level
and up.

RESPONSE

Selection of qualified candidates has not been

limited to superintendent-level and above positions.

Rather, as a restart commitment, emphasis has been

placed on obtaining qualified candidates for these

positions since they w, ire newly c)ea*cd by the re-

organization and candidates <.are not available at the

site. Additionally, a priority was placed on

completing the senior management team.

For other positions in the organization, qualified

candidates have been selected and, if openings occur,

qualified candidates will be selected. In many cases, these

positions will be filled from the bottom-up within the

Nuclear Group, whereas for superintendent and above, a

talent search outside the Nuclear Group and PE was required

in some cases. To allow for proper selection, more detailed

position descriptions are being developed for positions at

senior _ engineer level and above. The position descriptions

describe qualifications, general position responsibilities,

and specific duties as well as accountability criteria.

7-22-88 QUESTION II-21
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OUESTION II-22 (Page 88)

Activity Number CA1-2.2.1. . Explain how the
reorganization of control room work activities will
provide for increased backshift activity to further
assure operator alertness.

RESPONSE

Operator alertness has been enhanced by

rescheduling selected surveillance testing to the

afternoon and midnight shifts, and by the change in the <

shift rotation schedule from reverse to forward

rotation. In addition, the re-organized operations

shift organization includes a Shift Manager, Shift

Supervisor and Assistant Shift Supervirer to provide

direct supervision of control room work activities.

The Shift Manager oversees and monitors all operations

activities. The Shift Supervisor directly supervises

the control room operators and plant operators. The

Assistant Shift Supervisor provides backup relief and.
,

additional supervisory direction. This additional

management presence on shift will ensure the

professional behavior and attentiveness on the part of

the operators.

7-22-88 QUESTION II-22
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OUESTION II-23 (Page 89)

Activity Number CA2-1.1.1. Explain how PECo management
will determine that each operating crew is ready for
plant restart. Describe whether the process will
include certification on the Peach Bottom simulator and
whether the certification will verify completion of
training on revised procedures, the operations
administration manual and the watchstanders manual.
Describe the training on these procedures and manuals.

RESPONSE

PE's comprehensive program to address operator

concerns is described in Section II of the Plan for

Restart of PBAPS. Although the technical competence of

operations personnel was not at issue as a Shutdown

order concern, the shift operations crews demonstrated

their technical ability as well as their ability to

work as a team at the Limerick simulator in the

fall / winter of 1987. The NRC concurred in this

conclusion as evidenced by the satisfactory evaluation

provided in the inspection report on this training.

PE does not plan to re-certify each operating crew on

the Peach Bottom simulator. The PBAPS simulator will be

used, however, in continuing training and in satisfying the

required 10CFR55 manipulations necessary to maintain the

currancy of licensed operators and licensed staff members in

the operator re-qualification program. The PBAPS simulator,

in its current state, has been evaluated as beneficial for

use in operator t?.aining as it provides greater similarity

than the Limer'.ck simulator for PBAPS operation. At this
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time, plans are for the current licensed operators to have

two cycles (three days per cycle) on the PBAPS simulator

prior to restart.

With regard to the completion of training on revised

procedures, the simulator training will include training on

revised procedures and/or drafts (in the case of new

procedures) as they become available. This particular

process serves to elicit operator feedback through use at

the simulator. The comments and corrections are forwarded

to the procedure rewrite group. This feedback is considered

a major part and benefit of the current training program.

System operating procedure training will continue beyond

-restart as part of the normal procedure review, upgrade, and

training process.

The titles of the operations administration manual and

watchstander's manual have been changed to operations

management manual and operators' manual, respectively.

Training on these manuals is currently being conducted by

the Assistant Superintendent-Operations during the training

on utility week. Operator comments are currently being

incorporated into the final draft and the manuals will be

finalized by the end of July 1988.

Training records will document completion of training

for each person on the revised procedures, operations

management manual and operators' manual. Routine procedure

7-22-88 QUESTION II-23
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changes will be handled as part of the normal operator re-

qualification program.

.
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OUESTION II-24 (Page 89)

' Activity Number CA2-1.2.1. Describe the schedule for
implementing higher entry standards and-appropriate
compensation schedule for recruitment and hiring of
future licensed operator candidates.

RESPONSE

In July 1987, higher standards of screening for

candidates for the licensed operator progression and

an appropriate-compensation schedule were adopted and
~

implemented.

4

>
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OUESTION II-25 (Page 89)

Activity Number CA2-1.2.2. Provide plans for
additional operator training to provide ongoing reserve
of licensed operators. Explain how and when the Peach
Bottom simulator Will be used to certify licensed
operator candidates.

RESPONSE

Present:

o 8. Reactor Operator candidates are in training -
examinations were held July 19, 1988

o 1 Reactor Operator candidate who failed the February
1988 examination was re-examined July 19, 1980

o 1 SRO candidate was examined July 19, 1988

o 7 "instant" SRO candidates begin training on July 25,
1988

Planned:

o RO course commencing October 1988 for approximately 12
candidates

o SRO class to commence in 1989 for SRO upgrades (class
size is dependent on success of July 1988 RO exams)

RO and SRO training classes of the appropriate size

will be provided on a regular basis to achieve and maintain

our goal of 85 licensed staff members.

The PBAPS simulator is currently being used to certify

that licensed operator candidates satisfy the eligibility

requirements in accordance with NUREG-1621 "Operator

Licensing Examiner Standards." The NRC is aware of, and has

approved, the use of the PBAPS simulator in this capacity.

7-22-88 QUESTION II-25
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OUESTION II-26 (Page 89).

Activity Number CA2-1,3.1. Explain whether the
blocking and support group rotates with the shift crew
and when this group will be staffed.

RESPONSE

The blocking and support group will not rotate

with the shift crew. The group will work day work
,

during non-outages and as necessary during outages. It

is expected that the group will be fully staffed with

PE personnel in 1990. Presently, the group is

functioning with staff engineers and contractor

support.

,
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OUESTION II-27 (Page 89)

Activity Number CA2-1.3.2. Explain who comprises the work
control group, and describe their responsibilities and
qualifications. Describe the extent to which they establish
work priorities and when the group will be staffed.

RESPONSE

The Work Control Group is staffed with contractor

personnel under PE supervision. The supervisor is SRO-

licensed on PBAPS, and the contract personnel are either

previously licensed (or certified) on other plants or are

degreed engineers. In both cases, the personnel have

significant nuclear experience. The group is currently

configured into three sections: Unit 2, Unit 3 and

Blocking. For the long term, PE plans to staff the group by

licensed operators when sufficient numbers are'available to

permit off-shift rotation through the Work Control Group.

The Work Control Center is currently staffed Monday

through Saturday on day shift with partial evening shift

coverage. PE plans tc' fully staf f the evening shif t for

Monday through Saturday coverage by September 1, 1988. For

the long term, staffing and coverage will reflect the

workload and outage status of the plant. When the Work

Control Center is not staffed, the issuance of Maintenance

Requests Forms (MRFs) and preparation of permits will be

directly coordinated with Operations shift personnel.

The purpose of the Work Control Group is to direct the.

preparation of MRFs and permits needed to support the

7-22-88 QUESTION II-27
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schedule in a manner which will optimize the efforts of all

participating groups. In this capacity, the Work Control

Group assists Opera"lons in releasing plant systems for

maintenance, and writing and approving permits. The

responsibility for the actual release of plant systems for

work and the approval and application of permits is with

Operations. The Work Control Group is not involved in' '

setting work priorities. Work priorities are set as

mutually agreed upon by Outage Planning and Operations

(including the Shift Manager) .

In order to accomplish these goals, the Work Contr.o1
.

Group will: *

o Prepare, print, and approve permits using personnel I

under administrative control of the Operations
department.

o Confirm work is compatible with plant conditions.
i

o Interface with Outage and Operations to develop work
packages of MRFs that will efficiently reduce the

*

number of permits required. ;,

o Maintain a duplicate set of approved permits and
temporary clearances outside the Control Room in order>

to coordinate MRF and permit requests submitted to
Operations. Station work ' groups will initially direct .

'
their questions on MRFs and permits to the Work Control
Group. The Work Control Group is responsible for
control of duplicates.

o Maintain files for unissued MRFs and proposed permits
,

ensuring that these are not released until approved by
Operations.

o Prepare and submit a daily shift blocking list for,

Shift Manager concurrence and approval. This will be a
i list of blocks to be applied.

7-22-88 QUESTION II-27
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.

l o Provide a focal point for feedback to other work groups
on permit and MRF. problems.

o Assist Operations with the development of approved
sequences for permits.

.

|
|
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OUESTION'II-28 (Page 90)

Activity Numbers CA2-2.2.1 and 2. Describe the
scheduled goal for implementing selected degree and
certificate programs.

RESPONSE.

Implementation of the selected degree and

certificate programs is dependent on having a

sufficient number of licensed operators available to

provide relief for those individuals who are selected

for these programs. The present and projected numbers

of qualified licensed operators will not support

program implementation in 1988 or 1989. However,

indications are that some small number of candidates

could be made available to participate in these

programs as early as 1990. We are proceeding with ,

necessary steps to complete development of the program

in time to be ready for these first eligible

candidates.

-

f
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OUESTION II-29 (Page 92)

Activity Number CA3-2.1.3. In addition to training for
managers / supervisors developed as a result of a
"training needs assessment survey", explain how a
formalized training program for managers / supervisors
will address:

(1) How to coach and support subordinate levels
of supervision,

(2) How to evaluate training program
effectiveness of subordinate staff, and

(3) How to reinforce training given to
subordinate staff.

Describe the schedule for developing and implementing a
manager / supervisor training program following the
training needs assessment survey.

Explain the similarities and differences between the
Manager Training Program, PFE and MFE, and the reasons
for them. Explain how the Manager / Supervisor Training
Program will relate the Technical Staff / Manager
Training area of the Accreditation Program. Provide
the Manager / Supervisor Training Program syllabus.

Describe processes in place to ensure that the nuclear
training organization received regular input from plant
management about training needs and the effectiveness
of training programs.

Describe the training (similar to PFE, MFE, PE and
TEAM) that will be developed for new hires and for
transfers from other parts of PECo.

'

RESPONSE

(1) Before restart, all Peach Bottom first-level

supervisors and above will have attended a

one-day workshop on "Coaching and Counseling

of Subordinates."

1
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(2) A questionnaire to evaluate the effectiveness

of training will be developed by the

Management and Professional Development

Section, and completed by PBAPS managers at

the Plant Manager level and above.

(3) The PBAPS organizational development

consultants will conduct a briefing for the

site Vice President's staff to explain how to

identify improved performance on the part of

subordinates and how to reinforce that

improvement.

Management and Supervisory Development has been

identified as one of the eight strategy areas for the

Nuclear Group for 1989-1991. An ad hoc task group is

in the process of setting priorities and developing a

timetable for their implementation as part of the

strategy development process. A draft of the schedule

for implementing this program is attached. The

training needs assessment survey is part of the input

the task group is using in developing the strategy.

PFE was designed as remedial training for

operators. MFE was designed to familiarize shift
.

managers with the content of the PFE program and to
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provide them with skills to reinforce the learning of

PFE. The Manager Training Program will result from the

Management and Supervisory Development strategy noted

above. As-such, its focus will be Nuclear Group-wide

and developmental in nature. Since concerns that led

to the remedial training have been successfully

addressed, the Manager Training Program will proceed

from there. Its design will be based on enhancing

organization performance. Modified versions of PFE and

MFE will become part of the Accreditation Program at

PBAPS. As noted above, the Manager Training Program

will be a Nuclear Group program with a focus on

organizational enhancement. Other than a design which

ensures it will not provide information contradictory

to MFE and PFE, it will not have any direct

relationship to the Accreditation Program. With regard

to a syllabus, the Manager / Supervisor Training Program

has yet to be developed, and no syllabus is currently

available. A syllabus will be available by December

1988.

The Central Training Committee (CTC) of PE was

designed to provide an opportunity for station and

department input on training needs to the Corporate

Training Division. The PBAPS Training Superintendent ;

is a member of the CTC. While gathering information

7-22-88 QUESTION II-29
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from PBAPS' managers for input to the Corporate Trainings

Division, he will also gather input.from plant

management about training needs and the effectiveness

of training programs.
,

,
,

Progression training, which includes appropriate

elements of PFE and MFE, will become part of the PBAPS

Accreditation Program. thew hires and trancfers will

receive this training as they progress.

7-22-88 QUESTION II-29
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ACTION STEPS

1. Define generic role expectations for all levels of 4/89
Nuclear Management and supervision

2. Establish requirement and mechanism for 5/89
communicating expectations

3.- Develop and implement the program by which 4/89
information about this strategy will be
disueminated to Nuclear employees

4. Establish integrated performance evaluation process 4/89
for Nuclear Group

5. Establish structured interview process and orient 4/89
Nuclear managers in its use for first-line
supervisory positions

6. Develop assessment methodology with input from line~ 6/89
management

Establish specific criteria for first-line-

supervisory positions

- Identify developmental activities for each
criterion

Share criteria / activities with Independent-

Group Association (IGA)

Establish specific criteria for other-

supervisory and management positions

Make recommendations re; use of assessment-

methodology during 1990 to Executive Vice
President-Nuclear / senior staff for approval

7. Develop and conduct training module in on-the-job 7/89
coaching for second-line supervisors

8. Develop a plan for increased line management use of 9/89
Organizational Development assistance with handling
supervisory / managerial performance problems; orient
line management to use

9. Develop and conduct supervisory training program in 12/89
employee relations and discipline

10. Conduct training in selection interviewing skills 12/89
for all managers and second-line supervisors

11. - Develop succession plans for Nuclear management 12/89
positions down to the Superintendent level

_ _ _ _ _ _
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12. Implement assessment methodology plan 12/89

13. Establish a cross-functional task force comprised
of managerial and supervisory personnel to develop
recommendations re:

o Non-supervisory career advancement paths for
Nuclear personnel

o Job rotation and exchange / loan program for
Nuclear managers and supervisors

.

Report for approval to Executive Vice President-
Nuclear / senior staff by 6/90

14. Orient Nuclear managers in the use of the 4/90
structured interview process for management
positions ofther than first-line supervisory
positions

15. Develop and implement a program for establishment 6/90
of individual development plans for all Nuclear
management and supervisory plans

16. Develop succession plans for remaining Nuclear 12/90
management positions

17. Develop and implement a Mentor Program for middle 1/91
and first-line Nuclear managers

18. Implement _ recommendations of task force on non- 1/91
supervisory career advancement, job rotation and
exchange / loan programs

.
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OUESTION II-30 (Page 92) *

Activity Number CA-3-2.2.2. In addition to a PFE for
first and second line supervisory personnel, describe
what similar training will be given to non-operations
personnel below supervisory level and why it should not
be complete prior to restart.

-RESPONSE:

An Individual and Organizational Effectiveness (IOE)

course, similar in content, but oriented to supervisors, was

conducted for a cross section of first- and second-level

supervisory personnel. This course includes modules on

supervising work groups, performance managing, managing task

group meetings, and managing differences. Each participant

in the course is expected to carry back these skills snd use

them with their personnel. This type of training will be

completed for first-line supervisors prior to restart.

Non-operations personnel will participate in ongoing

continuing training being planned as a follow up to the

People-The Foundation of Excellence (PFE) and Personal

Effectiveness (PE) courses. While this training will build

on the concepts of PFE and PE, it will be designed to stand

alone. Therefore, it will not be necessary to have attended

the PFE and PE courses to benefit from it.

From a behavioral viewpoint, operations personnel were

identified as being at the core of the problem which led to

the shutdown. As such they attended either PFE or PE. It

was not deemed necessary for non-operations personnel to

7-22-88 QUESTION II-30
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attend the remedial PFE and PE prior to restart because

their behavior was not identified as contributing

significantly to the shutdown; As such, they will

participate in the continuing training.

In addition, several other activities have focused on

employees:!

a) A series of all-hands meetings was convened by the Vice
President for all PBAPS employees and contractors.

b) Site divisions are presently working with their
personnel through meetings to emphasize personnel
performance and interface.

. Finally, the Plant Manager's extended staff

meeting periodically incorporates a module on

management / supervisory skills development as an agend'a

item to ensure ongoing attention to improvement of

skills.

As the re-organization and re-alignment of

personnel,are completed, other groups and levels of
personnel may be identified who may benefit from this

program. If this occurs, appropriate training will be

'

provided.

7-22-88 QUESTION II-30
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OUESTION II-31 (Page 92)

Activity Number CA3-2.2.3. Explain why managers /
supervisors should not be trained on conducting face-
to-face performance appraisal interviews prior to
restart. In addition to training for managers /
supervisors on conducting face-to-face performance
appraisal interviews, describe the traj.ing they will-

receive on writing performance standards and on writing
effective performance evaluations.

RESPONSE

Managers and supervisors will receive training on

conducting face-to-face performance appraisal

interviews prior to restart. The training has been

developed by the Management and Professional

Development Section and is being conducted by outside

consultants.

The course provides instruction on writing performance

standards and effective performance evaluations which

includes:

1) identification of importance of goal setting,

praising, and reprimanding

2) practice writing and presenting clear goals, effective

praising and reprimanding

3) identification of individual styles for performance>

appraisal meetings

4) details on filling out PE Performance Appraisal forns.

.

(
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-OUESTION II-32 (Page 92)

Activity Number CA3-2.2.4. Explain-why the training on
disciplinary policies and work rules should not be
completed prior to restart.

RESPONSE

Training on disciplinary policies and work rules

will be completed prior to restart for the Plant

Manager through Shift Manager levels of PBAPS. The

training was developed by the Nuclear Group Director,

Management and Professional Development, and the

Personnel Administrator at PBAPS. The Personnel

Administrator will conduct the training.
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OUESTION TI-33 (Page 92)

Activity Number CA3-3.2.1. Explain how the licensed
cperator training program addresses a supervisory /
leadership curriculum. Provide the-training syllabus.

i

RESPONEZ
'

The training syllabus for the 27-day People-The

Foundation of Excellence (PFE) course which was given

to the current PBAPS licensed operators and Shift ,

Technical Advisors is attached. As shown-in this

syllabus, the course is sequenced into four
.

interconnected and-progressive units of study that

incorporate fundamental core elements of supervisory

and leadership training. Specifically, this course

begins with personal insight and interpersonal skills

training and builds up to, and concludes _with, group

dynamics and conflict management. We believe that

these awarenesues and skills constitute the basic

building blocks of supervisory behavior and leadership

skills required for executing licensed operator

responsibilities, and ultimately shift supervisor

responsibilities.

7-22-88 QUESTION II-33
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COURSE T.I T L E : People The Foundacion of Excellence-
,

PURPCSE: To identify. develop and practice skills to improve
interpersonal and group dynamics :o develop
excellence on che job. In addition, this course 1.1
cesigned to contribuce to p ro f e s s ionalis m in the
control room and Nuclear Operations.

TARGET POPULATION: Senior Reactor Operators. Reactor
Operators and other designated .Shif:
personnel.

?RE REQUISITES: Management selection process
.

SCOPE AND DESCRIPTION:
.

This course is designed for improving
individual and group process skills. The course
consises of four units of instruccion beginning
vich. personal insight and interpersonal skills, and
concluding with group dynamics and vorking vich
differences. Skills a n d' abili:tes associated vi:hy,.

U- effective communication, posi,.tve at:itude, and '

professLonalism are prac: iced and applied to
general and specific problem solving and decision
making situations. Moreover, the plan: mana5*:
along with o the r ' membe rs of the PSAFS management
staff vill participate in selected activities.

The trainin$ vill occur primarily in the
classroom / workshop setting. Other ::ainin5*

settin5s may be identified through ongoing course
feedback. Emphasis vill be placed on providing
shif: vorkers with opportunities to function as a
team and to build personal relationships tha: carry
over to vork situations.

CONTENT:
.

The course is sequenesd into four :

interconnec:ed and pro 5ressivo units of study. The
topics and skills learned and practiced in earliar
units- are used :o develop more diversified
interpersonal processes in later units.-

In escence. the concent of this course is the
processes and skills needed :o improve individual
and group interaccion. Typical content areas

.

.

G
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i n c l u d e' communication skills, chan5e process
hodels, behavior observation skills. listening-

akills, neganLxational behavior,
.

positive
reinforcement, coaching, group membership skills,,

group development and observacion processes. -task
and maintenance roles, ceam building, contracting..
and creatin5 cul:ure, Other : notes, such as
Kepner Tregoe, Human Performance Evaluation System,
and' 'J o r k ' R u l e Consistency have been incorporated
into the course. These latter topics vill be used
to facilitate interpersonal and group interactions
relevant to control room operacions.

,

DURATION: This course is 27 days. .

.

EVALUATION CRITERIA: Self, peer, management ard
instrue:or evaluations and feedback
will occur throughout the course. A -

summary report vill be submi ted to
management for further assessment of
trainees and course effectiveness. *

.

.
ATTACHMENTS:

-

(A) Unic Coals, Objective's and Activities / Topics

,

.

.

e

.
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UNIT 1 PERSONAL INSIGHT

- COAL

Provide mechods for individuals to learn more about
+

themselves.

i

OBJECTIVES:

1. Identify preferred individual approaches.

2. Identify sources of individual behavior.

3. Assess personal relevance of ' insights gained from
'

analysis of responses to social 'and psychological
measurement instruments for individual behavior.

.

4 -Test levels of effectiveness / appropriateness of
individual behavior in different situations.

.

5. Identify and describe p e r c e p t !.o n s of self and others in
, ,

terms of observable behavior,
t

6. Make decisions about possible changes in interpersonal
.

behavior. i

ACTIVITIES AND TOPICS: I

The unit on Perstnal Insight reflects the need for
.ndividuals to learn more about themselves. Individuals
vill identify preferred personal approaches and hence,
sources of ' individual behavior. The as: .ssment of
personal relevance to insights gained from the a n a l y s. t s
-of responses, to social and psychological neasure=ent
becomes a workin5 tool for personal growth and

,

development. With this personal insight individuals,

will be able to choose levels of effectiveness and
appropriateness for their o v.n behavior in different
situations. After identifying personal behaviors

; individuals are able to make decisions about possible
changes in interpersonal behavior to reflect the
effectiveness of relations in the work place.,

1. Effective communications and interpersonal relations-
enhance productive interpersonal relations in the work
p'.a e through the use of social style profiles.

:
i
,

.

--
, ,
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3riggs Type Indicator (M3TI) Understandin52. Myers' --

preferences and strengths of self, and others and then
relating to interpersonal differences.

3. Fundamental Interpersonal Relations Orientation (FIRO's
Undarstanding hov people relate to one3 and F) -

another and why people do what people do,

4. Skills Development Inventory (SDI) Understanding-

personal strengths and weaknesses as a learner and
applying insights to learn more about self.

5. Keepin5 journals Understanding, developin5 and-

reiterating personal strengths and weaknesses, insights
and gravch.

~

.

$

e
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UNIT 2' INTERPERSONAL PROCESSES
.

COAL:

Provide methods for individuals to learn more about
themselves in relation to others.

OBJ!CTIVES:

1. Identify individual preferences in interactions with
others.

2. Identify. potential barr iers to effective communication.
' ''

3. Develop c o mmu n i c a t f.o n/ in t e r p e r s o n a l skills. '

4 Assess effectiveness of working relationships.
. .

!~

. ACTIVITIES AND TOPICS:
.

<~ Interpersonal relationships reflect the preferences
'

that _ individuals have for interac:ing with one another.
'One, identified, individual preferences can be modified-
or reinforced to reduce- barriers to effective
communication. With practice, individuals can learn to
select communication techniques that tend to promote
mutual understanding and posi:ive working relationships.
The overall effectiveness of people verking together

; vill be stressed through the use of informal job
evaluation which includes coaching, feedback, and self-
disclosure.

,

1. Fundamental Interpersonal Relations Orientation Sehavior
(FIRO 5)

,
.

The instrument measures the degree to which an-

individual expresses .a.nd w a n t s ',

1

o To include people,
'

o To lead people
o To involve people

:

2. Communication Skill Development
:

A series of activities to build ' confidence and trus:-

'
in what we and others hear and say.

:
!

1

~ '

. .
. ..

,.
D
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3. Positive Reinforcemen: Skills

3 a s <, d on the principles of the . One Minute Mana$er","-

che trainees vill prac: ice ways to help one another
achieve be er work habits :hrou5h better com=unication
and interpersonal rela: tons.

4 Transaccional Analysis (TA)

A frame work for people to check ou: their awareness-

of themselves in terms of possibilities for growth and
change. As a method to facilitate grovch of the
individual within a group, TA e=phasi:es the person's
ability :o chan$e himself.

5. Johari '' indow Understanding ones self : h r o'u g h an- -

e x e.r c i s e in self disclosure and group feedback.

.

0

.

.

e
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UNIT 3 CROUP 1YNAMICS-

COAL:

Provide me: hods for individuals and groups to exa=ine group
dynamtes.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Identify individual roles and sets of role relationships
in group activities.

2. Analy e and describe group activity in behavior eerms.
,

3. Devise se hods to improve the vays the group works.

ACTIVITIES AND TOPICS:

Activities during this unit of training vill focus
on identification of group dynamics and effective
utili:stion of group probles solving and decision =aking
processes. An in:egrated approech is used to acco:plish

J '- the objec:tves. Specifically, group dynamics vill be
related to personal insight and interpersonal processes.
Lessons learned in previous activities vill provide a
format to examine and prae: ice processes that occur
within and between groups.

1. Group Characteristics and Development

Leadership / Membership S:yle;- ''h a t are the=

characteristics of a good / effective group? This
question vill be examined and processed.

Communications and Motivation; inter group and intra.-

group feedback vill be practiced and analy:ed for 1:s
effect on motivation and 5:oup effectiveness.
Stages of Group Development: * forming", "storming",

-

"norming" and "performing" and "adj ourning vill bea

examined, observed and applied towards group
effectiveness.

2. Group Observations
.

The dynamics of group activity are examined and
-

discussed by an "observer" group.

.. . - -
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3. Group Task Behavior
.

Decision Making and Probles soif',4 .-

' ' * ""U #EP17group processes that e e'eca d '
3 and solutions,

Tr*6ce training wiki
[for
'8 P ne r e d as a foundation

.

this porcion of training.

.

1

b
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-UNIT 4 VORKING VITH DIFTERENCES
,

COAL:

F r n v i el e mechods for individuals and groups to usa differences
in constructive ways.

OBJECTIVES:

1. Select appropriate / effective approaches to interpersonal
differences.

2. Manage.and resolve $roup differentes.

3. Assess inter / intra group relations.

ACTIVITIES AND TOPICS:
.

Activities utill:ed in this unit vill focus on
managing differences and creating effective Broup norms
for the transition back to the work place. Participants
vill apply awareness and skills learned in this unit to

.- become a more effective work team. While F3APS.

"

apecific items such as: constscency of shift operations,
communications, work rules, policy, vork
systems / procedures and meetings vili have been addressed *

throughout the course, accention vill be paid to
integration of each of these items prior to re-entry on
shift.

1. Dynamics of Differences

This copic vill focus on the nerits of both
competitive and collaboration models within the context
of intragroup and intergroup relations. The impact of
win lose situation vill be examined and processed. .

Specific activities which highlight these dynamics
include: Vin as much as you, can, Abilene Paradox and
Prisoners Dilemma. They are designed as an experiential

*

approach to the dynamics of vin lose situations.
,

2. Conflict Resolution / Collaboration |

'

This copic covers (1) the nature of conflict, (2) ,

strategies for managing conflict, and (3) c r e a t i v,e
fighting. Participants vill integrate their Thomas.
Kilman Conflict Mode scores on the dimensions of

i >

t

i

'" *; . -.~.. - *~ ''' r
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(A) C,o m p e t i n g , (3) Collaboratin5, (C) Compromising (D)Avoiding, and (E) Accom,odating to analyce choir
.

b e h .1 v i o r in relACion to others during confl(og
situacions. Methodologies include'here and now se::ings
as well as ac:ual problem solving situa:Lons..

3. Building High Performance Vork Teams

Building high performance work teams rest on the. '

ability and willingness of team members to work witheach other in such a <ay that they consume resources,
i.e. cime, money, .nacerials, human energy at a tenel
less than what they contribute back to the organication.
This requires awareness, skills aad commitment tobehavior in the areas of (1) Interacting, (2)Appreciative Understanding, (3) Integrating and (4)Implementing. This copic focuses on integrating the
learnings o f- the other units to produce "synergistic *'
working relacions, where 1 + 1 i s greater chan 2. The .

i result is more productive output than sight have been
expec:ed if the evo "1"'s had worked independently.

Participants will survey their vork team alon5 Ch*
dimensions of (l) Interacting, (2) Appreciativ'e
Understanding, (3) Integrating and f,4 ) Implementing for'

the purpose of creating a more effective work :eam,
e..

I

4 Team Building

Tearn Buildin5 is the introduction of a systematic,
; long range plan to improve i nterpersonal relations

.

;among those workers with whom they are functionally i

]. interdependent. Approachas tr team building at this'

stage of the team's Jevelopment include actual- e

agreements between team memw ars, which will assise in
diagnosing and changin5 Eroup norms. ' S k i l l's developed ;'

in decision makin5, leadership, communicacion and
membership will provide a basis for examining norms. ,

4 ,

4

5; T r a n c i t i o n / P, e - E n t r y '

Activities designed for transitions and re entry
vill focus on the integration of learnings and t h's r

practice of skills developed in all four units.

1
,

;

'. { fs
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LESSON PLAN 'INDEX '
,

, .

,

essen P11n No. Lesson P11n TIcle

OLOO Incroduccion
010$ Learning Scyles
OLLO Assessmenc Accivicy

-0114 Tiro B & T
0115 Personality Differences

'

0120 Social Scyles Pro! Lie
,0125 Coc=unicacion Skills
0126 NRC Vorkshop
020$ IncencLonal Coc=unicacions
0210 Johari *' indown

0220 Perfor=ance Expeccacions
0223 FLcness for Ducy
022$ One Minuce Manager
0227 Expeccacions and Managing Perfor=ance
0300.-

incroduccion cc Group Dynn Les.~,:e .
~. 030$ Scage: of Gro*:p Develop = enc

0310 Group Process Observacion
0313 E!!ective Group Member Roles
0400 Posicive and Negacive !=pacc of Cocpeciclon
0405 Con!Licc Resolucion
0410 Ten: Bul! ding
0413 Integracion of Learnings
041$ Transicion/Re Encry
0420 Goal Seccing
0425 Evaluacion nnd Feedback
0430 Course Closure

.

.

.

.
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OUESTION II-34 (Page 94)

Activity Number CA3-3.4.1. Describe the followup PFE
and MFE training. Provide a schedule for and syllabus
of;this followup training.

'

RESPONSE

Follow-up PFE and MFE training will be focused on
1

application of the knowledge gained in both courses.

It will be highly interactive and will focus on

building participants' skills in the areas of dealing

with one-to-one interactions with peers and

supervisors, group interactions and conflict

situations. It also will include behavioral
1

observation and feedback during simulator training.

The program is currently under development and will be

in place by the end of 1988. As such, no syllabus is

currently available.. The proposed schedule for

implementation is to conduct follow-up training modules

on an annual basis for the next one or two years, at '

which time the modules will cease and appropriate

material will be added to the existing routine {

progression and annual training courses.

.

h

F

7-22-88 QUESTION II-34
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OUESTION II-3% (Page 95)

Activity Number CA3-3.7.2. Describe the followup
processes in place to respond to suggestions /
recommendations / concerns made by the employee
involvement program (PB-TEAM).

RESPONSE

~

The PB-TEAM meets as a group (about 40 members)

onc, each month. The steering committee, elected by

the group, meets weekly and task groups meet on an as-

needed basis. A representative from the Office of Site

and Employee Communications attends all of the

committee and steering committee meetings.

Recommendations, suggestions and concerns of the PB-

TEAM are discussed with this representative and then

formulated into a formal presentation to the site Vice

President. As necessary the steering committee meets

F e Vice President. Follow-up on most issues isL i. L.. l

handled by the Office of Site and Employee

communications, except where senior management

attention is required.

The PB-TEAM has accomplished investigations into

day care, an exercise facility, the selection of a site

motto and logo, tee shirts, hats and golf shirts with ,

the logo and motto, and is presently working on a site

visitors /new employees guide, developing an outdoor ;

lunch area, and the development of an employee

'

recognition program.

7-22-88 QUESTION II-35 !
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Discussions with the steering committee indica $e

that the method for resolving PB-TEAM concerns is

working well.

i

!

:

I
!

P

.

!

|

.

i
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OUESTION II-36 (Page 95)
,

Activity Number CA3-3.7.3. In addition to meetings of
'the Plant Manager with Superintendents, Assistant
Superintendents, Senior Engineers and Lead Vendor
personnel to discuss work priorities, work progress and
problem areas, describe any regularly scheduled meeting
station management has with shift managers.

RESPONSE

A Shift Managers' meeting is conducted on a

monthly basis to discuss current shift issues and

problems as well as corporate issues and policies that

influence shift personnel and activities. This meeting

includes appropriate station management, such as the

Superintendent-Operations and Assistant Superintendent-

Operations. Moreover, these meetings are periodically

attended by the Plant Manager, site Vice President, or

Executive Vice President-Nuclear. In order to instill !

a feeling of partnership with management within the

Shift Supervisors, the Shift Supervi, sors are included

for attendance and participation at the Shift Managers'

meeting.

In addition, the utility Shift Manager routinely
i

conducts a shift meeting with his entire shift

(licensed and non-licensed) during.his utility week.

This meeting is frequently attended by station
;

management. |

The Shift Manager also attends the daily station

planning meeting and is invited to attend other

7-22-88 QUESTION II-36
,
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planning and management meetings that include

participation by station management personnel. The

Shift Manager is also invited to regulatory entry and

exit meetings. In addition, a Shift Manager

presentation has been established as a standing agenda

item at NRB meetings for Peach Bottom. In these

presentations, a Shift Manager presents improvements

which have occurred since they were placed on shift, as

well as any concerns they may have.

7-22-88 QUESTION II-36
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OUESTION II-37 (Page 95)

Activity Number CA3-3.7.4. Describe the organizational )
survey, and feedback process. Describe whether this !

survey focused on PECo or on Peach Bottom. Explain how !
the survey met the intent of the MAC recommendation.

'

t

The PBAPS Action Plan states that 15% of PBAPS !

managers, first line supervisors and employees
participated.

(1) Were the number of people surveyed from each
group 15% of the total number of employees in -

.

that group? If not, explain how the 15% was
distributed across groups.

(2) In addition to managers and 1st line
supervisors receiving the survey data and
making recommendations, will employees who
participated in the survey have the survey
results reported to them and will they have i

the ability to make recommendations (i.e., ,

beyond discussing the manager's and first .

"

line supervisor's recommendation).

(3) Provide the results of the organizational f
survey and managements 8 response to the
survey items.

l .

RESPONSE
,

The survey instrument used was the Productivity |
!

Quality Profile (PQP), which is designed to measure ;

organizational and work team performance. A copy of

the instrument is attached. The survey focused on a

1
cross-section of the Nuclear Group and included Peach '

! Bottom, Limerick, Nuclear Services, Nuclear ;

Engineering, Nuclear Quality Assurance, and Nuclear
i

Maintenance personnel. The data received were fed back j

'

to the employees who were involved in the survey.

After review of the 20 key questions and the 12 >

!<

i categories of the PQP, small groups developed !
'

!

7-22-88 QUESTION II-37 L
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suggestions. With regard to Peach Bottom, the

suggestions were.given to the Vice President, PBAPS for

incorporation into the PBAPS strategie* for change.

The MAC report recommended that an organizational

survey be conducted and followed up with an Employee, ,

Involvement Program. The results of the survey identified
;

several changes that would be beneficial to PBAPS

operations, and in lieu of an Employee Involvement Program,

PE elected to work the issues through a top-down effort. A
;

j Managing organizational Change Program was selected and the

top 25 managers at PBAPS have participated. This program is

designed to train managers in implementing organizational

changes through becoming agents of change. Employees are

the targets of change and managers are taught how to

effectively involve employees in planning and implementing

change. Implementation plans for changes which resulted
,

1
from the implementation of the PQP include a detailed'

description of the employee role in a successful change
!
'

project.

1

(1) Yes, the number of people surveyed from each
! group was approximately 15 percent of the
: number of employees in that group,
i

413 PE employees were surveyed at four locations:

Peach Bottom 144
Limerick 134
Nuclear Maintenance 48
Corporate (23rd St) 87 (Nuclear Engineering, Nuclear

Services and NQA)
413

7-22-88 QUESTION II-37
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The direct reports to the Vice Presidents and NQA
General Manager also participated. At each location
the sample included personnel in the following
positions:

Position Total

Mid-level managers 60
First Line Supervisors 103
Line Employees 112

413

(2) Yes. Employees who participated in the survey
will have the survey results reported to them and
will have the ability to make suc!
recommendations.

(3) The PQP survey process has not yet been
completed. The survey data have been
compiled and compared with industry norms;
however, the process, which includes
conducting feedback sessions, development of
recommendations, management review, and
formulation of action plans where '

appropriate, is still ongoing. As noted
above, the recommendations resulting from the
feedback sessions at PBAPS regarding those
areas which deviated substantially from
utility norms have been given to the Vice
President-PBAPS for incorporation, as
appropriate, into the PBAPS strategy for
change.

A report, which will include an analysis of
the data, feedback session recommendations,
and resulting actions, will be provided to

!
the NRC by August 31, 1988.

-
.

6

i

)
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Your organi,zation recognizes that its productivity and quality directly depends not only
.on technical resources and market factors, but on the contribution its people make as
individuals and as work teams. It has probably long been common knowledge among
employees in your organization that how well you do each day hinges on how well
everyone works together - regardless of the materials and money available to co the job.

Management would like to know precisely how you see your work team and the
organization doing in areas that contribute to the all-around fitness of the organization.
What you spy here, and your participation in developing follow-up action plans, will help
determine what needs to be done to make it a healthier, happier, better functioning place
in which to work.

The answers you give are very important in helping the organization to understand what
the real conditions are. You personally have much to gain by being open and forthright in
your answers. Your responses to this survey are completely confidential. Only group
data is reported to the organization -(on a graphic profile sheet and in computer print-
outs) - never any information about you as an individual.

INFORMATION BEFORE YOU BEGIN

This survey is divided into two sections. The first, Organizational Performance
Indicators, asks how you and your co-workers perceive the organization as a whole. The
second, Work Team Performance Indicators, measures how you feel about your work
teams in key dimensions of working together.

PLEASE NOTE: We want you to know this is not a test. There are no "right" or "wrong"
answers. Please answer the questions in a way that is the most satisfactory to you.

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Use the soft lea. pencil you were g.ven to mark the appropriate spaces or. the
answer sheets. If you wish to change an answer, please clearly erase your original
mark

2. You will notice that most of the cuestions have five (5) possible answers,
A - Always; F - Frequently; O - Cccasionally; 5 - Seldom; N - Never. Select the one
that most nearly describes your opinion, feeling or situation.

, . -_. . , - _ _ - -- .
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A - Always F - Frequently 0 - Occasionally S - Seldom N - Never

SECTION I: ORGANIZATIONAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Section I deals with your view of your organization as a whole. As you respond to the
items in this section, try not to be thinking either "everything here is bad" or "everything
here is great." Instead, take time to consider each item separately.

A. PLANNING

Does your organization take olanning seriously? Are future trends incorporated into
thinking? Items 1 through 11 help you to assess your organization's efforts to deal with
the issues of strategic planning, communication about planning, implementatton, and
resource management.

1. This organization uses long-range plannt ., euectively.

2. Future trends are considered by management in the company's planning process.

3. This organization gives sufficient consideration to innovations and important
developments in its f.9td.

4. It is obvious that management has a clear sense of.the purpose and mission of
the organization.

5. How of ten do you say to yourself "We spend so much time in crises around here
that we don't have time to plan ahead"?

6. It seems that rumors are the only way people at r..y level can learn what is
ahead in the organization's future.

7. Our upper management gives people sufficient information about plans so that
these plai.s can be carried out.

S. The organization does a good enough job o! planning so that people can get their
work done righ: and on time.

9. Plans are flexible and allow people to adapt to changing circumstances and
situations.

10. I have an opportunity to influence organization plans that might affect me and
my work.

11. In this organization, people's ideas are a major resource used in planning.

I
m
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A - Always F - Frequently 0 - Occasionally S - Seldom N - Never

B. MANAGEMENT PROCEDURES

How an organization is managed can have a big effect on performance and morale. Items
12 - through 23 help you to assess managerial control, vendor / consumer relations
innovation, coordination, and decision making in your organization.

12. People spend so much effort accounting for their time and expenditures that
they do less work than they could.

13. Managers maintain an appropriate balance between being boss and allowing
subordinate influence.

14 The products and services of our subcontractors and vendors are excclient.

15. The customer's perspective is in our awareness.

16. Top leadership in the organization instills the motivation for coming up with
new ideas and ways of doing things.

17. In comparison with similar organizations that I know about, this organization
seems responsive to change.

18. The work flow seems to go smoothly throughout this organization.

19. People seem to have a good idea about how their work contributes to the
corporate goals.

20. There are precesses / procedures that make work difficult.

21. Procedures clearly define who is responsible for what.

22. In this organization people are able to influence decisior.s that affect them and
their work.

23. It takes too long to get a decision made.

C. MOTIVATIONAL CLIMATE

Are people creatively motivated in your organization? Items 24 through 34 help you to
assess the pride, commitment, and rewards that exist in the organization as a whole.

24. Those who do quality work have a bright future in this company.

25. People in this organization work hard and do their jobs even when their
supervisors are not round.

26. People in this organization seem concerned only with putting in their time and
picking up their paychecks.

27. People are just "cogs"in the machine in tnis organization.

23. This organization supports very high standards of performance.
,

2

..
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'A - Always F - Frequently 0 - Occasior.olly S - Seldom N - Never

29. I believe that the quality of the organization's product is outstanding.

30. People in th'is organization are willing to "go beyond the call of duty" to get the
job done.

31. Given a choice, I believe that most people here would rather work for this
organization than for similar organizations they know about.

32. People show genuine concern for the problems that face the organization.

33. Exceptional performance is rewarded in this organization.

34. The pay scale and benefits of this organization treat each employee fairly.

D. PHYS' CAL ENVIRONMENT

The physical work cnvironment is more important than most of us realize. It affects us
all day, every day. Items 35 through 41 help you to assess the significant aspects of your
surroundings.

How often do the following characteristics of your work place detract from the quality
'

and/or quantity of work you do?

35. Noise
.

36. Location

37. Lighting

38. Decar (color:,, wall textures, pictures, and so forth)

39. Interference from c:her people (work-flow patterns)

40. Physical discomfort (seating, room dividers, crowded space, and o forth)

41. Ventilation

E. ORGANIZATIONAL STRESS FACTORS

Your responses to certain items in other parts of this survey will be used to determine
the amount of organizational stress you are experiencing at this time. Organizational
stress will be addressed as a category in the results returned to your organization.

3
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A - Always F - Frequently 0 - Occasionally 5 - Seldom N - Never

SECTION II: WORK-TEAM PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

Your work team or immediate work group is the most important aspect of your life in
-

this. organization. It is your "family." The quality of your life in your work team has a
direct impact on your physical and mental well-being. It is also in your work team that
productivity happens or does not happen.

Although the major focus of Section 11 is the assessment of your own work team, some
items pertain to the total organization. Any item that is exclusive to your work team is
clearly worded in terms of your work team. Be sure to read everything carefully,
including the copy directly below each heading. If anything is unclear, ask for
clarification.

F. SUPERVISION

People need to believe that their supervisors c: e about them and understand their
.i ems 42situations. They also need to believe that they are being evaluated f airly. t

through 57 help you to assess your immediate tupervisar's effectiveness in this respect.

42. I can go to my supervisor with a real problem and expect to be heard.

43. When I go to my supervisor with an idea, something positive happens in
response.

44. My supervisor holds members of my work team accountable for our work.

45. I know exactly what my supervisor thinks of me and my work.

46. I know exactly when and how I will be evaluated for my work.

47. My supervisor supports me and my work.
.

48. My supervisor helps plan our work well.

49. My supervisor tells me what he or she likes about my work when I deserve it.

50. I only hear what I have done wrong and not what [ have done right.

S t. My superviscr is a source of help to me when I need it.

52. My supervis :r shares ideas that are helpful to me and to the rest of my work
team.

53. I believe that my supervisor is concerned about my professional growth and
development.

34. When a new person comes on staff, he or she gets very good supervision and
instruction until the job is learned.

55. My supervisor makes a point of letting me know how my tasks fit into the larger
picture.

4
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A - Always F - Frequently 0 - Occasionally S - Seldom N - Never

56. My supervisor coordinates the work of our team well.

37. I am supervised by people other than my immediate supervisor.

G. ROLE CLARITY

In order to do your best work, you need to have a clear understanding of your own role
and the roles of those with whom you work. In addition, your role needs to "fit" you and
your skills, values, and goals. Items 53 through 66 address these concerns.

58. It seems that other work teams or departments are dupl|cating our efforts.

59. I know exactly what I am accountable lor.

60. Work priorities are clear.

61. Other people at wor'< seem to understand what my job really is.

62. In order to do my job well, i have to do some things that conflict with
organizational policy.

63. I feet as though I have more than one supervisor, and this confuses me.

64. I am in a bind; if I do what my superviser wants, [ cannot meet requests from
others.

65. In order to meet my supervisor's expectatians, I have to'do things that do not
seem right to me.

66. Everything has such a high priority that I simply cannot do it all.

H. COMMUNICATIONS

Clear, timely,_ direct communication of information is crucial to effective performance
in any or6anization. Items 67 through 77 help you to assess your organization's upward,
downward, and horizontal communications.

67. My supervisor does a good job of communicating decisions to everyone in the
work team.

68. The grapevine is a faster and better source of information than official
- channels.

69. Different groups don't know what each other's job responsibilities are.

70. I have difficulty obtaining the information I need to do a good job.

71. Others communicate clearly what they need from me in order to do their jobs.

5
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72. My supervisor doesn't really understand the problems I face.

73. If something is going wrong, I know I can communicate freely to the people who
can do something about it.

74. My cupervisor does not have the slightest idea about how I feel.

75. When I disagree with another member of my work team, I go directly to that
person to resolve the matter.

76. People talk negatively about others when they are not around.

77. The members of my work team communicate clearly and honestly with one
another.

I. CONFLICT MANAGEMENT

Is conflict a source of creative energy to your work team? If so, is it being handled well;
if not, it may be a disruptive force and a drain on the organization's performance. Items
78 through 38 help you to assess your work team's approach to conflict.

73. When there is disagreement we are expected to handle the issues forthrightly.

79.. When two or more people disagree, there are clear and effective methods to
follow to resolve the situation.

30. A conflict that I have with someone in the work team affects my work.

31. When there are disagreements in the work team, they tend to be ignored.

82. There is evidence of significant, unresolved conflict in this work team.

83. Disagreements are used in ways that stimulate understanding and new ideas.

34. 'During timer of disagreement, expression of negative feelings is accepted.

35. Disagreements between members of the work team seem impossible to resolve.

36. My work team has difficulty doing its job because of conflict between one or
more members.

37. My work team supervisor handles conflict well.

33. Disagreeing with my work team supervisor is "O.K.".

6
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J. PROBLEM SOLVING

Problems are potential opportunities for growth and new directions. Items 39 through
100 help you to assess your own work team's functioning with regard to identifying and
solving problems creatively.

39. My work team discovers problems right away, before they get too serious.

90. Members of my work team who point out problems and offer suggestions are
regarded as contributing to the team.

91. My fellow work team members and I make sure we agree about what the real
problem is before talking about a solution.

92. I have ideas about how to solve some of the problems that my work team faces
in its work.

93. My ideas are taken seriously when my team works at solving tough problems.

94. In my work team, differences of opinion are encouraged before a final decision
is made about a problem.

!
95. Before a solution to a problem is chosen, my work team discusses the pros and

i cons of several solutions.
1

; 96. Solutions to problems are discussed in my work team in terms of human
concerns as well as material costs.

97. Before the team works on a problem, my fellow members and I make sure we
understand how the final decision will be made and who will make it.

98. My fellow team members and I are asked to discuss a problem and recommend a
solution when our supervisor has already determined the solution.

! 99. After a decision has been made, the members of my work team actually follow
| through on what they have agreed to do.
|

100. Even though my fellow work team members and I agree to solutions, the same
problems keep coming back over and over again.i

l

K. MEETING EFFECTIVENESS

Successful organizations have effective meetings that are characterized by clear
purpose, competent leadership, and follow-through on the decisions that are made. Items

| 101 through 114 help you to assess the effectiveness of the meetings that you personally
attend.

|
101. I believe that a lot of time is wasted in work team meetings.'

.

102. People are esked to attend meetings only if it is important for them to attend.

103. People know the reasons for meetings before they arria.

7
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104. The people who lead meetings ask for constructive criticism to improve their
meeting leadership.

105. Those who lead meetings do not do most of the talking, but are able to help
those attending to talk freely and give opinions.

106. The people who lead meetings plan them carefully so that the purpose is
accomplished in the time allowed.

107. People speak up in meetings if they disagree with what is happening.

108. The total group attending a meeting works on issues that could be handled
better by a smaller group.

109. If difficulties arise during a meeting, those attending stop the discussion and try
to find out what the trouble is before proceeding.

110. In problem-solving meetings people sit so that they can see one another's faces.

Ii1. It is easy to put my concerns on the agenda.

112. When a meeting ends, who should do what and by when is clear,

113. When a meeting is over, the people who said they would do things actually do
them.

114. At each meeting, we review what people had agreed to do and wnether they did
them.

L. JOB SATISFACTION

Your satisfaction with your job is directly related to important organizational concerns
such as performance, absenteeism, and turnover. Items 115 through 126 help you to
assess the security, challenge, authority, responsibility, creativity, and rewards that you
find in your job and in our organization.

115. I feel it's okay to try better ways of doing things in my work.

I16. I am encouraged to think creatively and independently in my job.

117. If I were to have personal difficulties, my supervisor would hold these
difficulties against me in my job.

118. It seems as if people are fired, laid off, or transferred without warning or clear
Cause.

119. If given the responsibility for a task, I also have the authority to do it.

120. I feel a sense of pride and accomplishment as a result of the work I do.

121. I believe that if I do excellent work I will be recognized and appreciated for it.

122. Others know that my job is important to the organization.

8
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123. My job requires that I grow and try new things.

124. My job gives me the chance to do the things I do best.

125. If I had a choice, I would choose to work with the kind of people who are
presently in my work team.

126. My relationships with members of my work team are satisfying to me.

M. GROUP PRODUCTIVITY

Group performance is effected by many factors. Items 127 through 140 helps you assess
the impact of resource availability, system support, "Make it Work" norms, and
intergroup activity on your work team.

127. Equipment, materials, resources are available when needed.

128. Repairs / breakdown are handled in a timely way.

129. The schedule of our task (s) is attainable.

130. What we're asked to Jo is technically feasible.

131. The funding is adequate.

132. Staffing is adequate.

133. Members are criticized in my work team if they try to improve things.

134. If things are not going well in my work team, I know I can influence the team to
be more productive.

135. In my opinion, some members of my work team let their. drinking or drug use
effect their work.

136. My work team members a.M I know what other groups need from us, and we
provide them with it.

137. My work team members and I can obtain what we need from other groups in
order to do our jobs well.

138. Our work gets delayed due to factors outside our work team.

139. Other groups expect the impossible of us.

140. We are blamed for other groups' failures.

9
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I am interested in seeing my own work team and/or the entire organization improve in
the following areas:

1. Supervision 6. Meeting effectiveness 11. Motivational climate
2. Role clarity 7. Job satisfaction [2. Physical environment
3. Communications 8. Productivity factors 13. Organizational stress factors
4. Conflict management 9. Planning
5. Problem solving 10. Management procedures

10
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1

.OUESTION II-38 (Page 95)

Activity Number CA3-4.1.2. Describe the processes used
to communicate the' disciplinary and grievance policies
to site employees, and to respond to questions /
classifications.

Describe what tracking procedure has been developed to
ensure that each step in the grievance process has been
accomplished.

Describe the generic schedule to ensure timely
resolution of grievances.

RESPONSE

The disciplinary and grievance processes have

received considerable attention at senior levels of thei,
!

Nuclear Group. The Executive Vice President-Nuclear
;

| and his staff have instituted a process to review and
I
' revise the grievance handling process.

The disciplinary guidelines and grievance procedures

are communicated to all employees via the "You and Your

Company" handbook issued to employees. This handbook is

being revised and will be reissued to all employees in the
!

[ near future. Employees are instructed to direct questions
|

| or concerns to their immediate supervision. Activity CA3-
|

2.2.4 will initiate special training on disciplinary

guidelines for the PBAPS operating chain from the Plant

Manager to Shift Supervisors prior to restart.

The revised Nuclear Group grievance procedures require

first-level supervision to promptly respond to employee

j concerns within 20 days. If this time period is not met or

|
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the re'sponse is unsatisfactory to the employee, the employee

has the opportunity to present the concern to successively

higher levels of supervision up to and including the

department head. Each level is required to respond in a

timely manner, not to exceed 20 days. If the employee's

concern is still not resolved, the employee has the

opportunity to present a formal grievance to the company's

Personnel and Industrial Relations Department. The Manager,

Industrial Relations- tracks each grievance submitted to the

Personnel and Industrial Relations Department by maintaining

a file which indicates its status. This file is

periodically reviewed to ensure timely resolution of

grievances.
'

In addition to these actions, a consultant has

been retained to review PE Industrial Relations

protocols. This effort is expected to be completed in

November 1988. The result of the comprehensive review

will be a revised set of protocols that will form the

basis of discipline and grievance handling procedures

for the company. Training for PE managers and

supervisors will follow the development of the

protocols in 1989.

7-22-88 QUESTION II-38
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1

OUESTION II-39 (Page 96)
,

Activity Number CA3-4.3.1. Describe the schedule
established for developing performance standards for ;

each employee and for coaching employees on their role
in the performance evaluation process. . Explain why
more frequent performance evaluations-should not be
conducted until employee performance has stabilized j

(e.g. every six months) as one way of monitoring / |
evaluating the continuation of positive attitudes /

|
culture changes among the managers / supervisors / staff.

RESPONSE

By the end of 1988, all employees at PBAPS will

have had face-to-face performance discussions with

their immediate supervisor. The process was begun in

the spring of 1988, and will cascade down through the

organization. These performance discussions will

include the establishment of performance standards for

each employee. In addition to the required annual

performance review, the Plant Manager will conduct

face-to-face performance reviews at nominal six-month

intervals with each of his direct reports to provide*

more frequent opportunities to review management staff

performance and to make any mid-cource corrections

required in a timely manner. They, in turn, have been

instructed to conduct performance discussions with

their subordinates as often as needed.

7-22-88 QUESTION II-39
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Activity Number CA3-4.4.1. Describe the formal procedure
change initiation process and the process for developing new
procedures, and the schedule for turn-around time from
operator feedback through accomplishment.

RESPONSE

The change initiation process for Administrative

procedures is contained in Administrative Procedure A-1.

The change initiation process for initiating changes to

operating procedures is contained in Administrative

Procedure A-20. For all other procedure types, the change
~

initiation process is contained in Administrative Procedure

A-128 (currently being developed for use prior to restart) .

For new procedures, the process is governed by

Administrative Procedure A-1 and the < 9cific Administrative

Procedure for that category of procedure. Using the

guidance and direction provided in A-1 and the Specific "A"

procedure which governs the new procedure, the writer

develops a draft of the new procedure under the oversight

and sponsorship of the senior staff member assigned

responsibility for the specific category of procedure being

developed. During the development process, input and

feedback is obtained from appropriate parties on the draft

! procedure. When the senior staff member is satisfied with

the procedure, it is presented to the Plant Operations

i Review Committee (PORC) for review and recommendation for
|

approval, and then to the issuing authority. Once approval

! 7-22-88 QUESTION II-40
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is obtained, the procedure is distributed to appropriate

locations and positions for that specific category of

procedure.

With regard to operating procedures changes, any

operator or other operating procedure user who has marked up

(revised) a copy of an existing procedure, or has written a

! new additional' procedure, can submit it for review to the

| operations support group. This group will then have
l

responsibility for reviewing it, securing any necessary

review, and processing the proposed procedure or procedure

change through PORC. In addition to this process, a

| procedure suggestion form exists with blank copies

contained in the control room, so that an operator who

encounters the nead for procedure revision can initiate the

revision process (by describing the change he is requesting

and submitting that form to the operations support group for

L logging and evaluation). The recommended change is

processed and an estimated completion date entered. In

addition, the operator is advised as to the disposition of

his recommendation.

| Under the current shutdown condition, operator

recommended changes that correct a potentially unsafe

operation are addressed and resolved immediately, or at the

latest, prior to the procedure being used to support the

subject system operation. Given the current plant restart

7-22-88 QUESTION II-40
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|
readiness strategy, this latter option may be used to '

properly manage the procedure rewrite work load. However,

the operator always has the option of correcting a

potentially unsafe operation immediately by initiating a

tempocary procedure change (TPC).

Under normal conditions (after restart), it is expected

that the maximum turnaround time for recommended changes

would be two weeks. Again, for correction of potentially

unsafe procedural operation, a TPC would be used for

immediate correction.

,

i
i

!
i

!
-

|
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OUESTDN II-41'''(Page 97)

. . Activity Number-CA3-4.4.4. Explain why all training on
revised. procedures should not be complete prior to

-

restart. Describe the tracking system for ensuring
that newLand revised procedures are incorporated into
. training programs.

RESPONSE

Prior to plant restart, personnel who need to

effect a procedure will be trained in the revision to

that procedure.

With regard to the tracking system for ensuring
I

that new and revised procedures ~are incorporated into

training programs, a Site Training Division software

program, Program Revision Action, is us$d to initiate

I and track through to completion the subject procedure

revisions. entry into training. Input to Program _ ]

Revision Action, i.e., new or revised procedure

occurrences, is provided by individun.1 Trainingy
t

Division instructors who have been assigned to specific
!

L functional' areas'for interface purposes that include

.the identification and transfer to the Training

Division of new or revised procedures.
,

|
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OUESTION II-42 (Page 97)
,

Activity Number CA3-4.4.7. Explain why all procedures
should not be reviewed prior to restart.

RESPONSE

As part of PE's multi-pronged approach to in.p;?oving

adherence to procedures at PBAPS, the content of station

procedures was assessed to determine needs for revision or

upgrading of existing procedures, or for the development of

any new procedures. First, an experienced PE Procedure

Coordinator was assigned to develop the evaluation

methodology to be used with assistance from plant

management and consultants. Then, all station procedures

were reviewed and evaluated against a set of criteria which

distinguished between specific procedure revisions required

prior te restart because the revisions impacted safety and

general procedure upgrades which would not be required until

after restart because they did not impact on the safety of

plant restart and operations.

Any procedure with technical inaccuracies, errors in;

sequence that would result in misoperation, any procedure

that would compromise personnel or equipment safety, or

that would impact on compliance with-regulations will be

! revised prior to restart.

Additional information on the procedure revision and

upgrade effort can be found on pages 69-70 of the Restart

i Plan, Section II, and in the response to NRC Question II-14.

,
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Activity Number CA3-4.5.1. Identify the areas in which site
quality organizations and the site line organization have
improved working relationships.

RESPONSE

The Manager-Quality, PBAPS, routinely attends.the Vice

President-PBAPS weekly staff meetings. At these meetings,

the PBAPS Manager, Quality, reports on the status of Quality

Assurance activities such as audits in progress and the

status of findings and recommendations. As necessary, the

Vice President-PBAPS and the PBAPS Manager, Quality, meet on

specific topics related to Quality Assurance activities or

to review Quality Assurance audit results. Additional areas

of site line/ quality organizations interface the following:

1. A team approach has been developed between Procurement
Engineers, CC Technicians and Receiving Inspectors for
expeditious parts evaluation, testing and release of
apara parts.

2. The site quality organization has become more involved
in performing reviews of station procedures, and
provided experienced procedure writers to assist as
needed.

3. The station staff is frequently consulted during the
development of audit plans and scope.

:

| 4. Assistance has been provided to station management in
| the investigation of suspected problem areas.

|
|

!
1
1

I

(
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OUESTION II-44=(Page 98)-

Activity Number CA3-4'.'5.2. ' Explain why continuous QA/QC
monitoring of, operating activities should not be continued
during restart-of both units. Indicate how the appropriate -
level of QA coverage'for ongoing operations at PBAPS will be
determined. '

RESPONSE
.

Line Management has primary responsibility for

monitoring of operating activities. As part of the--

monitoring effort, Peach Bottom senior staff members conduct

(and. document) periodic observations of operating activities

during backshifts and weekends. These monitoring efforts '

have also included observations by the company's Chief

Executive Officer and Executive Vice President-Nuclear.

'
Continuous QA/QC monitoring of operations has.been

discontinued since the Shift Managers and their operating
,

teams completed training and had demonstrated proficiency on

shift. Our review indicated that continuation of this

practice was not necessary and would not reinforco line
,

management responsibility. This action was docunented in PE

letter from C. A. McNeill, Jr., to W. T. Russell dated
1

| April 8, 1988. QA monitoring of operations will be
i

conducted randomly on a scheduled basis so that all shifts

and shift crews are periodically monitored. The appropriate

level of coverage will be determined by the General Manager,

| NQA and the site Quality Manager dependent on the level of

shift activity and performance.

7-22-88 QUESTION II-44
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A number of NQA personnel have plant operations

experience and others are receiving operations. training. ,

Sixteen current PE NQA personnel and a number of contractors

have nuclear operations training and/or experience.

Operations experience.will be maintained in NQA through

training and transfers.

|

|

|,

{

.

I

I

|

!

.
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OUESTION II-45 (Page 98)

Activity Number CA3-4.5.3. Clarify how developing a
technically based audit program within Nuclear Operations QA
has contributed to self-assessment efforts within site
operations. Specify what important areas for improvement
have been identified and any resulting improvements.

Describe the standards set in the 1988 Nuclear QA Goals
which assure the maximization of performance based audits
and surveillances.

Describe improvements which have been made in the processes
and formats by which Nuclear QA reports independent
assessment teedback to site and corporate management.

RESPONSE

PE's line management has the primary responsibility for

assuring the safety and quality of its nuclear operations.

A principal thrust of the Plan for Restart of Peach Bottom

is to strengthen self-assessment and problem resolution-

capabilities within the Nuclear organization. In this

context, self-assessment refers to PE self-assessment and

includes both line and independent activities.

The assessments that result from an improved,

technically-based audit program within Nuclear Operations QA

contribute to overall PE self-assessment efforts, as well as

serve to complement line management self-assessment efforts,
,

|

| by providing additional problem identification information.
:
'

Thus, self-assessment efforts will be enhanced and line

managers will be provided additional tools to better enable
!

| them to carry out their responsibilities.
,
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The technical audit program has proven to be a valuable

self-assessment function for site operations. 'J1even

technical audits were performed for PBAPS during 1987.

Significant improvement opportunities were identified in the
,

areas of Security, Fire Protection, and Emergency

Preparedness. The 1988 NQA Goals call for greater than 50%

of all audits and surveillances to be performance based.

A number of improvements have been made in NQA

processes and formats for providing feedback to site and

corporate management. These include:

1. Issuance of findings and recommendations requiring
corrective action in color coded folders.

2. Revision of practices for issuance and distribution of
findings and audit reports to responsible supervision.

4

3. Preparation and issuance of Executive Summaries for
audit reports, -

4. Standardization of supervisory levels to participata in
exit interviews.

5. Preparation _and issuance of monthly exc2ptions report
for each Vice President and unique trending of each
Department's performance.

.
6. Use of Executive Problem Statements to highlight issues

requiring executive management attention.'

7. Issuance of quarterly reports on the effectiveness of
executive management response to identified problems.

,

!
l

i

l

|

,

r

I
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OUESTION II-46 (Page 98)

Activity Number CA3-4.5.4. Explain when improved QA
reporting practices will be in. place.

RESPONSE-

Each of the improved QA reporting practices described

in response to Question II-45 is in place. Procedural-

changes formalizing these and other improvements are

currently being prepared and will be in place prior to

restart.

4

(

|

|
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OUESTION II-47 (Page 99)

Activity Number CA3-4.6.7. Describe the schedule for
development and implementation of interface agreements
between site training and corporate training
departments.

RESPONSE

The activity referenced in the question (CA3-4.6.7)

relates to establishing interface agreements wi',h regard to

the Operating Experience Assessment Program (OEAP) and the

commitment Tracking Program (CTP) . This activity will be

completed.by July 29, 1988. With regard to the question,

interface agreements between site alid corporate training

departments are covered under the scope of Major Activities

CA4-2.7.2 in Section I and CA3-2.1.1 in Section II of the

Restart Plan. These agreements have been drafted and are

currently in the approval process and will be completed

July 1988.

A Nuclear Training Procedures Task Force is

developing Nuclear Group Administrative Proceduren

' which, when approved, will replace the transition

| Anterface agreements.
|
!

!

l
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OUESTION II-48 (Page 99)

Describe the processes established for: identifying
problems, developing corrective actions, tracking
corrective action commitments, and evaluation of
-effectiveness of actions.

RESPONSE

Improved problem identification and corrective

action programs are being developed and implemented.

These include Nonconformance, Corrective Action,

Reportability, and Root Cause processes. PE is

implementing Nonconformance Reporting (NCR) and

Corrective Action (CAR) programs that establish

consistent controls for the identification of problems,

development of corrective actions, and escalation of

significant issues to proper levels of management

attention. The Commitment Tracking Program (CTP) for

tracking corrective action commitments and bringing

overdue items to management's attention has also been

upgraded and implemented. The CTP is described in

j re.sponse-to Question I-16. As part of the C"", the

effectiveness of corrective actions is reviewed prior

to closing out open items and in follow-up audits

and/or surveillances.
|

|
To assure that items are appropriately evaluated, a

;

uniform corporate-wide process (the Reportability Program)'

is being implemented to screen all potential deficiencies

for reportability. A number of individuals throughout the

7-22-88 QUESTION II-48
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Nuclear organization have been designated and trained in
s

this process to assure consistent and effective screening

such that all appropriate items are evaluated.

Program descriptions and procedures controlling the

above processes are available for NRC staff review at PE

corporate offices.

While the above programs provide additional assurances

that individual problems are identified, evaluated, and

corrected, PE understands the importance of assessments from

a broader perspective. Therefore, we are also in the

process of developing an improved Root Cause Evaluation.

Program which will review problems to identify their

underlying bases. In this way, corrective actions can be

developed which will-more effectively address the

fundamental issues associated with individual items.

.

I
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OUESTION II-49 (Page 99)

Describe the schedule for assessing work management
processes and implementation of recommended changes in these
processes.

RESPONSE
.

PE has identified four work management processes which

were assigned a high priority for improved effectiveness

(see Restart Plan, page 74 of Section II). These~four

processes are: the PBAPS Maintenance Management Process,

the Plant Performance Reporting Process, the Nuclear

Configuration Management Program, and the Nuclear Commitment

Tracking Program. The status of these assessments is

provided in the respcnse to Question II-18.

In addition, PE will perform assessments of

additional management processes as part of a

comprehensive, long-term effort to improve effective-

ness in other areas beyond those noted above (see Major

Activities CA4-2.6.1 and cat-2.6.2). The plan for

conducting these follow-on assessments, as well as the

prioritized list of Nuclear program areas to be

i assessed, is being reviewed with management and will be

finalized by the end of July 1988.

|

;

i
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OUESTION II-50 (Page 99)

Activity Number CA3-4.6.8. Explain when the Nuclear
Performance Management Program will be in place.

RESPONSE

The Nuclear Performance Management Program is a

systematic _ process for developing, communicating, and

monitoring Nuclear group mission and objectives and

departmental objectives and goals (specific and

measurable tasks which support objectives). The

Nuclear Performance Management Program began at PBAPS

early in 1988 with the development of PBAPS Objectives

and Goals for 1988, which support overall Nuclear Group

objectives. This development effort was directed by

the Vice President-PBAPS in conjunction with site

managers and superintendents.

Co..:urrent with this development effort (February

1988), a series of all-hands meetings was convened and

all PBAPS employees and contractors had the opportunity

to hear and question the Huclear Group and PBAPS

objectives.

Subsequent to these meetings, the PBAPS Objectives

and Goals were disseminated throughout the site via

company newspaper, site general employee training -

(GET), and site postings.

The PBAPS Division Managers and Training

Superintendent have incorporated the 1988 Goals into

7-22-88 QUESTION II-50
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their respective 1988 Division Goals. The Division

Goals have been approved by the Vice President-PBAPS

and have been communicated down through the divisions

for planning and implementation.

.

7-22-88 QUESTION II-50
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Ouestion-II-51 (Page 103)

Explain why shutdown issue number 9 ir.volving a management
focus on compliance rather than acknowledgement and
correction of the root causes of problems is not correlated
with root cause number one involving a lack of adequate
personal leadership skills on the part of senior management
at the plant.

Resoonse

The logic established to relate shutdown order

issues to root causes was based on the rationale that

since the root causes are so interrelated, a case could

be made that all shutdown issues are related to all

root causes. However, doing this would make it

difficult to present the information in the plan in a

concisely organized manner. With regard to Shutdown

Issue 9, it was considered that a management focus on

compliance flowed more directly from the station

culture (RC-3) and corporate management's failure to

recognize the developing severity of the problem at

PBAPS and take sufficient corrective actions (RC-4).
The lack of adequate personal leadership and

management skills on the part of senior management at

the plant (RC-1) was considered to be a more direct

cause of the other shutdown issues (SD-1 through 8)

than of Shut Down Issue 9 (SD-9). However, there is

clearly a link that can be established between RC-1 and

SD-9, and PE has no objection to acknowledging this by -.

listing SD-9 as a shutdown issue related to Root Cause

1 (RC-1).

7-22-88 QUESTION II-51
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COMMENT 1

The Restart Plan should give the number of operators
required for normal operation of the plant without excessive
overtime and describe how PECo will provide this number of
operators.

Major Activities 2-1.1.1, 2-1.1.2, and 2-1.1.3 describe
PEco's commitment to assess operator availability,
accelerate operator training, and supplement operator corp
with contractor and co-owner personnel. This should be
augmented to include more detail, including.the number of-
operators required,, and specifically how PECo will provide
these operators.

RESPONSE

Informat!cn which responds to these questions is

provided in the responses to NRC questions.- Specifically,

the response to NRC Question II-5 provides the goal for

operator staffing at Peach Bottom which is aimed at

preventing excessive overtime. The responses to NRC

Questions II-6 and II-25 provide the current and planned

staffing of licens.d positions at Peach Bottom.

Of particular note is PE's co,mmitment to propose a
revision to the PBAPS 'rechnical Specifications, by August

,

l'
| 31, 1988, to assure control of the overtime worked by ROs

and SRos. rais proposed revision will utilize the guidance

in the NRC's current recommendations on the overtime issue

.
as contained in its proposed policy statement.

|

|

|
|

|
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COMMENT 2

The Restart Plan should describe the role in the new
organization.of those individuals serving as Shift
Superintendents at the time of shutdown.

It is not clear from the Restart Plan whether or not the
former Shift Superintendents will be in supervisory
positions under the new organization. . PECo should avoid
using these individuals to supervise personnel which.have
undergone rehabilitation training, or cddress how this could
be done without. compromising efforts to effect an
attitudinal cha.tge at Peach Bottom.

RESPONSE

There were six Shift Superintendents at Peach Bottom at

the time of the shutdown order. Two have since retired and

four are employed in non-supervisory positions. One is ;

employed in outage planning, one is employed in radwaste, ;

one 'is. revising procedures, and one works in ISEG on human

performance. evaluations. None will be directing licensed,
,

.

operators; however, their valuable knowledge will be used to

support operation at Peach Bottom.

'
.

'I

1

!

!

f-
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COMMENT 3

Face-to-face performance evaluations of all employees at
Peach Bottom should be conducted prior to restart.

Major Activity 3-2.2.3 commits PECo to developing a plan for
training managers in how to conduct face-to-face
evaluations. Face-to-face performance evaluations are
important in evaluating improvement in performance and
attitude. Because they have been conducted poorly if at all
in the past, they should be conducted for all employees
prior to restart. The results of these evaluations are
critical for assessing PEco's success in changing attitudes
and improving performance.

RESPONSE

The response to NRC Question II-13 provides a

discussion of the face-to-face performance evaluations that

have been and will be conducted at Peach Bottom.

Additionally, the responses to NRC Questions II-26, II-31,

and II-39 describe the training in performance evaluations

being provided to supervisors at Peach Bottom.

To ensure continued positive effects in terms of

performance, PBAPS has incorporated a 1988 station goal to

"conduct face-to-face performance appraisal interviews by'

December 31, 1988, for all PE employees assigned to PBAPS,

i that will address individual investment in and commitment to

nuclear excellence." In addition to the required annual

performance review, the Plant Manager will conduct face-to-

face performance reviews at nominal six-month intervals with
|

[ each of his direct reports to provide more frequent

opportunities to review management staff performance and to

make any mid-course corrections required in a timely manner.

7-22-88 COMMENT 3
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COMMENT 4

Additional management training should be conducted for
supervisory personnel.

Major Activities 3-2.1.1 through 3-2.1.4 and 3-2,2.1 through
3-2.2.6 describe management training given some supervisory
personnel at Peach Bottom. PECo should provide all
supervisory personnel with management training or describe '

.

and justify the method used in selecting those individuals
who received training.

,

RESPONSE

Additional management training is being provided'to

supe.rvisors at PBAPS. Every supervisor at the plant will

have completed a series of Supervisor Training Modules by

July 31, 1988. The modules, which are completed one day a

week over a four week period, are described below.

Supervisina Work Groups - Develop an awareness of the

supervisor's role and responsibilities and how their

work groups can develop effective on-the-job behaviors.

Manacina Task Group Meetinos - Develop skills in

organizing and conducting effective meetings.

Manacina Performance - Develop knowledge and skills in

the principles of goal setting, praising, and

reprimands.

Manacina Differences - Develop skill 3 in recognizing

the differences in individuals and in dealing with on

the job conflict s'.tuations.

Management and SuperviJory Development has been identified

as one of the eight strategy areas for the Nuclear Group for

COMMENT 47-22-88
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1989-1991. An_ad hoc task group has set priorities and

developed'a timetable ~for their implementation which has

been accepted by senior management. Additional information

related to management training is also provided in the

responses to'NRC Questions II-29 and II-30.

<

&

4

I

1
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COMMENT 5

PECo should modify its personnel disciplinary guidelines to
identify infractions warranting immediate dismissal.

Major Activity 3-4.1.1 states that disciplinary guidelines
have been modified to identify infractions warranting
immediate suspension. These should be further strengthened
to id9ntify even more serious measures, such as immediate
dismissal, when justified.

RESPONSE

The disciplinary system at PEco is a multiple step

process. The disciplinary guidelines for the Nuclear Group

have been changed. Some infractions are recognized to be

more serious at a nuclear plant than in a fossil plant, and

will now result in disciplinary action at a higher level.
'

Some infractions can result in immediate suspension without

pay, but termination does not occur until the investigation

is complete. As indicated in the response to NRC Question

II-12, personnel terminations have occurred as a result of

infractions of PE's drug policy.

Additional information which responds to this question

I is provided in the response to NRC Question II-38.

I
|
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COMMENT 6

Opportunities for rotating operators off-shift should be
identified and implemented prior to restart.

Major Activity 2-2.1.1 concerns developing opportunities for
operators to rotate off-shift, and ultimately to enjoy

,

career opportunities off-shift. While promotional
opportunities can be developed over time, opportunities for
licensed operators to hav1 temporary relief from shift duty
should be developed and implemented prior to restart. It is
recognized that the overall number of operators may limit
these opportunities in the near future.

RESPONSE

PE has conducted a comprehensive review of its operator

career path program at PBAPS. Planned off-shift rotation

for operators (both licensed and non-licensed) was addressed

as part of this review. There are a number of positions

which could be filled by experienced operators to enhance

their career growth. The program for rotation has not been

finalized and cannot be fully implemented until 1990 when

sufficient experienced operators are available.

Additional information which responds to this question

is provided in the response to NRC Question II-4. Response

to NRC Question II-6 provides the schedule for staffing of

! licensed personnel as it relates to rotational assignments

and the response to Question II-28 provides the current

! schedule for implementing the degree and certificate
|

|
program for licensed operators.

!
l

|
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COMMENT 7

The Restart Plan should address the maintenance backlog,
both preventive and corrective, and how it will be reduced
to an acceptable level.

The maintenance backlog at Peach Bottom has received a great
deal of attention. Much of the outstanding corrective and
preventive maintenance should be completed prior to restart.
The Restart Plan'should address commitments made to INPO
concerning maintenance, any maintenance tasks which will be
outstanding at the time of restart, and the schedule for
completing all maintenance tasks.

RESPONSE

PE will evaluate the maintenance backlog prior to

restart and defer only those items which are found to have a

negligible effect on safe operation of the plant. All

modifications committed to the NRC and preventive
|

maintenance on safety systems will be completed prior to

restart. Work orders which are not directly related to the

operation of Unit 2 (for example Administration Building,

Substation) are being removed from the maintenance list in

order to provide better management of Unit 2 activities.

Additional information which responds to this question
,

i

is provided in the response to NRC Question II-19.
|

|

:
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COMMENT 8

The Restart Plan should address all outstanding commitments
to NRC and-INPO, and PECo's schedule for addressing them.

PECo has made several commitments to the NRC and INPO
concerning corrective actions identified in, for example,
NRC Inspection Reports, Information Notices, and INPO
evaluations. While many of these commitments go beyond
restart issues, it is important to ensure that PECo has an
acceptable plan for addressing all issues, no matter how
long term, prior to restart. The Restart Plan should
contain a plan and schedule for addressing these additional
Comments.

RESPONSE

The Commitment Tracking Program (CTP) will provide

management with a mechanism to measure the effectiveness of

commitment identification, tracking, schedule adherence, and

close out.

The program is described in an Interface Agreement

approved by the Executive Vice President-Nuclear and has

been implemented through a Nuclear Group Administrative

Procedure, a copy of which is enclosed. The CTP includes

commitments made in correspondence to and from PE with

external organizations, including NRC, INPO, Joint Utility

Management Audit (JUMA) , ANI and other federal, state and

local agencies, as well as commitments established by the

Nuclear Review Board, Independent Safety Engineering Group,

Nuclear QA and OEAP organizations. The program will ensure

that an accurate status of the commitments is maintained.

The CTP was fully implemented on July 1, 1988.

Additional information which responds to this question

is provided in responses to NRC Questions I-16 and II-48.

7-22-88 COMMENT 8
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TITLE: in", erin Nuclear Group Ad=inistrative Procedure for
'

Cc==it=ent Trac):ing Program
No: NCAP-002.X REV. NO: 00

ISSUE DATE: 07-01-88 EFFECTIVE DATE: 07-01-88 PAGE 1 CP 13

1.O PURPOSE

This Nuclear Group Administrative Procedure (NGAP)

describes the Philadelphia Electric Company's (PECO)

?'ommitment Trac):ing Program (CTP) . Specifically, this NGAP
establishes the responsibilities, authorities, process and
organi:stional interfaces .for trac 1:ing and assuring

compliance with PECO corsitments to the organi0ations;

listed in Exhibit 1.

2.0 SC_QPE

This NGAP applies to corsittent trac):ing and c0=pliance
activities for its operating nuclear facilities (PSAPS and
LGS Unit 1) . Commitments within the CTP scope are.these
=ade te or imposed by the organizations listed in Exhibit 1
with the exception that Design Basis corzit=ents are n0:
within the scope of the CTP. Design Basis consitzents are

of the Configuration Management Pr0 gram.within the scope
docu=ents that shall, as a minimu=, be reviewef ::

Theidentify c0rcitments are listed in Exhibit 2.
.

3.0 SOURCES A.ND REFERENCES

3.1 SOURCE DOCUMENTS

3.1.1 PECO Plan for Restart of Peach 300000 A00mic P0werRevisi0n 1,Station - Section I-Corporate Actic;:s,
Relating to CTP.

3.1.2 PECO Plan for Restart of Peach 30:00: Atomic P0wer
Section I -PEAPS Actions Relating 00

Stati0n -

CTP.
.

3.2 CROSS-REFERENCES

3.2.1 Nuclear Group P0licy No. 2.1, Licensing and

Regulatory

Configuration Management Program (later)3.2.2 NGAP-AA,

3.2.3 NGAP-EE, Correspondence Control Pr gra (later)

06/15/55
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3.2.4 NGAP-052.1, Preparation and Control of Nuclear
Group Administrative Procedures

.

4.O DEFINITIONS

4.1 COMMITMENT

obligation, either i= posed upon or =ade by aA documented
designattid PECO representative by one of the organizations
listed in Exhibit 1, that either has or will establish
require:ents or promises actions to be performed.

4.2 ACTION ITEM COMMITMENTS

Co==itments that require a non-routine, one ti=e, future

action by PECO, where an action =ay be a single activity
or set of activities.

4.3 PROGRAMMATIC COMMITMENTS

Co==itments that: (a) define or describe recuired
(b) require continuing routine / peri 0dic a5tions

=aintenance Ofprogra:s,
by PECO over a defined period of ti=s or (c)
an existing progra=atic condition.

4.4 DESIGN BASIS COMMITMENTS

Cc=it=ents est describe the design criteria or design
basis assc..ated with the structures, syste=s and

co=ponents or PBAPS or LGS.

4.5 HISTORICAL COMMITMENTS

Cc=it=ents that have been closed out and, theref;re, do
not require future action. Historical co=it=ents are

typically Cc=pleted Action Item co=it=ents, but can alsoother basis,
i include commitments that are closed on sc=e

for example, commitments that are superceded by or'

redundant to other co=itments . Historical C0=it=ent
archived in a data base, for retrieval!

data records areand provide the principal historical recordwhen required,
describing how each co=itment was satisfied or c;osed out,

l

06/15/SS
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-

- 4.6 RESPONSIBLE DEPARTMENT

The department (PBAPS, LGS, NED, NSD or NQA) assigned to
either implement or ensure continuing . compliance with a
commitment.

4.7 RESPONSIBLE IMPLEMENTING ORGANIZATION (RIOL

The Section assigned by the Responsible Department- to
implement a co==itment or a section that is responsible for
procedures or other controlled documents that implement one
or more Progra==atic Co==it=ents.

4.8 RESPONSIBLE INDIVIDUAL

The individual in the RIO accountable for carrying out the
activities and responsibilities of the RIO.

4.9 SUPPOPT ORGANIZATIONS

An organi::ation that is assigned to p e rf o r:r. a specified
task to support the RIO in impienenting a co==it=ent.

4.10 IMPL N ING DOCIMENT

A document that contains information that forms the basis
for partially or completely satisfying a ec==itment. For

Action Item co==it=ents, implementing documents can be any
of a wide variety of documents including: procedures,
modification packages, calculations, correspondence,

progra= plants, etc. For Progra==atic Con =itments
implementing documents are typically controlled procedures,i but can be other controlled documents, such as the Quality'

Assurance Manual.
|

I
; 5.0 RESPONSIBILITY AND AtTI'HORITY
i

5.1 RESPONSIBILITIES

PBAPS, vice Presider.t-LGS are5.1.1 Vice President -

|
accountable for the following activities for

co==itments assigned to PBAPS or LGS:

!

I
!

06/15/88T-88-280.REV -
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A. Ensures that commitment implementation
responsibilities are assigned to a RIO and
Responsible Individual.

B. Ensures that commitment implementation activi-
ties assigned to plant staff are timely, and-

correctly implement the committed to actions.

C. Ensures that Progra=atic Commitments asrigned
to plant staff are complied with on a

continuing basis.

Nuclear Sewices is accountable5.1.2 Vice President -

for ensuring that an effective Commitment Tracking
Program is in place to:

A. Identify new or revised c =itments;

S. Identify the Nuclear Group Department resp 0n-
sible for implementing ce=itments :

C. Track the status of ce=itment implementatien
activities to cicsure;

D. Maintain a current, concise and accurate data
base (s) of Action Item, Progra=atic and

Historical Commitment data records.
Nuclear Eneineerine and Vice

5.1.~ Vice President -

Nuclear SeWices are acccuntable f0rPresident -

the following:

A. Ensures that commitment implementa:icn
responsibilities are assigned to a RIO and

'

Responsible Individual.

B. Ensures that co=itment implementation activi-
ties assigned to NED or NSD are timely and
correctly i=plement the ce=itted to actions.

i ~ Progra=atic C0=itments assigned
.

C. Ensures the
to NED or NSD are complied with en a

continuing basis.

5.1.4 Corritrent Trackine orcanizatien is accountable
for the following activities:

| 06/15/88T-88-280.REV
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A. With the exception of safeguards Information,
receives and reviews incoming infor:ation frem
external sources and internal sources fer

commitment identification.

B. Forwards commitments as appropriate te

Responsible Depart =ents for implementation.

C. Consults with Responsible Departments to

identify the RIO and Responsible Individual

for c0=itment action and schedule for that
action.

D. Maintains inf or=ation on the status cf ccarit-
ment trac}:ing assign =ents.

E. Prepares monthly status reports fcr senier

management en ec=i:=ent trac):ing status with
su=a ry remar)s flagging overdue itens and

areas of cencern. .

F. Perfer s a self-assess =ent Of the effective-
ness of the C =it=en Trac);ing Progra: On an
annual basis. (An independent annual progra=
effectiveness review of the CTP will also be
perforred by NQA.)

G. Reports on the CTP through Direc:cr Of
Licensing to the Manager-Nuclear Supp0rt and
the Vice President-Nuclear Services, to the
Executive Vice Presiden;-Nuclear.

5.1.5 DirecOr. Nuclear Plant Securitv Secticn is

accountable for the fcllowing activities:

A. Evaluates proposed new ce=it=ents in draft
outgoing documents containing safeguards

: infor ation.

i B. Receives and reviews safeguards infer:ati:n

frc= external and internal sources for

ce=itment identification.
1

| C. C0=pletes cc::itment data records 50 the extent
possible, without recording safeguards

06/15/S5T-SS-OSO.REV
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information. This will typically include all
required fields in the data record with the
exception of all or part of the "State =ent of
Commitment". Specifically it shall include the
identification of the Responsible Department.

Forwards completed ~ data records to the
D. ce=itment Tracking Organi::ation for entry into

the ecm=itment tracking data base.

E. Consults with NSD Licensing as nececsary 00
control and assist in the processing cf

proposed revisions to co=itments containing

safeguards information.

F. Provides limited verification of ec=mitment
closure for co =it=ents containing safeguards
infornation.

G. Ensures that Programmati: Ocm:ittents
containin; safeguards infer.ation are c0: plied -

with on a continuing basis.

5.1.6 NSD Licensinc/ Site Reculato*v Orcanization are

accountable for performing those activities

necessary to:

A. Evaluate from a regulatory perspective,
propose 4 new or revised ce=i:=ents in draft
outgoing documents to the external agencies ;

listed in Exhibit 1.
Control and process revisions to c =itments.3.

C. Provide limited verification of c0=itment

closure.

5.1.7 General Manacer. Nuclear cualitv Assurance is

accountable for the following activities:

A. Ensures that the closure of co=itments madein responses to NRC Notices of Violation and
'

INPO Findings are verified.

06/15/334
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B. Ensures that commitment implementation
responsibilities are assigned to a RIO and
Responsible Individual.

.

C. Ensures that co::itment implementation
activities assigned to NQA are timely, and
correctly implement the co=itted to actions.

D. Ensures that Progrn=atic Cc=itments assigned
to NQA are complied with on a continuing basis.

5.1.8 Pesconsible !=cle=entine Orcanization is

accountable for (1) =anaging the cennittent
imple=entation activities for assigned Action Ite:
ce=it=ents or (2) ensuring centinuing cc:pliance
with Progra==atic Commitments for assigned

I:P le:enting Docu=ents. For Action er

Cc=itments this includes:

A. Plans ces 1:sent i = p l e m e n t a t i c :- t a s::s
(schedule, manpower, budge:).

.

S. Acquires supper: frc: c:ner crgani:stienc

(Support RICs) as necessary to plan and
perfcr the imple entation tas):s.

C. Coordinates the activities of all tas};

participants to ensure c::=pletion of assigned
activities within agreed to schedules.

D. Consolidates all necessary docu=entation inte a
Cc=it=en Ccapletion Pac): age.

E. Consults with/ assists Licensing and/cr the

Sita Regulatory organi:ation, as required, with
the preparation of documents :: e>: ernal
organizations relative to the i=plementation of
the ce=ittent.

For progra=atic Cc=ittents this includes:

A. Ensures that I=plementing Documents containing
assigned c0=ittents are not changed without an
evaluation of their impact en commitments.

06/15/85T-88-280.REV
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B. Identifies the impacts _ of planned revisions to

Implementing Documents on existing commitments.
Develops proposed commitment revisions, as

appropriate.

C. Consults with NSD Licensing or the -Site

Regulatory Organization to ensure that

proposed commitment revisions are captured and
appropriately processed.

D. Prepares a documentation pac): age to provide
objective evidence of the commitment review
prior to revising assigned !=plementing
Documents.

5.1.9 Suecor Orcanica~ ions are accountable for the

timeliness, co=pleteness and quality of perfor:ance
of assigned commitment implementation tasks.

3.1.10 Pesconsible Individual is responsible f0: carrying
the activities and responsibilities of the P.20.cut

5.2 AttrHORITY

PECO cc =itments can only be made by Nuclear Group Vice
Presidents or above; their direct reports; or the General
Manager, Nuclear Quality Assurance.

6.O PREREOUISITES

Not Applicable.

7.0 COMMITMENT TRACKING PROGPJ.M

7.1 PROCESS DIAGRAM

The process for the Co==itment Tracking Progran is

depicted in Exhibit 3. Highlights of the process are.

delineated below.

7.1.1 Nev/ Revised Cerritrents
Draft docu=ents to the external agencies listed in
Exhibit 1 shall be reviewed to identify and

06/15/86T-88-280.p2V
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evaluate new or revised cc=itments. This review
shall include an identification - and -review._of
existing related commitments as well as an esti= ate
of the schedule, budgets and- priorities for

implementation of the commitments. New or revised
commitments that will require special budget

approvals to implement, shall be planned in

accordance with the Integrated Manage =ent Process
and approved by appropriate management prior te
submittal to external agencies. Tnese activities-
shall be carried out by the organization
originating the co=itment in consultation with the
Site Regulatory Organization or NSD Licensing, as
appropriate.

Requests for revision to existing cc =iteents shall
be evaluated by the Site Regula: cry organi:ation erandNSD Licensing to identify the regulatery impac:
to identify and coordinate the appropriate

regula: cry actions necessary c revise One

cccmi =en:.

7.1.2 Docurent carture

The Document control Organi:a:ica shall capture

and distribute a copy to the C==itmen: Tracking
organization, of all incoming and outgoing

documents listed in Exhibit 2.

7.1.3 Cornitrent Identificatien
The Cc=itmen: Tracking organi:stien shall review
all documents listed in Exhibi 2 Oc identify

commit =ents and complete cc=1::ent data reccrds.
This ce==itment identifica:icn procers shall

include: (a) a requirement c document One review
and disposition of docu=ents reviewed and (b)
verification of newly created er revised
cc=it=ent data records by a seccnd individual.

7.1.4 Ide-tifv/Aeree en Reseensibility

The Commitment Tracking organization shall

identify the Respcnsible Cepar :en fcr each new

cc =itment. The identified department shall

review the proposed assign =ent and shall nctify the
06/15/SST-SS-280.plV
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Commitment Tracking Organi:ation as to whether it
or disagrees with the assignment. When anagrees

agreement has been reached, the Commitment Tracking
organi:etion shall enter the assignment into the
Commitment data base.

The Responsible Department shall assign a RIO,

which in turn shall assign a Responsible

Individual for C0=ittent implemc.nt a tion . Tnese

assignments shall ce entered into the C0=itzent
data base.

7.1.5 Task Planninc

The Responsible Individual shall plan the tasks
necessary to implement the assigned ce=itment and
' enter the completion due date (if not alreadv
established by the co=itment itself) into th"e

r-- ....4...Co==itten data * ase. ....

3..13 cs.3..
*

.~ . g = g m. . .s . 4 m m. a .4..4 4....es . g.4-i . ...... . .
. . . - . .

'Udget app!CVals, Tash Elanning E n '. ". *, include
.a u..... -

u. . a.
w ~ r . w . s. s sw . a. a. . . . .u..Ag= ..;. .-.. . - w . . . . ....; .

---Y
Integrated ..anagemen: process as appr:;.ria .e.v

7.1.6 Task Trackinc

The Responsible Individual shall routinely update
the Cc=itment data base to provide current status
information. The C =it=ent Tracking Crgui:ati0n
shall generate reutine and ad h: reports for

managers at all levels as necessary :: neni 0: ths. . ,
- - ,- 4 . e . . a. 4.4 4es . 2. . 4 . . w , 4 ,. . ..S .....- . . . . . . ......

- -. ......

resc. ensibilitv. .

7.1.7 Cc--it ent Closure
t

i C :=itment closure activities shall include: (a)
! consolidation of a C0=it=en C pletion Package
l by the R:0; (b) Certification by the R:0 that the
i c0=it=en has been satisfied: (c) a checking

' activity bv. the Site Rec.ula:O rv. cr NSD Licensing
Organi:atiens to the exten; nece:sary t ncur.

that the ce=itten has been closed; and (d) 100%
verification by Nuclear Quality Assurance Of the
closure of ce=itments made in responses t NRC

Notices of Violation and ;Npo findings. The

06/15/58T-SS-OSO.RIV
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Tracking Organi:stien shall archive andCc==itment
maintain the data records for closed co==itments in
the Co==it=ent Tracking data base.

7.1.8 Continuina Comoliance with Existino Commitrents

RIos assigned responsibility for ensuring
=atic Cc=itmentscontinuing co=pliance with Preg:

shall control the revision of assigned Implementing
documents to assure that ce==it=ents are not

inadvertently violated or changed. These centrols
shall include: (a) a review of the Cc==i =en data

base and development of documentation to provide
evidence of this review; (b) appropriate

processing of requested revisions to existing

co==it=ents ( see 7,1.1) .

$

S.O PDONEh"RATION

D :umentation shall be retained : pr: vide Obte::ive
evidence Of the perfer=ance, results and c:nclusiens f

varicus ce=it=en tracking and ec=pliance a::ivities, and
shall include the fellowing: (a) a re: rd cf d cumen
reviews to identify ce==itments; (b) ce=1:=ent cl0sure
documentation (Co==itment Completion Package, RIO

certifications, and concurrence of verifying

organi:ations); (c) ce=itment data records for A::icn

Item, Progra=atic and Historical Cc==1:=ents ; (d) a re:Ord*

of ce==itment review pri:: te revising documents

i=plementing Progra==atic C =itments ; (e) the basis for(

approvals received and a,plicable regula::ry ::rresp:ndence
f or c0=it=ent revisiens; and (f) self assess =en reports.

|

|

9.O E)'HIBITS
!

Crgani:ations :nclude:i in SOpe of the
| Exhibit 01 -

| C0=i =en: Tracking Progra:
i

i

I

| Exhibit 02 - Docu=ent Sources for Cc=i =ents
Cc=it=ent Tracking Process DiagramExhibit 03 -

06/15/S8
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9.1 ORGANIZATIONS INCLUDED IN THE SCOPE OF THE COMMINENT ;

g ING PROGRAM

9.1.1 External Organizations

Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
-

:U.S. Environ = ental Protection Agency (EPA)
State and Local Agencies
U. S. Department of Transportation (DOT).
American Nuclear Insurers (ANI)Institute of Nuclear Power operations (INPO)
Joint Utility Management Audits (J"MA)

.

9.1.2 Internal Organi:ations
r

Nuclear Review Board (NES)
Independent Safety Evaluation Group (ISEG)
Nuclear Quality Assurance (NOA)
operating Event Analysis Program (IEAP)

.5,I DOqMENT SOURCES FOR COWTTMENTS

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Trroced Cer.rittent Docurent Sources ,

!

rNRC Rules and Regulations (10 CFR)
jOperating License and License Amendments

Technical Specifications
NRC Orders

i

!
,

1

!

!
-

,
.

I
.

,

I

|

|

!

|

f 06/15/SS
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|
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Scurces of Utilitv General Cr-itrents to f* 2
1Decurent
I
\

FSAR
r vironmental Reports1 n'

Correspondence - Utility to NRC
Quality Assurance Program Description

-

l
Energency Plan
Environmental Qualification Program

.Pire Protection Program Plan I
Site Security Plan \

|.

PS!/ISI/IST Progra Descriptions
|Process Control Program Description

Offsite Docs Calculation Manua' '

Special Reports (e.g., Even: Reitted Reports, Overe>:posure
Reports, Effluent greater than Appendi>: :. Declared

Emer1encv Event Recorts. II.RT Rec. or:s) '''

ner..., ^ . . . " . - .. ^-.
**d. . . " . . .yne - - . *. s ( n' . . . ". .= '.

.

C .'..e * .J.a". .4..e n..

Env. Op. Report, Annual Personnel E>:posure Report, 5-A.r.. .

:a..-.. . - r r. .r . .x . .-r....n......-..
.r e. ,. ,. . e . . ne , e a s,. e :e. . , .. .-

.. y... . . . . .

Annual Operating Repor s, Ment..1 Operating Repe ;;. . . . .

Hearing Transcripts

s . . . .
. . _ . - , , ....n.._........ c., . ...

n. . , , ,. e. . . . . 4. 3. 3_ t e_ . . . . . . . w. .a
. . .

NRO Generic :.etters
NRC Letters Representing Inf ormation under :.CCPT.50. 54 (';
NRC Insnection Recorts Rec.uestine. inf o under 10CFP.O . 24 C1e .

NF.C Safety Evaluatien Reperts
NRC :.etters related to 0 ner's Group Activities

e :.,NRC Meeting Minutes Or Inspection Reperts,
referencing PECO CO =it=ents

s.w. . z....e.z., a. .. ,...~..,......! .t es.
....

. . . . . .. ....

v.re..S.

0 -r.n a . .... ne . .sy...c ..

r . y .4 . . e . a '..... ... . .ya . c.a.e e...ss e. . .. . .
....

,

E.3 COMv!TVEh"" TRACFING PROCESS DI AGRAM
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